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The Cp spaces are defined in terms of their finite-dimensional subspaces. How-
ever, in the category of separable infinite-dimensional Banach spaces, the £,P spaces 
for 1 < p < oo with p =fa 2 are those spaces which are isomorphic to complemented 
subspaces of LP,· but not isomorphic to the Hilbert space £2 • 
Rosenthal [RI], Schechtman [SJ, Alspach [A], and Bourgain [B-R-S] have 
developed methods of constructing £,P spaces for 1 < p < oo with p =fa 2 which have 
a probabilistic aspect. These methods have enlarged the set of known Lp spaces from 
the classical examples [fP, £2 EB fP, ( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) f.P, and £P] to a family indexed by the 
countable ordinals. We will examine these constructions, provide some details, clarify 
a few points, and to some extent interrelate the constructed spaces with respect to the 
relation~-
Preliminaries for £,P Spaces 
The £,P Spaces 
The £,P spaces were introduced by Lindenstrauss and Pelczynski in [L-P], and 
were studied further by Lindenstrauss and Rosenthal in [L-R]. The definition and 
some basic results are presented below. 
DEFINITION. Let 1 ~ p ~ oo and 1 ~ A < oo. A Banach space Xis an Cp,>. space 
if for each finite-dimensional subspace Z of X, there is a finite-dimensional subspace Y 
1 
of X containing Z such that d(Y, f~) ~ .X, where n = dim(Y) and d(Y, f~) is the 
Banach-Mazur distance between Y and .e~. Finally, a Banach space is an £P space if 
it is an Lp,-r space for some 1 ~ 'Y < oo. 
2 
Let 1 < p < oo where p =f. 2. In [L-P, Example 8.2], it is shown that fP, £2 EB fP, 
( £2 EB f 2 EB . · ·) f.P, and LP are mutually nonisomorphic £,P spaces, although this is more 
easily seen in light of the subsequent results of [L-R]. These spaces are the classical £,P 
spaces. 
Let X be a Banach space. A bounded linear mapping P : X - X is called a 
projection if P 2 = P. Let Y be a closed subspace of X. Then Y is called a 
complemented subspace of X if there is a (bounded linear) projection P : X - X 
mapping X onto Y. If Y is a complemented subspace of X, P: X - Xis the 
(bounded linear) projection mapping X onto Y, and Z is the null space of P, then 
X = Y EB Z. Conversely, if X = Y EB Z for some closed subspace Z of X, then Y is a 
complemented subspace of X ( as is Z). 
We will restrict our attention to separable infinite-dimensional £,P spaces for 
1 < p < oo with p =f. 2. For these spaces, [L-P] and [L-R] each contribute one 
implication in the following characterization, but in greater generality. 
Theorem 1.1. Let 1 < p < oo where p =f. 2, and let X be a separable infinite-
dimensional Banach space. Then X is an £,P space if and only if X is isomorphic to a 
complemented subspace of LP but X is not isomorphic to £2 • 
The essence of the forward implication [L-P, Theorem 7.1] is the following. 
Proposition 1.2. Let 1 < p < oo and let X be an £,P space. Then X is 
isomorphic to a complemented subspace of LP(µ) for some measureµ. 
REMARK. In the above proposition, analogous statements for p = 1 and p = oo 
3 
are false. For p == 1, [L-P, Example 8.1] provides a counterexample. For p = oo, 
any separable infinite-dimensional C(K) space provides a counterexample, as noted in 
[L-PJ. However, by [L-P, Corollary 2 of Theorem 7.2], if Xis an C1 space, then Xis 
isomorphic to a subspace of LP(µ) for some measureµ. 
The essence of the reverse implication [L-R, Theorem 2.1] is the following. 
Proposition 1.3. Let 1 < p < oo and let X be (isomorphic to) a complemented 
subspace of LP(µ) for some measure µ. Then either X is an Cp space or X is 
isomorphic to a Hilbert space. 
REMARK. In the above proposition, modified versions hold for p = 1 and p = oo 
[L-R, Theorem 3.2]. If Xis (isomorphic to) a complemented subspace of L 1(µ) for 
some measureµ, then Xis an C1 space. If Xis (isomorphic to) a complemented 
subspace of a C(K) space, then X is an C= space. 
Let us assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. The hypothesis that X is infinite-
dimensional excludes a class of spaces which are trivially CP. The hypothesis that X 
is separable allows us to replace the LP(µ) of Proposition 1.2 by LP = LP(O, 1). As 
noted in [L-P] and [L-R], the C2 spaces are precisely the spaces which are isomorphic 
to Hilbert spaces. However, the only separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space 
(up to isometry) is £2 • Thus we may replace the Hilbert space of Proposition 1.3 by £2 • 
The conclusion of Theorem 1.1 now follows. 
The Relations <--+ and ~ 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces. We write X <--+ Y if X is isomorphic to a closed 
subspace of Y. We write X ~ Y if X is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of Y. 
Of course if X ~ Y, then X <--+ Y. If X ~ Y, then X* ~ Y*. However if X <--+ Y, 
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it does not follow that X* ~ Y*. If X is a closed subspace of Y with X c.:.+ Y, it does 
not follow that X itself is a complemented subspace of Y. The relations ~ and c.:.+ are 
reflexive and transitive, but not antisymmetric. 
We write X = Y if X ~ Y and Y ~ X. We write X =c Y if X c.:.+ Y and 
Y c.:.+ X. We write X "'Y if X is isomorphic to Y. The relations =, =c, and "' 
are equivalence relations. Let [ ] ..,., , [ ] =c, and [ ] = denote equivalence classes under 
"', =c, and =, respectively. Then [X]..,., C [X]=c C [X]=. 
If X = X' and Y = Y', then X ~ Y if and only if X' ~ Y'. Similarly, if 
X =c X' and Y =c Y', then X c.:.+ Y if and only if X' c.:.+ Y'. Thus ~ and c.:.+ induce 
partial orderings on equivalence classes under= and =c, respectively. 
The Classical £P Spaces 
Let 2 < p < oo. Then £2 and the classical separable infinite-dimensional £p 
spaces are related by~ as in diagram (1.1) below, where X --t Y denotes X ~ Y but 
Y 'f-t X, X = Y denotes X ~ Y and Y ~ X, and the absence of a relation symbol 
between X and Y implies X 'f-t Y and Y 'f-t X, unless some relation is implied by the 




Let 1 < p < oo where p -=I- 2. Then £2 and the classical separable infinite-
dimensional £P spaces are related by c.:.+ as in diagram (1.2) below. Conventions 
analogous to those described above will apply in this and in future diagrams relating 






The positive relations asserted to exist above follow routinely from well-known 
results. Of course £2 c..:+ £2 EB f P and f P c..:+ · £2 EB f P. Letting lF denote the scalar field, 
Khintchine's inequality [W, I.B.8] for the Rademacher functions {rn} shows that 
[rn]£P "'f2 . Moreover, for 2 < p < oo, the orthogonal projection of LP onto [rn]u is 
bounded. Hence for 2 < p < oo, and for 1 < p < 2 by duality, £2 c..:+ LP. It follows that 
Some of the the negative results are another matter, although £2 'f-+ fP, fP 'f-+ £2, 
£2 EB f P 'f-+ £2 , and £2 EB f P 'f-+ f P, all follow from the fact that tr 'I-+ ls for r, s E [1, oo) 
with r # s. The fact that ( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) f.P 'I-+ £2 EB f P for 2 < p < oo is [RI, Lemma for 
Corollary 14], presented below as Lemma 2.23. The fact that LP 'f-+ (£2 EBf2 EB·· ·)tP 
for 2 < p < oo is [L-P 2, Theorem 6.1]. 
Elementary Constructions 
Fix 1 < p < oo where p # 2. 
Let X and Y be separable infinite-dimensional Banach spaces such that X c..:+ LP 
and Y c..:+ LP. Then X EB Y c..:+ LP EB LP "' LP. Note that since £2 is prime, if X ,f- £2 
and Y ,f- £2 , then X EB Y ,f- £2 • Hence if X and Y are .CP spaces, then X EB Y is an .Cp 
space. 
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A result of Pelczynski [P, Proposition(*)], presented below as Lemma 2.8, states 
that for Banach spaces V and W which are isomorphic to their squares in the sense 
that V EB V ,...., V and W EB W ,...., W, if V <-=+ W and W <-=+ V, then V "' W. 
C 
Suppose X and Y are as above and are isomorphic to their squares. If X ~ Y, 
then X EBY,...., Y [since X EBY and Y are isomorphic to their squares, 
X EBY <-=+ Y EBY ,...., Y, and Y <-=+ X EBY]. If X and Y are incomparable in the sense 
that X cj+ Y and Y 'f-+ X, then X EB Y is isomorphically distinct from both X and 
Y [since X EB Y ,...., X would imply that Y <-=+ X, and X EB Y "' Y would imply that 
X <-=+ Y]. Hence if X and Y are CP spaces which are isomorphic to their squares, then 
the CP space X EB Y is isomorphically distinct from both X and Y if and only if X and 
Y are incomparable in the sense mentioned above. 
From the list £2 , f P, £2 EB f P, ( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) £P, LP of five spaces, the only 
incomparable pair of spaces is {£2, f P}. However, £2 EB f P has already been included in 
the list. 
Let Z be a separable infinite-dimensional Banach space such that Z <-=+ LP. Then 
(ZEB ZEB·· ·)e <-=+ (LP EB LP EB·· ·)£P ,...., LP. Note that fP <-=+ (ZEB ZEB·· ·)£P, whence 
. ( Z EB Z EB · · ·) £P ,f, f 2 and ( Z EB Z EB · · ·) f.P is an CP space. The space ( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) £P is 
an example. However, from the list £2 , fP, £2 EB fP, (£2 EB £2 EB···) f.P, LP of five spaces, 
no space arises from this method of construction which has not already been included 
in the list. 
Preliminaries for Banach Spaces 
We now introduce some terminology used in the study of Banach spaces. The 
presentation is unavoidably terse and a bit disjointed. General references for this 
material include [L-T] and [W]. Throughout the following discussion, X and Y will 
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denote Banach spaces. 
A Banach space is a complete normed vector space. Classical examples include 
1 
the space LP(O, 1) for 1 ~ p ~ oo, with IJJIJP = (f(o,i) IJIP);; for 1 ~ p < oo and 
11111 00 = esssup Iii for p = oo, and the space fP for 1 ~ p ~ oo, with 
1 
ll{ai}ll£P = CE lain;; for 1 ~ p < CX) and IJ{ai}ll£00 = sup lail for p = CX). Here 
J denotes Lebesgue integration. Functions f,g E LP(O, 1) are identical as elements 
of LP(O, 1) if they agree except on a set of measure zero, which is to say that strictly 
speaking, the elements of LP(O, 1) are equivalence classes of functions. 
Given Banach spaces X1, X2, ... and 1 ~ p < oo, (X1 EB X2 EB··· ).eP is the set 
1. 
of all sequences {xi} with Xi E Xi such that ll{xi}IJ = (I: IJxilJ~J P < oo. The sum 
(X1 EB X2 EB··· )e is a Banach space, and will also be denoted ( I:EB Xi) .eP. 
Suppose T: X-+ Y is a linear operator. Then Tis said to be bounded if 
IITII = supxEX\{O} 11~~1?11 < oo. A linear operator is bounded if and only if it is 
continuous. 
Suppose T: X-+ Y is a bounded linear operator. Then Tis said to be an 
isomorphism if T has an inverse T-1 : Y -+ X which is a bounded linear operator. If 
T is a bijection, then T is an isomorphism by the open mapping theorem. If there is 
an isomorphism S : X -+ Y, then X and Y are said to be isomorphic, and we write 
X,...., Y. If X,...., Y, the Banach-Mazur distance between X and Y is 
d(X, Y) == infs {IISII IJS-111}, where the infimum is taken over all isomorphisms 
S: X-+ Y. 
Suppose T : X -+ Y is a bounded linear operator. Then T is called an isomorphic 
imbedding of X into Y if T is an injection onto a closed subspace Y' of Y. If there is 
an isomorphic imbedding S : X -+ Y, we write X ~ Y. 
Suppose P : X -+Xis a bounded linear operator. Then Pis called a projection 
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if P 2 = P. Suppose P : X -+ Xis a projection. Then P(X) is a closed subspace of 
X, and each x E X has a unique representation as x = y + z where y E P(X) and 
P(z) = 0. Moreover, I - P : X -+Xis a projection as well, where I: X -+Xis the 
identity mapping. The range R = P(X) and null space N = (I - P)(X) of P are said 
to be complemented subspaces of X, and X = R E8 N. We write R c.:+ X and N c.:+ X. 
More generally, we write Y c.:+ X if Y is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of X. 
The Rademacher functions rk : [O, 1] -+ {-1, 1} fork EN are defined by 
For expressions A and Band constants K 1 and K 2 , we write A ~ B to signify 
_ K2 
that A :S K 1B and B :S K2A. We also write A ~ B if K1 and K 2 exist but are not 
specified. If so indicated, A ~ B will refer to an approximation rather than to a pair 
of inequalities. 
Khintchine's inequality states that for 1 :S p < oo, there is a constant KP such 
that for all scalars a1 , a2 , ... , for the Rademacher functions r 1 , r 2 , ..• , and for all 
1 1 
N E N, 1/Kp (I:!1 lal) 2 :S III:!1 airillP :S KP (I:!1 lal) 2 • This inequality 
could also be expressed as III:!1 airillP ~ (I:!1 lal) t. 
A sequence {xi} in Xis said to be a (Schauder) basis for X if for each x E X, 
there is a unique sequence { ai} of scalars such that x = L aiXi, with convergence in 
the norm of X. 
Given a sequence {Xi} in X, the closed linear span of {Xi} in X will be denoted 
[xi]x, or simply [xi] if the context is clear. Such a sequence is called a basic sequence 
if {xi} is a basis for [xi]x· 
Given a sequence {Xi} in X, the series L Xi is said to converge unconditionally 
if any of the following equivalent conditions hold: (a) L EiXi converges for all {-1, 1 }-
valued sequences {Ei}, (b) LXu(i) converges for all permutations u of N, or (c) LXn(i) 
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converges for all increasing sequences { n( i)} in N. 
A basis { xi} for X is said to be unconditional if for each sequence of scalars for 
which~ aiXi converges, the convergence is unconditional. If {xi} is an unconditional 
supEcN IIPEII < oo. 
Suppose {xi} is a basic sequence in X. A sequence {yi} in Xis called a block 
basic sequence (with respect to {xi}) if Yi # 0 for all j E N and there are disjoint 
nonempty finite E 1 , E 2 , ... C N with maxEi < minEi' for j < j' and scalars a1 , a2 , ... 
such that Yi = ~iEEj aiXi for all j E N. Suppose {yi} is a block basic sequence 
(with respect to {xi}). Then {yi} is a basic sequence. If {xi} is unconditional, then 
{Yi} is unconditional as well. 
Suppose {xi} and {Yi} are bases for X and Y, respectively. Then {xi} and {yi} 
are said to be equivalent if for all sequences { ai} of scalars, ~ aixi converges if and 
only if ~ aiYi converges. If { xi} and {yi} are equivalent, then there is a natural 
isomorphism between X and Y by the closed graph theorem. 
Suppose {xi} and {Yi} are normalized bases for X and Y, respectively, which 
are equivalent. Let K be a positive constant. Then { xi} and {yi} are said to be K-
equivalent if for all sequences { ai} of scalars such that ~ aixi and ~ aiYi converge, 
K 
II~ aixill ~ II~ aiYill· 
K 
A random variable is a measurable function on a probability space (n, µ). For 
N E N, random variables X 1 , X 2 , .•. , XN on n are said to be independent if for all 
Random variables X 1 , X 2 , ... on n are said to be independent if X 1 , X 2 , ... , X N are 
independent for each N E N. 
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Overview of Chapters 
We briefly discuss the content of the succeeding chapters. 
Chapter II reviews the construction of Rosenthal [RI]. Rosenthal's work is based 
on the study of the span in LP for 2 < p < oo of sequences of independent mean zero 
random variables. A few nonclassical £,P spaces were found by Rosenthal, principal 
among them the space Xp. Chapter II includes a complete ordering of these spaces 
with respect to the (partial order) relation c..:+. 
Chapter III reviews the construction of Schechtman [SJ. Schechtman takes 
Rosenthal's space Xp and iterates a tensor product operation to produce a sequence of 
[,P spaces. Chapter III includes a section on the sequence space realization of 
Schechtman's spaces, expanding on a remark found in [SJ. 
Chapter IV reviews the construction of Alspach [A]. Alspach's work generalizes 
the construction of Rosenthal, and generates spaces by means of a notion of 
independent sum, but has only been available in manuscript form. A few nonclassical 
£,P spaces were found by Alspach, principal among them a space denoted DP. Chapter 
IV includes a complete ordering of these and Rosenthal's spaces with respect to c..:+. 
Chapter V reviews the construction of Bourgain, Rosenthal, and Schechtman 
[B-R-SJ. These authors iterate and intertwine a notion of disjoint sum and a notion of 
independent sum to generate a family of £,P spaces indexed by the countable ordinals, 
and distinguish these spaces isomorphicilly by means of an isomorphic invariant, 
introduced in [B-R-SJ, which assigns an ordinal number to each separable Banach 
space. 
Each chapter has a diagram relating the spaces under discussion with respect to 
C 
<--+. These diagrams are (1.2), (2.27), (3.2), (4.10), and (5.5). 
CHAPTER II 
THE NONCLASSICAL Cp SPACES OF ROSENTHAL 
Let 1 < p < oo where p -::/= 2. Rosenthal [RI] was the first to extend the list 
of separable infinite-dimensional Cp spaces beyond the four previously known isomor-
phism types: LP, f_P, £2 EB f_P, and ( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) {P. The principal Cp spaces which 
Rosenthal constructed are Xp and Bp, to be discussed presently. Using the newly re-
vised list of six CP spaces, Rosenthal constructed a few more such spaces by forming 
direct sums (pairwise and in the sense of f_P for. sequences) of these six. 
The Space Xp 
In contrast to most classical Banach spaces, Xp does not have a preferred stan-
<lard realization. Let 2 < p < oo. One realization of Xp is as the closed linear span 
in LP of a sequence Un} of independent symmetric three-valued random variables 
such that the ratios llfnll 2 /llfnllp approach zero slowly (in a sense to be made pre-
cise). On the other hand, given positive weights Wn approaching zero slowly in the 
same sense, another realization of Xp is as the set of all sequences {xn} in f_P for which 
1 
the weighted £2 norm (I: lwnxnl 2 ) 2 is finite. For the conjugate index q, Xq is defined 
to be the dual of Xp. 
The Space Xp,w 
We first examine the sequence space realization of Xp. 
11 
12 
DEFINITION. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = { Wn} be a sequence of positive scalars. 
Deii.ne Xp,w to be the set of all sequences x = { Xn} of scalars for which both I: lxn jP 
and I: lwnxnl 2 a.re ii.nite. For x E Xp,w, deii.ne the norm llxllxp,w to be the maximum 
i i 
of (I: lxnlp) P and (I: lwnxnl 2 ) 2 • 
Thus llxllx is the maximum of the fP norm of x and the weighted £2 norm of 
p,w 
x. Under this norm, it is a routine matter to show that Xp,w is a Banach space with 
unconditional standard basis. The isomorphism type of Xp,w depends on the sequence 
w = { Wn} of weights, as partially outlined in the following proposition [RI]. 
Proposition 2.1. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = {wn} be a sequence of positive 
scalars. 
(a) If inf Wn > 0, then Xp,w is isomorphic to £2 • 
(b) If I: Wn ~ < oo, then Xp,w is isomorphic to fP. 
( c) If there is some E > 0 for which { n: Wn ~ E} and { n: Wn < E} are both inii.nite and 
for which I:wn<e Wn ~ < oo, then Xp,w is isomorphic to £2 EB fP. 
( d) Otherwise, w satisii.es condition ( *): 
for each E > 0, L Wn~ = oo. 
Wn<e 
Proof. 
(a) Suppose inf Wn = C > 0 and let x = {xn} E Xp,w• Then 
Hence 
so Xp,w is isomorphic to £2 via the mapping {xn} 1-+ {wnxn}· 
13 
21!.... 
(b) Suppose I:wnp- 2 < oo and let x = {xn} E Xp,w· Then by Holder's inequality 
with conjugate indices p' = ! > 1 and q' = 0, we have 
so Xp,w is isomorphic to fP via the formal identity mapping. 
(c) The hypothesis of part (c) is equivalent to the hypothesis that~ is the disjoint 
union of two infinite sets N1 and N2 for which inf nENi Wn > 0 and 
21!.... 
I:neN2 Wn p- 2 < oo. Thus part (c) follows from parts (a) and (b) and the uncon-
ditionality of the standard basis of Xp,w· 
( d) Condition ( *) is equivalent to the conjunction of the negations of the hypotheses 
of parts (a), (b), and (c). D 
REMARK 1. We will show later that for fixed 2 < p < oo, all spaces Xp,w for w 
satisfying condition ( *) are mutually isomorphic, but isomorphically distinct from £2 , 
f_P, and £2 EB f P ( as well as ( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) p_P and LP). Thus part ( d) is indeed a different 
case, and part ( d) does not split into subcases. 
REMARK 2. Let 2 < p < oo. If inf Wn = 0 (as occurs in parts (b), (c), and 
(d)), then Xp,w contains a complemented subspace isomorphic to fP, since some sub-
sequence of w satisfies the hypothesis of part (b). Hence in parts (b), (c), and (d), 
Xp,w is not isomorphic to £2 . We will show later that the spaces Xp,w are isoinor-
phic to complemented subspaces of LP. Thus only part (a) does not yield an Cp space, 
while parts (b) and (c) yield known C,P spaces, and part (d) yields a previously un-
known Cp space. The spaces Xp,w for w satisfying condition ( *) will be our sequence 
space realizations of Xp. 
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Rosenthal's Inequality 
Rosenthal proved the following fundamental probabilistic inequality 
[RI, Theorem 3], which (in its corollary) relates Xp,w with the closed linear span of a 
sequence of independent mean zero random variables in LP (2 < p < oo). 
Theorem 2.2. Let 2 < p < oo. There is a constant Kp, depending only on p, 
such that if Ji, ... , f N are independent mean zero random variables in LP, then 
(a) 111::=1 fnllP ~ KP max { (1::=1 Jlfnll;);, (1::=1 llfnlln t }, and 
(b) 111::=l fnllp ~!max { (1::=1 llfnll:);' (1::=1 llfnlln t }· 
If in addition Ji, ... , f N are assumed to be symmetric, then the constant ! can 
be replaced by l. 
REMARK. It is shown in [J-S-Z] that KP is of order p/logp. 
The proof of Rosenthal's inequality will not be presented, but we deduce its 
corollary [RI]. 
Corollary 2.3. Let 2 < p < oo, let Un} be a sequence of independent mean 
zero random variables in LP, and let w = { wn} = { Jlf nll 2 /llfnllp }· Then [fn]LP is 
isomorphic to Xp,w, and Un} in LP is equivalent to the standard basis of Xp,w· 
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose each f n is of norm one in LP, so that 
Wn = llfnll 2 , Let f E span Un} and express f as E:=l cnfn· Then by Theorem 2.2, 
we have 
Hence [f n]u is isomorphic to Xp,w via the mapping E cnf n 1-+ { en}, and Un} in LP is 
equivalent to the standard basis of Xp,w· D 
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REMARK 1. Let 2 < p < oo. Given a sequence w = { wn} of positive scalars 
for which supwn S 1, {wn} can be realized as {11lnll 2/lllnllp} for {In} satisfying the 
hypotheses of Corollary 2.3. If sup Wn > 1, then Xp,w ....., Xp,w' for some sequence 
w' = { w~} satisfying sup w~ s 1. Thus there is a complete correspondence between 
the sequence spaces Xp,w and the function spaces [I n]u for Un} satisfying the hy-
potheses of Corollary 2.3. 
REMARK 2. For fixed 2 < p < oo, the spaces [ln]LP for Un} satisfying the 
hypotheses of Corollary 2.3 and w = {wn} = {lllnll 2/lllnllP} satisfying condition(*) 
of Proposition 2.1 will be our function space realizations of Xp. 
The Complementation of Xp,w in LP 
Let 2 < p < oo. In its sequence space realizations, it is not so clear that Xp is 
an Lp space. However, we will soon show that in its function space realizations, the 
complementation of [I nlu in LP follows if the sequence Un} satisfies certain addi-
tional hypotheses. On the other hand, in its function space realizations, the isomor-
phic structure of Xp is not so clear. We will go back and forth between realizations, 
depending on their relative advantages at the time. 
Suppose In is a symmetric three-valued random variable. Let an be the positive 
value attained by llnl and let µn be the measure of the set on which In is nonzero. 
Then for 1 s r < oo, we have 
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This provides an interpretation for condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1 in terms of prop-
erties of a sequence Un} of independent symmetric three-valued random variables, 
namely 
for each E > 0, L µn = oo. 
/J,n<e 
Let q be the conjugate index of p. Then 
This provides a way to interrelate the LP, Lq, and L 2 norms of a symmetric three-
valued random variable. We will find this useful in the proof of the next theorem, 
where we show that a certain projection is bounded in both L 2 and LP norms. We will 
make explicit use of the fact that if f :1- is a symmetric three-valued random variable of 
norm one in LP, then 
(2.1) 
REMARK. If the scalars are complex, the hypothesis that f n is a symmetric three-
valued random variable can be replaced by the hypothesis that f n is a mean zero 
random variable for which If nl is {O, an}-valued for an -=I- 0. 
Rosenthal proved the following theorem [RI, Theorem 4], which (in its corollary) 
establishes that for 2 < p < oo, the spaces Xp,w are isomorphic to complemented 
subspaces of LP. To prove the theorem, we use the following probabilistic inequality 
[RI, Lemma 2b], which we state without proof. 
Lemma 2.4. Let 1 ~ q < 2 and let Ji, ... , JN be independent mean zero random 
variables in L q. Then 
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If in addition Ji, ... , f N are assumed to be symmetric, then the constant 2 can be 
replaced by 1. 
Theorem 2.5. Let 1 < p < oo and let Un} be a sequence of independent sym-
metric three-valued random variables in LP. Then there is a projection P: LP - LP 
onto [fn]LP with IIPII ::; Gp, where G2 = 1, Gp = KP (the constant in Theorem 2.2) for 
2 < p < oo, and GP = Gq for conjugate indices p and q. 
Proof. If p = 2, the orthogonal projection 1r: L 2 - L 2 onto [f n]L2 satisfies the 
requirements. We will presently show that for 2 < p < oo, the set-theoretic restriction 
of 1r to LP yields a bounded projection P: LP - LP onto Un]LP with IIPII ::; KP. This 
will suffice to prove the theorem in the general case, since the adjoint then induces a 
projection Q: Lq - Lq onto [fnlu with IIQII = IIPII-
Let 2 < p < oo, So that LP C L2. Let w = {wn} = { llfnll2/llfnllp }. Without 
loss of generality, suppose fn is real-valued with llfnllp = 1. Then Wn = llfnll2. Let 
1r: L2 ---+ [f n]L2 be the orthogonal projection defined by 
Then ll1r(g)ll2 ::; llgll2. We will show that .if g E LP, then 1r(g) E LP and 
defines a mapping P:LP - [fn]LP· Set-theoretically, Pis the restriction of 1r to LP. It 
will follow that P is a projection and IIPII ::; KP. 
Fix g E LP and let 
1l fn Xn = g(t)--2 (t) dt, 
0 llfnl12 
so that 1r(g) = 'Exnfn· We will show that {xn} E Xp,w and ll{xn}llxp,w $ ll911p· 
Corollary 2.3 will then yield ll1r(g)IIP = ll'E Xnfnllp $ Kpll{xn}llxp,w $ Kpll911p· 




('E lwnXnl 2 ) 2 = ll{yn}ll£2 = ll'EYn 11J..n112 IIL2 = IJ1r(g)ll2 $ 119112 $ ll911p· (2.2) 
Next we examine the f_P norm of {xn}. We verify that {xn} E f_P by testing 
against fq. Let {en} E fq. Using Lemma 2.4 and equation (2.1), for each NE N 
Now by Holder's inequality and the observation above, for each NE N 




Combining (2.2) and (2.3), we see that { Xn} is indeed in Xp,w and 
(2.3) 
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Now by Corollary 2.3 (and the inequality appearing in its proof), we have 
Kp 
II'" Xnfnll ~ ll{xn}llx , so that ~ p 1 p,w 
Hence P(g) = 1r(g) E [fn]£P and Pis a projection from LP onto [fn]LP with IIPII ~ KP. 
D 
REMARK. If the scalars are complex, the hypothesis that each f n is symmetric 
and three-valued can be replaced by the hypothesis that each fn is mean zero and Ifni 
is {O, an}-valued for an 'I- 0, but without the hypothesis of symmetry we have 
We deduce the following corollary [RI]. 
Corollary 2.6. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = { Wn} be a sequence of positive 
scalars. Then Xp,w is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of LP. If inf Wn = 0, 
then Xp,w is an £,P space. In particular, if w satisfi.es condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1, 
then Xp,w is an £,P space. 
Proof. First suppose that sup Wn ~ 1. Then { Wn} can be realized as 
{ llfnll 2 /llfnllP} for a sequence Un} of independent symmetric (whence mean zero) 
three-valued random variables in LP. Hence Xp,w is isomorphic to [/ n]u by Corollary 
2.3, and Un]LP is complemented in LP by Theorem 2.5. 
Now suppose that supwn > 1. Let No= {n:wn ~ 1} and N1 = {n:wn >1}. Let 
W[o) = {wn}nENo and W[l] = {wn}nENi' and let {1} = {l}nENi be the sequence with 
constant value one. Let w' = {w~}~=l = {min{wn, 1}}:'=1 , whence supw~ ~ 1 and 
C p h Xp,w' <-t L . T en 
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where for an N-tuple v = { v1 , ... , VN} of positive scalars, Xp,v is defined in the 
obvious way, and Xp,0 = {O}. 
If inf Wn = 0, then Xp,w contains a complemented subspace isomorphic to fP, 
whence Xp,w is not isomorphic to £2 • Hence if inf Wn = 0, then Xp,w is an £,P space by 
Theorem 1.1. Finally, note that if w = { Wn} satisfies condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1, 
then inf Wn = 0. D 
The Mutual Isomorphism of the Spaces Xp,w 
We will show that for fixed 2 < p < oo, all spaces Xp,w for w = {wn} satisfying 
condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1 are mutually isomorphic, and isomorphically distinct 
from the previously known £,P spaces. These two results are our next major concerns. 
The following proposition [RI, Lemma 7] will be used in the proofs of both of these 
results. 
Proposition 2.7. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = {wn} be a sequence of positive 
scalars. Suppose that { Ei} is a sequence of disjoint nonempty finite subsets of N. Let 
bi = I:nEEj WnP: 2 en and bi = bi/llbille, where {en} is the standard basis of Xp,w· 
Let Vj = (I:nEE; Wn~) 2ff and v = {vj}- Then 
(a) {bi} is an unconditional basis for [bi] x which is isometrically equivalent to 
. p,w 
the standard basis of Xp,v, and 
(b) there is a projection P: Xp,w -+- [bi] with IIPII = 1. 
Xp,w 
Proof. First we establish some notation. Let f 2 ,w be the Hilbert space of all se-
1 
quences x = {xn} of scalars for which llxll1:2 ,,,, = (I: lwnxnl 2 ) 2 < oo, where the inner 
product in f2,w is defined by (x, y) = L XnYnWn 2 (where x = {xn}, y = {yn}, and bar 
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is complex conjugation). Motivating the choice of the bi is the fact that 
.!!.=! 
vi = aj 2p by our definitions. 
(a) The unconditionality of {bi} follows from the unconditionality of {en} in Xp,w· 
We now examine the isometric equivalence of the bases. Let J E N and let 
>.1 , ... , AJ be scalars. Then 
and. 
J 






= I: Aj I: Wn p- 2 en 
j=l nEEi 
J 2.e... 
= I: IAj jP I: Wn p- 2 
j=l nEEi 
J 
= I: i>.jjP (Jj 
j=l 
J _2_ 




J 2 4 
= I: l.\jl I: WnP-2Wn2 
j=l nEE; 
J 2 2.e... 
= I: i>.ji I: Wn p- 2 
j=l nEE; 
J 2 
= I: 1>-il (Jj, 
j=l 
Normalizing each bi in f_P and noting that llbilltP =a), we have 
and 
J -







Hence {bi} in Xp,w is isometrically equivalent to the standard basis of Xp,v· 
(b) We wish to define a projection P: Xp,w -+ [bilxP,"' with IJPII = 1. Recalling the 
inner product ( , } previously introduced on f2,w, let 1r: f2,w -+ [bi]• be the 
-t.2,w 
orthogonal projection defined by 
Then ll1r(x)llt ~ llxllt . We will show that if x E fP n f2,w, then 1r(x) E fP and 
2,w 2,w 
OO ( b· ) 
P(x) = L x, 11/112 bi 
J=l J £2,w 
defines a mapping P: fP n f2,w -+ [bil.ePn.e2 "'. Set-theoretically, Pis the restriction 
of 7r to fP n f2,w• lt will follow that if X E fP n f2,w = Xp,w, then 
Fix X = {xn} E fP n f2,w and let 
so that ~f=1 >..ibi is a partial sum of 1r(x). We now show that 1r(x) E fP and 
ll1r(x)ll.ep ~ llxlle· As in equation (2.4), we have 
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where 
>.; = ( x, 11:;lll,,.) = :; {x, b;) 
1 2 
= - I::nEE. Xn Wn p-2 Wn 2 
O'j J 
1 2{p-1) 
= -'- I::nEE· XnWn p-2 • 
0-j J 
Now by Holder's inequality, for q = f-'I we have 
(2.7) 
We continue with results leading to the conclusion that for fixed 2 < p < oo, all 
spaces Xp,w for w = { wn} satisfying condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1 are mutually iso-
morphic. The following result of Pelczynski [P, Proposition ( *) J indicates the approach 
to be taken. 
C C 
Lemma 2.8. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Suppose X '-+ Y and Y '-+ X, 
where X "'X EB X and Y ,.._, Y EBY. Then X "'Y. 
Proof. Let X' be a closed subspace of X such that X "' Y EB X'. Then 
X "' Y EB X' "' Y EB Y EB X' "' Y EB X. Similarly, Y "' X EB Y. Hence 
First we examine the matter of mutual complementation [RI, Theorem 13]. 
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Proposition 2.9. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = {wn} and w' = {w~} be sequences 
of positive scalars satisfying condition(*) of Proposition 2.1. Then Xp,w' ~ Xp,w· 
Proof. By condition ( *), we may choose a sequence { Ei} of disjoint nonempty 
finite subsets of N such that for each j E N, 
=1 
Then for Vj = (LnEE; Wn~) 2P , w; $ Vj $ 2w;. Hence for v = {vj} and 
x E Xp,w', llxllxp,w' $ llxllxP," $ 2llxllxp,w'. Thus Xp,w' "'Xp,v via the formal identity 
mappmg. For bi as in Proposition 2.7, Xp,v"' [bj]x ~ Xp,w· Hence Xp,w' ~ Xp,w· 
p,,u 
D 
Next we examine the matter of Xp,w being isomorphic to its square. As a pre-
liminary, we show that a certain symmetric sum of Xp,w is complemented in Xp,w 
[RI, Proposition 12]. This symmetric sum is a special case of a more general sum 
which we now define. 
Let 2 < p < oo. For each sequence v = { Vj} of positive scalars, define a space f.2,v 
as in the proof of Proposition 2.7. For each k EN, let v(k) = {v?)}~ be a sequence 
3=1 
of positive scalars, and let Xk be a closed subspace of Xp,v<k>. Let 
(X1 E9 X2 E9 · · ·)P,2,{v<kl} be the Banach space of all sequences {xk} with Xk E Xk such 
that ll{xk}II = max { (I: llxkll;P);:, (I: llxki1;
2
,,,u.J t} < oo. If each v(k) is identical 
to a fixed sequence v, we will denote (X1 E9 X2 E9 · · ·)P,2,{v<kl} by (X1 E9 X2 E9 · · ·)P,2,v· 
Proposition 2.10. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = {wn} be a sequence of positive 
scalars satisfying condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1. Let 
XP w = ( XP w E9 Xp w E9 · · ·) 2 . Then XP w ~ XP w. ' ' ' p, ,w , ' 
Proof. By condition (*), we may choose a sequence {Nk} of disjoint infinite 
subsets of N such that for each € > 0 and for each k, 
..1L 
Wn P- 2 = 00. 
Hence for each k, we may choose a sequence {E?>} 00 of disjoint nonempty finite 
J=l 
subsets of Nk such that 
..1L ~ ..1L ..1L W·P-2 < W p-2 < (2w·)P-2 . 
J - n - J 
nEE\k) 
1 
via the formal identity mapping. 
Let b)k) = I:nEE\k) WnP.:. 2 en (where {en} is the standard basis of Xp,w). Let 
3 
bt> = b)k) /llbt>ii£P. Then by part (a) of Proposition 2.7, and equations (2.5) and 
(2.6), for each k there is an isometry n: Xp,v<k> ---+ [bt> : j E NJ with 
Xp,w 
IITk(Yk)lle = 11Ykll£P and IITk(Yk)ll£2,w = 11Ykllc2 v(k) for Yk E xp,v(k). Hence 
The direct sum on the right side of (2.9) should be thought of as an internal 




Then by equations (2.5) and (2.6), and part (a) of Proposition 2.7, we have 
ll{z.}11 = max { (l 11,,11~.);, (l 11,.11:,,.) t} 
= max { (.~, i A)'lhj'l :. ) ~, (.~, i Aj'lbj'l :J t} 
= max { (lI IAJ'>i' r ' (.t~)J'> A)'>i' r} 
= ~ ~ .>i (k)f/k) 
LJ!-, .1 .1 
k=l.1=1 
Hence the mapping { Zk} 1---+ }: Zk is an isometry. 
By part (b) of Proposition 2.7, we have 
(2.11) 
Combining (2.8), (2.9), (2.10), and (2.11) yields 
(XpwEBXpwEB···) 2 ~Xpw• ' , p, ,w ' 
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The complementation of Xp,w in Xp,w is the key to showing that Xp,w is iso-
morphic to its square [RI, Proposition 11]. 
Proposition 2.11. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = {wn} be a sequence of positive 
scalars satisfying condition (*) of Proposition 2.1. Then Xp,w "'Xp,w EB Xp,w· 
Proof. Let Xp,w be as in Proposition 2.10. Then Xp,w ~ Xp,w· Let Y be a 




REMARK. After noting that Xp,w "' Xp,w EB Xp,w, we now see by Lemma 2.8 that 
The above results immediately yield the following theorem [RI, Theorem 13]. 
Theorem 2.12. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = {wn} and w' = {w~} be sequences 
of positive scalars satisfying condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1. Then Xp,w "'Xp,w'. 
Proof. The spaces Xp,w and Xp,w' satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.8. D 
REMARK. For p, w, and w' as above, there is a constant Gp, depending only on 
p, such that d (Xp,w, Xp,w') ~ Gp, where d (Xp,w, Xp,w') is the Banach-Mazur distance 
between Xv,w and Xp,w' 
DEFINITION. Let 2 < p < oo. Deti.ne Xp to be (the isomorphism type of) Xp,w for 
any sequence w = { Wn} of positive scalars satisfying condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1. 
For the conjugate index q, deti.ne Xq to be the dual of Xv. 
By Theorem 2.12, XP is well-defined. 
The Isomorphism Type of Xp 
We now present results leading to the conclusion that for 2 < p < oo and for 
w = {wn} satisfying condition(*) of Proposition 2.1, Xp,w is isomorphically distinct 
from the previously known .CP spaces. The first result [RI, Corollary 8] establishes an 
unusual property of Xp,w· 
Proposition 2.13. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = { wn} be a sequence of positive 
scalars satisfying condition (*) of Proposition 2.1. Then for each NE N, 
( a) there is a basic sequence {bi} in Xp,w, 2N-equivalent to the standard basis of f.2 , 
such that for all distinct i1, ... ,jN EN, {bii, ... , biN} is isometrically equivalent 
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to the standard basis of f}y, and 
(b) there is a basic sequence { dj} in x;,w, 2N-equivalent to the standard basis of £2 , 
such that for all distinct ii, ... , j N E N, { dj1 , ••• , di N} is isometrically equivalent 
to the standard basis of.e'Jv, where q is the conjugate index of p. 
Proof. Fix N E N. By condition ( *), we may choose a sequence { Ej} of disjoint 
nonempty finite subsets of N such that 
(21N) ~ L .2L 1 < w p-2 < -. - nEE; n - N 
Define bj, bj, Vj, and v as in Proposition 2.7. Recalling that 
( .2z...) 2if Vj = LnEE; Wn p- 2 l we have 
1 (1)2if -<v·< - <1. 2N - 3 - N -
· 1 .2L 1 Hence mf Vj ;?:: 2N > 0, sup Vj ~ 1, and sup Vj p- 2 ~ N. 
(a) By part (a) of Proposition 2.7, {bi} is a basic sequence in Xp,w which is isomet-
rically equivalent to the standard basis of Xp,v· Since inf Vj > 0 and supvj ~ 1, 
the proof of part (a) of Proposition 2.1 shows that the standard basis of Xp,v is 
equivalent to the standard basis of £2 , with llxllx ~ llxll£2 for every sequence 
p,v 2N 
x = {xn} of scalars. Hence {bi} in Xp,w is 2N-equivalent to the standard basis 
of £2 . 
Let ii, ... ,jN E N be distinct and let x 1 , ... ,xN be scalars. Then by Holder's 
inequality with conjugate indices P = ~ and Q = ~, and the fact that 
1- .£=I 
"N I . 12 -"'N I 2 . 21 ("'N I 12f)P ("'N 2~) p L..n=l VJn Xn - L..n=l Xn VJn ~ L..n=l Xn L..n=l Vjn P 2 
1- .£=I 
~ (1::=1 lxnlp)P (1::=11) P 
1-
= (1::=1 lxnJP) P • 
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Thus by part (a) of Proposition 2.7 and the above observation, we have 
11L:=1Xnbjnllxp,w =max{ (E:=1lxnlp)} ,(L:=11VjnXnl2)t} 
1 
= (E:=1 lxnt) "i · 
Hence { bj1 , ••• , bj N } is isometrically equivalent to the standard basis of f~. 
(b) Define f 2,w and its inner product ( , ) as in Proposition 2.7. Let di= bi/llbill;;1 
and consider dj as an element of x;,w with action ( , dj)· Then \bi, di') = 0 for 
j =I- j', and 
1- ) 1 llbilli 
\ bj, dj = llbjll;P (bj, bj} = llbjll ~:·w = 1. 
Let {an} be a sequence of scalars and let Ji, ... , j N E N be distinct. We are 
trying to prove that 
and 
The proofs of these two relationships are quite similar. We introduce a shorthand 
to allow us to handle them simultaneously. Let E' denote E:'=1 in the first set-
ting and E:=l in the second setting. Let Tn denote n in the first setting and Jn 
in the second setting. Then for sequences { 'Yn} of scalars, we have 
IIE' and,.nllx;,w = sup{l(x,E' and,.n)I: llxllxp,w = 1} 
2: sup{ I \L1 'YnbTn, L 1 OndTn) I : II L 1 'YnbTn llxp,w = 1} (2.12) 
= sup{JE' 'Ynanl: II E' 'Ynb,.nJlxp,w = 1 }. 
We will show that equality holds at (2.12). It will then follow by part (a) that 
IIE:'=1 Ondnllx• = sup{IE:'=1 'Ynanl: II E:'=1 'Ynbnllx = 1} 
p,'W p,'W 
2f sup{IE:'=1 'Ynanl: (E:'=1 l'Y,i)t = 1} 
= (E:'=1 lanl 2 ) t 
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and 
= sup{ I L:=l "fnCtn I : (E:=l !"fniv)} = 1} 
N q 1. = (Ln=l lanl ) q, 
which is what we are trying to prove. 
We now show that equality holds at (2.12). It suffices to find a projection 
P': Xp,w -+ Xp,w of norm one which is the set-theoretic restriction to 
Xp,w = £P n £2,w of the orthogonal projection 7i1: £2,w -+ £2,w onto [bn] l in the 
2,w 
first setting and onto span {bin} ~=l in the second setting. For then we will have 
sup{l(x,I:' andTn)I: llxllxp,w = 1} 
= sup{l(x,(P')* (I:' OcndTn))I: llxllxp,w = 1} 
= sup{l(P'(x),I:' OcndTn)I: l!xllxP,"' = 1} 
:S sup{J(P'(x),I:' andTJI: IIP'(x)llxp,w = 1} 
= sup{l(E' "fnbTn,L1 OcndTn)I: II I:' 'YnbTnllxp,w = 1 }, 
whence equality will hold at (2.12). Let P': Xp,w -+ Xp,w be defined by 
In either setting, P' is essentially the projection P of part (b) of Proposition 2. 7, 
the only difference between the settings being the choice of { Ej} on which the 
projection is based. In either setting, l!P'II = 1, as can be seen by (2.7). Thus 
equality indeed holds at (2.12). D 
Following Rosenthal [RI], we say that a Banach space X satisfies 'P2 if for each 
E > 0 and each sequence {J n} in X equivalent to the standard basis {en} of £2 , there is 
a subsequence {gn} of Un} such that {gn} is (1 + E)-equivalent to {en}· 
The following result [RI] restates part (b) of Proposition 2.13 in terms of 'P2 . 
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Corollary 2.14. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = { Wn} be a sequence of positive 
scalars satisfying condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1. Then x;,w is not isomorphic to any 
Banach space satisfying 'P2. 
Proof. Suppose x;,w is isomorphic to a Banach space Y satisfying P2. Let 
K = d (X* , Y), the Banach-Mazur distance between XP* w and Y. Let€> 0. Choose p,w , 
N E N such that (1 + €) (K + €) < d (eh, .ei), the Banach-Mazur distance between .ei 
and .ei, where q is the conjugate index of p. 
Choose a basic sequence {dj} in x;,w as in part (b) of Proposition 2.13. Then 
{di} is equivalent to the standard basis of £2, but for all distinct i1, ... , j N E N, 
{ dj1 , ••• , diN} is isometrically equivalent to the standard basis of .ei. 
Choose an isomorphism T: x;,w - Y such that JJTJJ JJT- 1 JJ < K + €. Let 
{Yi} = {T(dj )}. Then {Yi} is equivalent to the standard basis of £2 • 
Suppose {Yi,J is a subsequence of {yj} such that {yin} is (1 + €)-equivalent 
to the standard basis of £2 . Then the standard basis of ei is (1 + €)-equivalent to 
is isometrically equivalent to the standard basis of .ei. Hence the standard basis of ih 
is (1 + €)(K + €)-equivalent to the standard basis of .ei, contrary to the choice of N. 
D 
It is a fairly routine matter to show that for 2 < p < oo, £2, .e;, and (£2 E9 £P)* 
satisfy P 2 . We will show that for 2 < p < oo, ( £2 E9 £2 E9 · · ·) ;!' satisfies P 2 as well. 
Thus for 2 < p < oo, the duals of the classical sequence space .Cp spaces satisfy P 2 • It 
follows that for 2 < p < oo and w satisfying condition(*) of Proposition 2.1, Xp,w is 
isomorphically distinct from the classical sequence space .CP spaces. Rather than take 
this approach, however, we will show that ( £2 E9 £2 EB · · ·) ;!' satisfies P 2 for 2 < p < oo 
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as a lemma for a somewhat stronger result. 
The following example [RI, Sublemma 1] motivates the argument. 
Example 2.15. The space £2 satisfi.es P 2 • 
Proof. Let {en} be the standard basis of £2 . Suppose {f n} is a basic sequence in 
£2 equivalent to { en}· Then Un} is weakly null, inf llfnll.e2 > O, and sup llfnll.e2 < oo. 
Let E > 0 and choose 8 > 0 and 'Y >.0 such that (1+8) 2 < l+E and (l+'Y) 2 < 1+8. By 
the method of Bessaga and Pelczynski [B-P, Theorem 3], choose a subsequence {gn} 
of Un} such that {gn} is (1 + 8)-equivalent to a block basic sequence {bn} of {en}. It 
remains to show that {bn} has a subsequence which is (1 + 8)-equivalent to {en}-
Note that {bn} is equivalent to {en}, whence inf llbnll.e2 > 0 and supllbnll.e2 < oo. 
Choose a subsequence {ba(n)} of {bn} such that O < L = lim llba(n)ll.e2 exists, with 
1 
£-1 - < llba(n) ll.e2 < L(l + 'Y) + 'Y 
for all n. Then for scalars >.1 , >.2 , ... , we have 
Hence {ba(n)} is (1+8)-equivalent to {en}, but {9a(n)} is (1+8)-equivalent to {ba(n>}, 
so {Ya(n)} is (1 + E)-equivalent to { en}- D 
The following result [RI, Sublemma 1] is similar, but is more technical than 
motivational. In our first application, r = 2. 
Lemma 2.16. Let 1 .:Sr< oo and let X be isomorphic to er. Suppose Un} 
is a sequence in X which is weakly null but not norm null. Then Un} has a basic 
subsequence equivalent to the standard basis {en} of er. 
Proof. Note that M = sup llfnllx < oo since Un} is weakly bounded. Let {gn} 
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be a subsequence of Un} such that inf ll9nllx > 0. Choose O < 8 < 1 such that 
8 ~ inf ll9n II x. Fix an isomorphism T: fr - X and its inverse S: X - tr. 
By the method of Bessaga and Pelczynski [B-P, Theorem 3], choose a basic sub-
sequence {hn} of {gn} such that {hn} is equivalent to a block basic sequence {bn} of 
{T(en)}, with llhn - bnllx < f for each n. Then for each n, 
and 
Hence {S(bn)} is a block basic sequence of {en}, inf IIS(bn)llt" > 0, and 
sup IIS(bn)llt" < oo. Hence {S(bn)} is equivalent to {en}, so {bn} is equivalent to {en}. 
Since { hn} is equivalent to { bn}, { hn} is equivalent to {en}. D 
Let 1 ~ q < oo and let N E N. Let r be an index set, either {1, ... , N} or N. We 
now introduce some notation for X = (E%r £2) , that is, X = (£2 EB··· EB £2 ) lq 
lq(r) N 
(N summands) or X = (£2 EBf2 EB·· ·)tq· Denote a generic x EX by {xU)};er• with 
each x<j) E £2 • For each J E r, define 7T J: X - £2 by 1T J ( { xU)} ;er) = x(J). Let { ek} 
be the standard basis of £2 • Let { ei ,i} be the standard basis of X, with 7T; ( ei ,i) = ei 
and ?T;,(ei,j) = Ot2 for j,j' Er such that j =/: j'. 
The following somewhat idealized example provides a model to be approximated. 
Example 2.17. Let 1 ~ q < oo and let r, X = (E~er £2) , ?T;: X - £2 , and 
i t 9(r) 
{ ei,i} be as above. Let {a;} ;er be a sequence of nonnegative real numbers such that 
1 
a = ( E;er a;q) q > 0. Suppose { b[k)} is a basic sequence in X which is disjointly 
supported with respect to {ei,;}, such that for each j Er, ll?T; (b(kJ) llt2 = a; for all k. 
Then { b(k)} is 1-equivalent to the standard basis of £2 • 
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Proof. For scalars >.1, >.2, ... , we have 
(2.13) 
Hence { b[k 1 } is I-equivalent to the standard basis of £2 • D 
The following lemma [RI, Sublemma 3] shows the relevance of Example 2.17 
for r = {1, ... , N} to the space (£2 EB £2 EB·· \q for 1 s q < 2. 
Lemma 2.18. Let 1 sq< 2 and let X = (£2 EB£2 EB·· ·)tq· Denote a generic 
x E X by { x<1),x<2), •.. }, with x(l) ,x<2), ... E £2 • For each n E N, define Pn: X --+ X 
by Pn ( { x<1), x<2), ... }) = { x(l), ... , x<n), 0, 0, ... } and define Qn: X --+ X by 
Qn(x) = x - Pn(x). Suppose Y is a subspace of X isomorphic to £2 • Then 
Proof. For each n EN, 1 - IIQnlYII S IIPnlYII S 1. Hence it suffices to show that 
limn-+oo IIQnlYII = 0. Fix an ordering of the standard basis {ei,j} of X. 
Suppose the conclusion is false. Then we may choose O < 8 < 1 and 
Y1, Y2, ... E Y of norm one such that IIQn (Yn)llx ~ 8 for each n, and (by the 
reflexivity of Y) such that {Yn} is weakly convergent. Choose positive integers 
Let dk = Yn 2 k - Yn 2 k_ 1 and let Tk = Qn2k. Then { dk} is w:eakly null, 
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and fork< k', 
Note that lldkllx ~ lln(dk)llx > fo, whence {dk} is not norm null. Hence by the 
method of Bessaga and Pelczynski [B-P, Theorem 3] and Lemma 2.16, we may choose 
a subsequence { d<>(k)} of { dk} such that { d<>(k)} is equivalent to a block basic se-
quence { d<>(k)} of the standard basis { ei,j} of X, and such that { d<>(k)} and { J<>(k)} 
are equivalent to the standard basis { ek} of £2 , where d<>(k) = d<>(k) · lsupp Ja(k), 
lld<>(k) - J<>(k)llx < i, and there is a C > 0 such that for each KEN, 
Hence 
and fork< k', 
Hence for each K E N, 
Thus for each K E N, !Ki < CK!, which is impossible for sufficiently large K. 
D 
We have laid the groundwork for the following result [RI, Lemma 10]. 
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Proposition 2.19. Let 1 ~ q < 2. Then X = (£2 EBi2 EB ···)lq satisfies 'P2 • 
Proof. Define 'ffj: X -+ £2 and the standard basis {ei,i} of X as in the dis-
cussion preceding Example 2.17. Let {ek} be the standard basis of £2. Fix an ordering 
of { ei,i }. 
Suppose {f[kJ} is a basic sequence in X equivalent to {ek}. Then {f[kJ} is weakly 
null, inf IJ![k] llx > 0, and sup JJ![k] llx < oo. Let E > 0. Choose 8 > O, 'Y > 0, and 77 > 0 
such that (1 + 8) 2 < 1 + E, (1 + ,)2 < 1 + 8, and 7J = -f, so that 1 + 277 = 1 + 'Y and 
1 + 7J < 1 + 'Y· 
By the method of Bessaga and Pekzynski [B-P, Theorem 3], choose a subse-
quence {9[k]} of {f[k]} such that {9[k]} is (1 + 8)-equivalent to a block basic sequence 
{b[ki} of {ei,j}· It remains to show that {b[kJ} has a subsequence which is (1 + 8)-
equivalent to { ek}. 
We will choose a subsequence of { b[k]} in such a way as to approximate the 
situation of Example 2.17 for r = {1, ... , N}, after the application of the projection 
PN of Lemma 2.18 for sufficiently large N. 
Note that {b[kJ} is equivalent to {ek}, whence inf JJb[kJJJx > 0, sup JJb[kJJJx < oo, 
and [b[kJ]x,...., £2 . By Lemma 2.18, we may choose NE N such that for all x E [b[kJ]x, 
1 
1 + ,Jlxllx ~ IIPN(x)llx ~ llxllx, 
where PN is as in Lemma 2.18. Choose a subsequence {b[a(k)J} of {b[k]} such that for 
each j E {1, ... , N}, Lj = lim1c-oo Jl1rj (b[a(k)J) IJ"2 exists. Let 
1 1 
L = ,~n,:. JJPN (b[a(k)]) JJx = ,~n.!. Ct lj,r; (b[a(k)J) II:,) • = Ct L;') • 
Then L 2'.: 1~-Y inf JJb[a(k)Jllx > 0 and some Li is nonzero. Let J 1 = {l~j~N: Li> O} 
and Jo = {1 ~j ~ N : Li = 0}. Choose a subsequence { b[,a(k)]} of { b[a(k)i} such that 
for each j E J1, 
for all k, and for each j E Jo, 
for all k. Then for scalars .X1 , .X2 , ... , we have 
and 
N oo 2 2q q N oo 2 2 2 q q lll [ l.ll [;~, (.~, IA, 1' lh (br,,(k)J) II,,) 2'. ;~, (.~, IA, I ( L;,!.) ) 
1 ( N ) ; ( oo 2) t =- EL/ L I.Xkl 
1 + 17 j=l k=l 
1 ( oo 2) t 
= -1 -L L I.Xkl + 1] k=l 
[i (.~1 IA, I' II n; (br,,(k)J) II;,)"] t :S: [£ (I IA, I' !In; (br,,(k)J) II:,)"] l 
+ [JJa (I IA, 1' lln; (b(p(k)]) II!,) "] l 
~ [ L ( f: I.Xkl 2 (Lj(l + 17))2 ) hl t 
jEJ1 k=l 
+ [.E ( f: 1.xk1 2 ( ~ f) hl t 
1EJ0 k=l 
~ (l+r,) ( E L/)t (f: 1.xk1 2)t 
jEJ1 k=l 
(compare with equation (2.13) and its consequents). Noting that 
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by the choice of N, and 
1 
[J, C~y, 1' 11nj ( b[~(' )[) 11:, f T 
(compare with equation (2.13) and its antecedents), we have 
and 
Hence 
Thus {b[,B(k)]} is (1 + 8)-equivalent to { eh}, but {9[.B(k)]} is (1 + 8)-equivalent to 
{b[.B(k)J}, so {9[,B(k)J} is (1 + E)-equivalent to {eh}. D 
The preceding proposition, together with the following lemma [RI], will lead to 
the main result concerning the isomorphic distinctness of Xp,w· 
Lemma 2.20. Let 1 < q < 2. Suppose Xis a Banach space satisfying P2. 
Suppose Y is isomorphic to a quotient space of £q. Then Z = X EB Y satisfi.es P2. 
Proof. Let {en} be the standard basis of £2 . Suppose {Zn} is a basic sequence in 
Z equivalent to {en}· Let E > 0 and choose 8 > 0 such that (1 + 8)2 < 1 + E. 
Express each Zn as Xn EB Yn with Xn E X and Yn E Y. Then there is a bounded 
linear operator T:£2 - Y such that T(en) = Yn for all n [en 1-t Zn= Xn EB Yn 1-t Yn]• 
The adjoint T* induces a bounded linear operator from a closed subspace of f_P to £2 , 
where pis the conjugate index of q. Hence T* is compact since 2 < p < oo 
[R, Theorem A2]. Thus Tis compact as well. Moreover, {en} is weakly null. Hence 
Choose a subsequence {ya(n)} of {Yn} such that { Za(n)} = { Xa(n) EB Ya(n)} is 
(1 + 8)-equivalent to { Xa(n)}. Choose a subsequence { X,a(n)} of { Xa(n)} such that 
{ x,a(n)} is (1 + 8)-equivalent to { en}, as we may since X satisfies 'A. Then 
{z,a(n)} = { X,B(n) EB Y,B(n)} is (1 + €)-equivalent to { en}· D 
Finally we present the theorem [RI, Theorem 9] which (in its corollary) 
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establishes that for 2 < p < oo and w satisfying condition(*) of Proposition 2.1, Xp,w 
is isomorphically distinct from the classical sequence space Cp spaces. 
Theorem 2.21. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = { wn} be a sequence of positive 
scalars satisfying condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1. Let V be a closed subspace of fP. 
Then Xp,w is not a continuous linear image of (£2 EB £2 EB·· \p EB V. 
Proof. Equivalently, we show that for Y isometric to a quotient space of fq, 
where q is the conjugate index of p, x;,w is not isomorphic to a closed subspace of 
Let Y be isometric to a quotient space of fq. By Corollary 2.14, x;,w is not iso-
morphic to any Banach space satisfying P2 . However, (£2 EB £2 EB·· \ 9 EBY satisfies P2 
(as do all of its closed subspaces) by Proposition 2.19 and Lemma 2.20. 0 
The following corollary [RI, Corollary 14] extracts only part of the information 
available from the preceding theorem. 
Corollary 2.22. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = { wn} be a sequence of positive 
scalars satisfying condition (*) of Proposition 2.1. Then Xp,w is isomorphically distinct 
from £2 fP £2 = fP and (£2 ffi £2 m .. ·) 
' ' IJ7 ' IJ7 W R_P, 
Proof. Each of the spaces £2 , f P, £2 EB f P, and ( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) £P is a continuous 
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linear image of (£2 EBf2 EB ···)e EBfP. However, Xp,w is not such an image, as 
established by Theorem 2.21. D 
Complementation and lmbedding Relations for Xp 
The following lemma [RI, Corollary 14] distinguishes the isomorphism types of 
two classical sequence space CP spaces, and is used in the proof that 
(.e2 EBf2 EB·· ·).eP '/-+- Xp for 2 < p < oo. 
Lemma 2.23. Let 2 < p < oo. Then ( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) .eP 'f-+- f 2 EB p_P. 
Proof. Suppose T: ( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) tP -+ £2 EB fP is an isomorphic imbedding. Let 
P: f2 EB fP -+ £2 EB { Oe} and Q: £2 EB fP -+ { Ot2} EB fP be the obvious projections, with 
P + Q = I, the identity operator on £2 EB fP. 
For each N E N, let XN be the set of all sC1) EB sC2) EB · · · E ( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) .eP 
with sCn) = Ot2 if n::; N. Then each XN is a subspace of (£2 EB £2 EB·· ·)"P isometric to 
( e2 EB c2 EB · · ·) "p . 
We will show that limN-oo IIPTlxN II = 0. Assuming this for now, 
limN-+oo IIPIT(XN) II = 0 as well, so we may choose NE N such that 
IIIIT(XN) - QIT(XN)II = IIPIT(XN)II < 1. Hence QIT(XN):T(XN)-+ { Ot2} EB fP is an 
isomorphic imbedding, and for an isomorphic imbedding R: C2 -+ ( £2 EB £2 EB ... ) £P, the 
operator QT R: C2 -+ { 0"2} EB fP is an isomorphic imbedding as well. However, no such 
imbedding exists, and the lemma will follow. 
It remains to show that limN-oo IIPTlxN II is indeed zero. Suppose 
limN-+oo IIPTlxN II =I= 0. Then we may choose E > 0 and a normalized sequence {xN} 
with XN E XN such that IIPT (xN )llt2EB{O} ~ E for each N. Let 
r N: ( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) £P -+ ( f 2 EB £2 EB · · ·) £P be the truncation operator defined by 
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TN ( sCl) EB s<2) EB · · ·) = sCl) EB · · · EB s<N) EB Oi2 EB Oi2 EB · · ·. Choose positive integers 
N1 < N2 <···such that for XNk = TNk+i (xNk), ! $ llxNkll(i2EB£2EB··\p $1 and 
IIPT (xNk)lli2EB{O} ~ !· Then {xNk} is equivalent to the standard basis of fP. Hence 
PTI[- ] induces a bounded linear operator from fP into £2 , so 
XNk ( t2El)t2 Ell·•·) tP 
PTl[x ] must be compact. Hence some subsequence {PT (xNk<a>)} of 
Nk (t2El)t2El)···)tP 
{ PT ( x N k)} converges in norm. Since { x N k } is weakly null, { PT ( x N k)} is weakly null 
as well. Hence { PT (xNk(<>))} must converge to Oi2EB£P in norm, contrary to 
IIPT (xNk)ll£2EB{0} ~ ! for all k. 0 
We are now ready to see how Xp is related to the classical £,P spaces under the 
relations<-+ and~- Recall that X = Y means X <-+ Y and Y <-+ X. 
Proposition 2.24. Let 2 < p < oo. Then 
(a) Xp <-+ £2 EB fP, 
(b) f 2 EB fP ~ Xp, 
(d) Xp ch £2 EB fP, 
(e) (I:EB p_2 tp 'f+ Xp, 
(f) Xp ch ( I:EB p_2 tp' 
(g) LP 'f+ Xp, and 
(h) parts (b), (d), and (f) hold for 1 < p < 2 by duality. 
Proof. 
a sequence of positive scalars satisfying condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1. Then 
an isometry. It follows that Xp <-+ £2 EB fP. 
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(b) Let w = { Wn} be a sequence of positive scalars such that W[i] = { Wan-2} satisfies 
infwan-2 > 0, W[2] = {wan-1} satisfies E(wan-1)~ < oo, and W[a] = {wan} 
satisfies condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1. Then w satisfies condition ( *) as well. 
Hence 
It follows that £2 EB fP ~ Xp. 
(c) The fact that Xp = £2 EB fP is an immediate consequence of parts (a) and (b). 
(d) Suppose Xp ~ £2 EB fP. Then XP is a continuous linear image of £2 EB fP, contrary 
to Theorem 2.21. It follows that Xp c/-+ £2 EB fP. 
(e) Suppose (EEB f 2tp <-+ Xp. Then (EEB f 2tp <-+ Xp <-+ £2 EB fP by part (a), so 
( EEB £2) f.P <-+ £2 EB fP, contrary to Lemma 2.23. It follows that ( EEB £2) f.P 'f+ Xp. 
( f) Suppose Xp ~ ( EEB £2) f.P. Then Xp is a continuous linear image of ( EEB £2) f.P, 
contrary to Theorem 2.21. It follows that Xp 'f+ ( EEB £2) f.P. 
(g) Suppose LP <-+ Xp. Then ( EEB £2) f.P <-+ LP <-+ Xp, so ( EEB £2) f.P <-+ Xp, contrary 
to part (e). It follows that LP 'f+ Xp. 
(h) Parts (b), (d), and (f) are the parts involving~- D 
Building on diagrams (1.1) and (1.2), for 2 < p < oo we have 
£2 
",. 
£2 EB f_P -+ ( EEB £2) f_P -+ LP ' (2.14) 
/ Ill 
fP Xp 
and for 1 < p < oo where p =fa 2, we have 
£2 ( EEB £2) f.P 
C C C 
",. / ",. 
(2.15) £2 EB f_P LP. 
C C C 
/ ",. / 
fP XP 
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The Space BP 
Let 2 < p < oo. The Banach space BP is of the form (X1 EB X 2 EB··. )£P, where 
each space XN is isomorphic to £2 , but { XN} ~=l is chosen so that 
supNENd(XN,£2 ) = oo, where d(XN,£2 ) is the Banach-Mazur distance between XN 
and £2 . Each space XN is of the form Xp,vCN) where vCN) is an appropriately chosen 
constant sequence. The specifics are outlined below. For the conjugate index q, Bq is 
defined to be the dual of BP" 
The Space xp,v(N) 
Let 2 < p < oo and fix N E N. Let v;N) = (1) ~ for each j E N, and let vCN) 
be the constant sequence { vJN)} : 1 . Then Xp,vCN) is isomorphic to £2 by part ( a) of 
Proposition 2.1. 
The following observation [RI] concerning Xp,vCN) is analogous to Propositions 
2.7 and 2.13, but starts with vCN) and produces wCN) rather that the reverse. The 
lemma eventually leads to information about BP" 
Lemma 2.25. Let 2 < p < oo and fi.x N E N. Let vCN) = {v\N) } 00 where 
J j=l 
v;N) = ( 1) ~ as above. Then there is a sequence wCN) = { w~N)} ~=l of 
positive scalars satisfying condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1, a basic sequence { 'f}N)} 00 
J j=l 
in XP wCN), and a basic sequence {df)} 00 in X* (N) such that 
' j=l p,w 
( a) {bf)} : 1 is isometrically equivalent to the standard basis of Xp,v<N>, 
(b) there is a projection PN: Xp,w<N> - [bf) : j E NJ x of norm one, 
p,,,,(N) 
(c) {b;N)}~ is 2N-equivalent to the standard basis of £2 , but for all distinct 
J=l 
j 1, ... , j N E N, { bt), ... , b):)} is isometrically equivalent to the standard basis 
of f}v, and 
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( d) { dr)} : 1 is 2N-equivalent to the standard basis of £2 , but for all distinct 
• • ~T {d(N) d(N)} . . . all . 1 h d d b . Jl,···,JNEn, . ii, ... , iN 1s1sometnc yeqmvaenttot estan ar as1s 
of f'Jv, where q is the conjugate index of p. 
Proof. Choose a sequence {E;N)}~ of disjoint nonempty finite subsets of N 
J=l 
and a sequence w(N) = { w~N)} of positive scalars satisfying condition ( *) of 
21!.. 
Proposition 2.1 such that for each j E N, I:neEtl ( w~N)) "- 2 = 1· [We may take 
21!.. 
E]N) of cardinality j and ( w~N)) "- 2 = i~ for n E EjN).] Then for each j EN, 
vJNl = ( L,eEj•> ( w~N)) ~)'ii-. Let bJNl = L,eEj•> ( w~N)) ,C, e,, and 
b;N) = br) /llbt)ll.e" (analogous to bj and bj in Propositi~n 2.7), where {en} is the 
standard basis of Xp,w<N), Then parts (a) and (b) follow from Proposition 2.7. 
Note that {E;N)} ~ satisfies the condition in the proof of Proposition 2.13. Let 
J=l 
br) and br) be as above (analogous to bi and bi in Proposition 2.13), and let 
dr) = br) /llbt) 11::1 (analogous to di in Proposition 2.13, and considered as an 
element of X* (NJ). Then parts (c) and (d) follow from Proposition 2.13. D 
p,w 
The Space Bp 
The following definition was suggested above, but we now present jt formally. 
DEFINITION. Let 2 < p < oo. For each N E N, let vCN) = { v;N)} : 1 where 
(N) - ( 1 ) ~ b D ~ B t b (·x· x ) D h vi - N as a ove. eHne P o e p,v{ll EB . p,v<2) EB · • • £". ror t e 
conjugate index q, define Bq to be the dual of BP" 
The following proposition [RI] is the first step in showing that Bp is an Cp space. 
The subsequent proposition [RI] is somewhat stronger. 
Proposition 2.26. Let 1 < p < oo where p -:/= 2. Then Bp ~ LP. 
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Proof. First suppose 2 < p < oo. For each N E N, let v<N) be as above. Then 
as in the first part of the proof of Corollary 2.6, for each N E N there is a sequence 
{f;N>}~ of independent symmetric three-valued random variables in LP such that 
J=l 
Xp,v<NJ "' [!;N) : j E w] LP c..:.+ LP, where the isomorphism is uniform in N by the proof 
of Corollary 2.3, and the complementation is uniform in N by Theorem 2.5. Hence. 
and BP c..:.+ LP. The result now holds for 1 < p < 2 by duality. D 
Proposition 2.27. Let 1 < p < oo where p =f. 2. Then BP c..:.+ (EEB Xp) . 
. p 
Proof. First suppose 2 < p < oo. For each N E N let v<N), w<N), and 
{bt'}~ be as in Lemma 2.25. Then by parts (a) and (b) of Lemma 2.25, there is a 
J=l 
projection PN: Xp,w<NJ - [b;N) : j E NJ x of norm one, and there is an isometry 
p,w(N) 
TN: [bt): j E NJ x - Xp,v<NJ. Thus by the remark following Theorem 2.12, for 
p,w(N) 
any sequence w satisfying condition(*) of Proposition 2.1, 
Hence BP c..:.+ (Xp,w EB Xp,w EB·· ·).eP· The result now holds for 1 < p < 2 by duality. 
D 
REMARK. Alternatively, the proof of parts (a) and (b) of Lemma 2.25 could be 
slightly modified to produce a sequence w = { wn} of positive scalars satisfying 
condition(*) of Proposition 2.1 such that BP c..:.+ (Xp,w EB Xp,w EB·· ·)£P' without the 
passage through (xp,w(l) EB xp,w(2) EB"" ·)£P" 
Let 2 < p < oo. We will show that B; is not isomorphic to any Banach space 
satisfying 'P2. This will distinguish BP isomorphically from £2 , f P, £2 EB f P, and 
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( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) p_P. The proof follows the same pattern as the proof that x; is not 
isomorphic to any Banach space satisfying P 2 • The following proposition [RI] is 
analogous to Proposition 2.13. 
Proposition 2.28. Let 2 < p < oo. Then for each N E N, 
(a) there is a basic sequence {bt)}~ in Bp, 2N-equivalent to the standard basis 
J=l 
(b) 
f 02 h h .I.'. J1 d" . . . N {b"(N) b"(N)} . . t . JJ o .c. , sue t at 1or a 1stmct J 1 , ... ,JN E 1'1, ii , ... , iN 1s 1some nca y 
equivalent to the standard basis of£~, and 
there is a basic sequence {dt>}~ in B;, 2N-equivalent to the standard basis 
J=l 
of £2, such that for all distinct ii, ... , j N E N, { dt), ... , °J;:)} is isometrically 
equivalent to the standard basis of f'Jv, where q is the conjugate index of p. 
Proof. Fix N E N. Let v<N), w<N), bt>, and dt> be as in Lemma 2.25. Let 
TN: [b)N) : j E NJ --+ Xp,v<N) be the isometry cited in the proof of Proposition 
Xp,w(N) 
2.27, and let SN: [bt>: j E NJ* --+ X* v<N) be the isometry SN= (T.i/)*. Let 
X (N) P, 
p,w 
lN : XP v<N) --+ BP and "-N : X* (N) --+ BP* be the obvious isometric injections. 
' p,v 
Now {bt>} : 1 and { d)N)} : 1 have the properties asserted in parts (c) and (d) 
of Lemma 2.25. Let bt> = lN ( TN (bt>)). Then the sequence { bt)} : 1 in Bp is 
isometrically equivalent to {bt>}~ , and part (a) follows. 
J=l 
Let Jt> be the restriction of dt) to [bt>: j E NJ . Then {Jt>}~ 
Xp,w(N) J=l 
is isometrically equivalent to { dt>} : 1 by the argument in the proof of part (b) of 
Proposition 2.13, where it is shown that equality holds at (2.12). Let 
dt> = "-N (SN ( J;N))). Then the sequence { dt>} : 1 in B; is isometrically 
equivalent to {Jt>}~ and {dt>}~ , and part (b) follows. D 
J=l J=l 
The proof of the following corollary [RI] is virtually identical to the proof of 
Corollary 2.14, with B; replacing x;,w, dt) replacing dj, and Proposition 2.28 
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replacing Proposition 2.13. 
Corollary 2.29. Let 2 < p < oo. Then n; is not isomorphic to any Banach 
space satisfying P2 . 
The following theorem [RI] now follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.21, with B; 
replacing x;,w and Corollary 2.29 replacing Corollary 2.14. 
Theorem 2.30. Let 2 < p < oo and let V be a closed subspace of f.P. Then Bp 
is not a continuous linear image of ( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) £P EB V. 
The following corollary [RI, Corollary 14] is analogous to Corollary 2.22. 
Corollary 2.31. Let 1 < p < oo where p =I= 2. Then BP is isomorphically distinct 
from £2 , f P, £2 EB f P, and ( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) f.P • In particular, Bp is an Cp space. 
Proof. First suppose 2 < p < oo. Then each of the spaces £2 , f.P, £2 EB f P, and 
( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) f.P is a continuous linear image of ( £2 EB £2 EB · · · }£P EB f P, but by Theorem 
2.30, BP is not such an image. Finally, BP c.:+ LP by Proposition 2.26, but the fact that 
BP rf, £2 has just been established. Hence Bp is an .CP space. The result now holds for 
1 < p < 2 by duality. D 
We now know that BP is isomorphically distinct from the classical sequence space 
.CP spaces. We present next some results to distinguish BP isomorphically from Xp and 
LP. The first result [RI] will distinguish BP from Xp, and the three subsequent results 
will refine the distinction. 
Proposition 2.32. Let 1 < p < oo where p =I= 2. Then ( £2 EB £2 EB · · ·) f.P c.:+ Bp. 
Proof. First suppose 2 < p < oo. Let v<N) = {v(N) } 00 where v(N) = ( J.) ~ 
J J=l J 
as above. Choose a doubly indexed sequence {Er>} of disjoint nonempty finite 
J,NEN 
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subsets of N such that for each J, NE N, 
!We may take E'{> of cardinality N.] Let u'{> - ( L;eE\"' (vJN>) ,";-) ~ and let 
u(N) = {u{_() } 00 • Then inf u{_() 2'.: 1. Hence by part (a) of Proposition 2.1, and the 
J=l 
inequality appearing in its proof, Xp,u<N> is isometric to £2 . Moreover, by Proposition 
2.7, Xp,uCN> ~ Xp,v<N>, and the implied projection is of norm one. Hence 
The result now holds for 1 < p < 2 by duality. D 
The following lemma [RI] is a modification of Lemma 2.18. The proof is virtually 
identical, with p_r replacing £2 and K~ replacing KL 
Lemma 2.33. Let 1 < q < r ::::; 2 and let X = (x* (ll EB X* c2> EB · · ·) , where p,v p,v R.q 
p is the conjugate index of q. Denote a generic x E X by { x(l}, x(2), ... }, with each 
x(k} EX* (k)· For each n EN, defi.ne Pn:X ---t X by p,v 
Pn ( { x(l), x(2), ••. }) = { x(l), ... , x(n), 0, 0, ... } and defi.ne Qn: X ---t X by 
Qn(x) = x - Pn(x). Suppose Y is a subspace of X isomorphic to p_r_ Then 
As a corollary, we have the following [RI]. 
Lemma 2.34. Let 1 < q < r < 2. Then p_r 'r Bq. 
Proof. Suppose p_r c......+ Bq. Then p_r c......+ X = (x* c1 > EB X* c2 > EB···) , where p is p,v p,v R.q 
the conjugate index of q, since Bq = BP* "' (x* (ll EB X* c2, EB·.·) . Let T: p_r ---t X p,v p,v £9 
be an isomorphic imbedding and let Y = T(fr). For each n E N, let Pn: X ---t X 
and Qn: X ---t X be as in Lemma 2.33, with Pn + Qn = I, the identity operator on 
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X. By Lemma 2.33, we may choose N E N such that JIJJy - PNJYII = IIQNIYII < l. 
induces an isomorphism between er and €2 . However, no such isomorphism exists, and 
the lemma follows. D 
We state without proof [RII, Corollary 4.2]. 
Lemma 2.35. Let 1 < q ::; r ::; 2. Then er c..-. Xq. 
The following observation [RI] will distinguish BP from LP. 
Lemma 2.36. Let 2 < p < oo. Then ( I::EB Xp) £P c..-. ( LEB €2) £P. 
Proof. By part (a) of Proposition 2.24, Xp c..-. €2 EB fP. Hence, letting lF denote 
the scalar field, 
D 
( LEB Xp) R_P c..-. ( LEB ( £2 EB f P)) R_P 
,..., ( LEB e2) e EB ( LEB f P) £P 
,..., ( I::Ell £2) eP EB ( LEB lF) e 
,..., (I::EB (£2 EB lF) tp 
,..., ( LEB £2) £P . 
Collecting our results and deducing simple consequences yields the following. 
Proposition 2.37. Let 2 < p < oo. Then 
(a) BP c..-. (I::EB £2) £P' 
(b) ( LEB £2) £P c..:+ Bp, 
(c) BP= (I::EB £2) e' 
(d) BP 'f-+ (I::EB e2tv' 
(f) BP cf+ Xp, 
(g) Xp 'f-t Bp, 
(i) parts (b), (d), and (g) hold for 1 < p < 2 by duality. 
Proof. 
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( a) We know BP C.:.. (:z::=ffi XP) R.1' <......-t ( :Z:::::ffi £2) f.P by Proposition 2.27 and Lemma 2.36. 
It follows that BP <......-t ( :Z:::::ffi £2) f.P. 
(b) Part (b) is a restatement of Proposition 2.32. 
(c) The fact that BP= (:z:=ffi £2\P is an immediate consequence of parts (a) and (b). 
( d) Suppose Bp C.:.. ( :Z:::::ffi £2) £P. Then BP is a continuous linear image of ( :Z:::::ffi £2) £P, 
contrary to Theorem 2.30. It follows that Bp 'f-t ( :Z:::::ffi £2) £P. 
( e) We know X P <......-t £2 EB £P C.:.. ( :Z:::::EB £2) £P C.:.. BP by part (a) of Proposition 2.24 and 
part (b) above. It follows that XP <......-t BP. 
(f) Suppose Bp <......-t XP. Then (:z:=EB £2) t.P C.:.. BP <......-t XP <......-t £2 EB £P by part (b) above 
and part ( a) of Proposition 2.24, so ( :Z:::::ffi £2) £P <......-t £2 EB £P, contrary to Lemma 
2.23. It follows that BP cf+ Xp. 
(g) Suppose Xp C.:.. BP. Then X9 C.:.. B9 , where q is the conjugate index of p. Hence 
for 1 < q < r < 2, gr <......-t X 9 C.:.. B 9 by Lemma 2.35, so tr <......-t B 9 , contrary to 
Lemma 2.34. It follows that Xp 'f-t BP. 
(h) Suppose LP <......-t BP. Then LP <......-t BP <......-t ( :Z:::::ffi £2) e by part (a) above, so 
LP <......-t ( :Z:::::ffi £2) £P, contrary to [L-P 2, Theorem 6.1]. It follows that LP cf+ BP. 
(i) Parts (b), (d), and (g) are the parts involving C.:... D 
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Building on diagrams (2.14) and (2.15), for 2 < p < oo we have 
p_2 BP 
'\. 111 
p_2 EB f_P - (EEB p_2tp - LP ' (2.16) 
/' Ill 
f_P Xp 
and for 1 < p < oo where p -=I- 2, we have 
p_2 (EEB p_2) £P ~ Bp 
C C C 
'\. /' '\. 
p_2 EB f_P LP. (2.17) 
C C C 
/' '\. /' 
f_P Xp 
Sums of BP 
We now present results leading to the conclusion that BP "' Bp EB BP and 
( EEB BP) £P "' BP. Along the way, we will show that the sequence used in the 
definition of BP can be modified to some extent without changing the isomorphism 
type of the space. 
Lemma 2.38. Let 2 < p < oo. Let r = {rn} ands= {sn} be sequences of 
positive scalars, and suppose that infnEN Sn = 0. For each n E N, let r<n) be the 
constant sequence { r n, r n, ... } and let s< n) be the constant sequence {Sn, Sn, ... } . Let 
Proof. Fix a subsequence {scr(n)} of {sn} such that for each n EN, Sa(n) $ Tn. 
-1.E. -1.E. 
Let Sa(n) = s~(~) and Rn = rr2 • Then Sa(n) $ Rn for each n. Let {Kn} be the 
sequence of positive integers such that for each n E N, 
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Fix n E N. Let {E\n) }= be a sequence of disjoint subsets of N such that each 
J j=l 
Et) has cardinality Kn. Then for each j EN, 
. ~ 
Let tn = (I:kEEtl Sa(n)) 2P [which does not depend on j]. Then tn :S Tn < 2tn. 
Hence for t(n) = { tn, tn, ... } and x E xp,t(n), llxllxp,t(n) :S llxllxp,r(n) :S 2 llxllxp,t(n) · 
Thus Xp,r<nl ,..._, Xp,t<nl via the formal identity mapping. Moreover, Xp,t<nl c..:+ Xp,s<<>(nll 
by Proposition 2.7, where the implied projection is of norm one. 
C 
Release n as a free variable. Then for each n E N, Xp,r<nl ,..._, Xp,t<nl <-t Xp,s<<><nn, 
where the isomorphism xp,r(n) ,..._, xp,t(n) is uniform inn. It follows that 
= Bp,s· 
D 
REMARK. For 2 < p < oo, the space BP is of the form Bp,s where s = {Sn} and 
Bp,s are as above, with inf nEN Sn = 0. 
Lemma 2.39. Let 2 < p < oo. Let r {rn}, r(n), and Bp,r be as in Lemma 
2.38. Then Bp,r ,..._, Bp,r EB Bp,r· 
Proof. Recall that Bp,r = ( Xp,r(ll EB Xp,r<2J EB · · ·) £P. For each n E N, let 
{zt)} ~=l represent an element of Xp,r<nl. Define a projection P: Bp,r -+ Bp,r by 
P ( { zi1)} EB { zi2)} EB···) = ( { x~1)} EB { x~2)} EB···), where fork, n E N, x~n) = zin) 
if k is even and x~n) = 0 if k is odd. Then the image of Bp,r under P is isomorphic to 
Bp,r, as is the kernel of P. Hence Bp,r ,...., Bp,r EB Bp,r· D 
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By the remark above, we have the following corollary ( true for 1 < p < 2 by 
duality) of Lemma 2.39. 
Corollary 2.40. Let 1 < p < oo where p =/:- 2. Then BP,.._, BP EB Bp. 
We also have the following corollary of Lemmas 2.38 and 2.39. 
Corollary 2.41. Let 2 < p < oo. Let r = {rn} ands= {sn} be sequences of 
positive sea.la.rs such that infnEN Tn = 0 and infnEN Sn = 0. Let r(n), s(n), Bp,r, and 
Bp,s be as in Lemma. 2.38. Then Bp,r ,.._, Bp,s· 
Proof. The spaces Bp,r and Bp,s satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.8. D 
REMARK 1. Recalling the remark above, one consequence of Corollary 2.41 is 
that for 2 < p < oo, and for 1 < p < 2 by duality, the isomorphism type of BP does not 
{ 
E.=1 }00 depend on the specific sequence ( 1) 2 P used in its definition, but only on the 
N=l 
fact that the infimum of the sequence is zero. 
REMARK 2. Let 2 < p < 00. Then Bp is of the form (xp,w(l) EB xp,w(2) EB .. ·) t,P 
where for each N E N, wCN) is a sequence {wtl} 00 of positive scalars. The above 
k=l 
remark gives a sufficient condition for BP ,.._, ( Xp,w<1J EB Xp,w<2J EB · · ·) tP in the case 
where each w(N) is a constant sequence. Although the details will not be given, 
Bp ,.._, (Xp,w<1J EB Xp,w<2J EB···) t,P if and only if the following two conditions hold: 
(a) for each N E N, wCN) fails condition(*) of Proposition 2.1, and (b) there is an 
increasing sequence {a(N)} ;=1 of positive integers and a sequence {SN} ;=1 of 
infinite subsets of N such that for each NE N, CN = liminfkESN wt(N)) > 0, 
but limN-+oo CN = 0. 
Just as BP EB BP,.._, Bp, (Bp EB BP EB·· ·)eP ,.._, Bp, as shown below. 
Corollary 2.42. Let 1 < p < oo where p =/:- 2. Then (Bp EB BP EB·· ·)eP ,.._, Bp. 
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Proof. First suppose that 2 < p < oo. Then Bp is of the form Bp,s where 
s = { sn} satisfies inf nEN Sn = 0, and s(n) and Bp,s are as in Lemma 2.38. Let S be the 
{ T }
00 
• sequence{s1;s1,s2;s1,s2,s3; ... }= {sn}n=I T=I· ThenShasmfimumzeroaswell. 
Hence Bp,S "' Bp,s by Corollary 2.41. It follows that 
(Bp,s EB Bp,s EB'' ·)ip = ( (xp,s(l) EB xp,s(2) EB'' ·)£P EB (xp,sCl) EB xp,s(2) EB'' \p EB''·) £P 
"' ( :E~EN :Ef :s;n:s;T Xp,s(n)) £P 
,..., Bp,s· 
The result now holds for 1 < p < 2 by duality. D 
Sums Involving Xp or BP 
As observed by Rosenthal [RI], a few more .CP spaces can be constructed by 
forming sums involving Xp or BP. The resulting spaces are ( :EEB £2) £P EB Xp, BP EB Xp, 
and ( :EEB XP) £P. The following proposition [RI] shows that these spaces cannot be 
distinguished by the relation ~. 
Proposition 2.43. Let 2 < p < oo. Then 
( a) BP EB Xp ~ ( :EEB Xp) f.P (whence the same is true for 1 < p < 2 by duality), 
(b) (:EEB £2) , Bp, (:EEB £2) EB Xp, BP EB Xp, and (:EEB xP) are equivalent under 
R_P R_P R_P 
=, and 
( c) letting Y denote any of the five spaces of part (b) and letting X denote either 
£2 EB fP or Xp, we have X ~ Y ~ LP but LP cf+ Y ~ X. 
Proof. 
(b) Consider the chains 
and 
established by part (b) of Proposition 2.37 and part (a) above. Now 
( LEEl Xp) £P <-t ( LEEl f 2) £P by Lemma 2.36, which completes each of the two 
cycles. It follows that the listed spaces are equivalent under =· 
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(c) We know f 2 EB fP <.:+ ( LEEl f 2 ) £P c..=+ LP but LP cf4 ( LEEl f 2 ) £P cf4 f 2 $ fP as in 
the discussion of diagrams (1.1) and (1.2). The result now follows from the fact 
that X = f 2 $ fP by part ( c) of Proposition 2.24 and Y = ( LEEl f 2 ) £P by part (b) 
above. D 
Building on diagram (2.16), for 2 < p < oo we have 
f2 BP 
"-,. II I 
f 2 $ fP -+ ("'EE) f 2 ) np _ Bp $ Xp = ("'EE) X ) -+ LP 
L...., ~ L...., p £P • 
/ Ill Ill 
fP Xp (I:EEl f2) £P $ Xp 
(2.18) 
As we have seen, the relation <-t is inadequate to distinguish ( LEEl £2 tp $ Xp, 
BP $ Xp, and ( LEEl Xp) £P isomorphically. We will distinguish these three spaces via 
the relation~- The next three results will distinguish BP$ Xp and (I:EEl Xp) eP· The 
first result is a corollary of Lemma 2.34. 
Lemma 2.44. Let 1 < q < r < 2. Suppose S: fr -+ Bq is a bounded linear 
operator. Then given a sequence { En} of positive scalars, there is a normalized block 
basic sequence {xn} of the standard basis {ek} of fr such that IIS(xn)IIB < En for 
q 
each n EN. 
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Proof. It suffices to show that there is a normalized block basic sequence {xn} 
m of the standard basis {ek} of tr such that IIS(xn)ll 8 q $ n for each n E N, for the 
result will then follow upon passing to an appropriately chosen subsequence of {xn}. 
We define {xn} by induction, where each Xn is of the form EkeE., >.kek, each En 
is a finite subset of N, each {>.k: k E En} is a set of nonzero scalars, and 
max Ei < min Ej for 1 $ i < j. 
Suppose normalized disjointly supported blocks x 1 , ... , x N have been chosen, where 
for 1 $ i < j $ N. Let M = max EN. Then as we verify below, we may choose 
XN+i E span {ek: k ~ M + 1} of norm one such that IIS (XN+i)ll 8 q $ !~~. 
Suppose for a moment that no such XN+i exists. Let XM+l = [ek: k ~ M + l]Lr, 
which is isometric to fr. Then for each normalized x E XM+i, IIS(x)ll 8 q > ! !~~. 
Hence SlxM+i induces an isomorphic imbedding of tr into Bq. However, by Lemma 
2.34, no such imbedding exist. Thus XN+I can be chosen as claimed, and the result 
follows. D 
Lemma 2.45. Let 1 < q < r < 2. Then ( EEB fT) iq cf+ Bq EB Xq. 
Proof. Suppose ( EEB fT) lq '-+ Bq EB Xq. Let T: ( EEB tr) lq --+ Bq EB Xq be an 
isomorphic imbedding. Let Q: Bq EB Xq --+ Bq EB { Oxq} be the obvious projection. Then 
QT: ( EEB tr tq --+ Bq EB { Oxq} is a bounded linear operator. 
We will show that there is a subspace X of ( EEB tr) Lq, isometric to ( EEB fr) iq, 
such that IIQlr(x)II < 1, whence (I - Q)lr(X) induces an isomorphic imbedding of 
(I:EB tr) Lq into Xq, However by [S, Proposition 2], presented below as Lemma 3.7, no 
such imbedding exists, and the lemma will follow. 
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Let { em,n} be the standard basis of ( EEB fr) lq, where for each n E N, { em,n} :'=l 
is isometrically equivalent to the standard basis of tr. By Lemma 2.44, for each n E N 
we may choose a normalized block basic sequence { xin)} ~=l of { em,n} :'=1 such that 
IIQT ( xin)) IIBq < 1JT-1i1 2k+n. Let X = [xin): k, n E NJ. Then Xis isometric to 
(EEB fr) lq' Let { ,,\i1)} EB { ,,\~2)} EB··· E (fr EB fr EB·· ·)lq be of norm one. Then 
IIQT c~l k~l At)x~n)) IIB = L~l k~l A~n)QT ( xin)) IIB 
q q 
~ n~l k~JQT ( xin)) IIBq 
00 00 
< E E 11 r-1 11 2k+n n=lk=l 
1 
= IIT-111' 
Hence IIQTlxlJ < 11 /.1 11 , so IIQlr(x)II ~ 11r-1 1l 1lQTlxl1 < 1. Thus (J - Q)lr(X) 
induces an isomorphic imbedding of (EEB fr) lq into Xq, where I is the formal identity 
mapping, but no such imbedding exists. D 
Proposition 2.46. Let 1 < p < oo where p =I 2. Then ( EEB Xp) f.P 'f-+ BP EB Xp. 
Proof. First let 1 < q < 2 and suppose ( EEB Xq) lq ~ Bq EB Xq, For 
1 < q < r < 2, fr <--t Xq by Lemma 2.35, so ( LEB fr) lq <--t ( LEB ~q) lq ~ Bq EB Xq, 
Hence ( EEB tr) R.q <--t Bq EB Xq, contrary to Lemma 2.45. It follows that 
( EEB Xq) R.q 'f-+ Bq EB Xq, The result now holds for 2 < p < oo by duality. D 
The next two results will distinguish ( Ea:i £2) f.P EBXp and BP EBXp isomorphically. 
The lemma isolates some preliminary calculations. 
Lemma 2.47. Let 2 < p < oo with conjugate index q, and let n E N. Let 
~ 
Xp,vCn) be as in the definition of Bp, and let Vn denote (~) 2P , the value taken by the 
constant sequence vCn). Let Bn be the closed unit ball of Xp,v<nl. Then for Mn E N 
_2£._ 
such that Mn ~ Vn p-2 = n, 
I Mn I 1. sup L dm = M;:, . 
{d,n}EBn m=l 
Moreover, for K E N and { >..k} E £2 , 
Proof. Let M E N and let { dm} be a sequence of scalars. Then by Holder's 
inequality, 
and 
11 d,. I = :.i £,id,."· I <; :. C~,1' f (Jy~ v.l') ! 
= v~ Mi (1 ld,.v.12 )1 
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1 l 
Suppose {dm} E Bn. Then (I::~=1 ldmlP);; ~ 1 and (I::~=1 ldmvnl 2) 2 ~ 1. Hence 
sup L dm ~ min M7i, -M2 . I M I { 1 1 l} 
{dm}EBn m=l Vn 
_2£._ 1._1. ~-1 l!.=1. 
Let Mn EN such t_hat Mn ~ Vn p- 2 • Then MJ 2 = Mn p 2 = Mn 2 p < _L so 
- Vn' 
l 1 
M;:, :S v': MJ. Hence with no loss of sharpness, 
I Mn I 1 sup L dm ~ MJ. 
{dm}EBn m=l 
1 1 1_1 _1. -
Let dm = Mn M;:, = M;:, = Mn P for 1 :S m ~ Mn, and dm = 0 otherwise. 
Then I::~:1 IJmr = 1 and I::~:1 ldmvnl 2 = v;MJ-l = 
{ dm} E Bn. Moreover, II::~;;;,1 dml = MJ. Hence 
( 1 1)2 vnMJ- 2 :S 1, whence 
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It follows that 
I Mn I l. sup . L dm = M;:. 
{d,..}EBn m=l 
(2.19) 
Let K E N, let{Ak} E £2, and let { dk,d be a sequence of scalars. Note that 




Suppose {dk,d E Bn. Then (I:f=l I:;=1 ldk,tt) P :S 1 and 
l. l. 
(I:f=l I:;=1 ldk,£Vnl 2) 2 :S 1. Hence j:Ef=l I:;=l Akdk,£1 :S ni (I:f=1 l>.kiq) q and 
I K n I l. ( K 2) i Lk=l L£=l >.kdk,£ :S nq · Lk=l i>.kl . It follows that 
sup IE f Akdk,£1 :S ni min { ( E i>.kiq) {, ( E i>.k1 2 ) t} 
{dk,t}EBn k=l £=1 k=l k=l 
= nt ( t, 1>.k1 2) i 
k=l 
Let dk,£ = v~ n-l >.k for 1 :S £:Sn and 1 :S k :SK, and dk,£ = 0 otherwise, where 





· Thus for (Ef=1 I-Xkl 2) 2 ::; 1, { dk,R.} E Bn. Moreover, for (E!<=1 I-Xkl 2) 2 = 1, 
Hence 
It follows that 
(2.20) 
D 
Proposition 2.48. Let 1 < p < oo where p =I= 2. Then BP 'f-+' ( EEB £2) f.P EB Xp. 
Proof. By duality, it suffices to show that Bq 'f-+' ( EEB £2) eq EB Xq for 1 < q < 2. 
Let 1 < q < 2 and suppose Bq c..:.+ ( EEB £2 ) eq EB Xq. Let p be the conjugate index of q. 
For each n EN, let Vn and Bn be as in Lemma 2.47. Now Bq "'BP* "' (EEB X* (n)) , p,v eq 
so (EEB X* (n)) c..:.+ (EEB t 2 ) EB Xq, Let T: (EEB X* (n)) -t (EEB t 2 ) EB Xq be 
p,v £9 £9 p,v eq lq 
an isomorphic imbedding with complemented range. Let 
Q: (EEB t 2 ) EB Xq -t (EEB t2) EB { Ox } be the obvious projection. Then 
lq £9 q . 
QT: (EEB X* (n>) -t (EEB £2 ) EB {Ox } is a bounded linear operator. 
p,v lq eq q 
We will show that there is a subspace Y of (EEB X* (n)) isometric to 
p,v lq 
(EEB £2) eq such that IIQIT(Y) II < 1, whence (I - Q)IT(Y) induces an isomorphic 
imbedding of ( EEB £2) R.q into X q, where I is the formal identity mapping. However 
by [S, Proposition 2], presented below as Lemma 3.7, no such imbedding exists, and 
the proposition will follow. 
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Let {em n} be the standard basis of (I:EEl X* (n)) , where for each n E N, 
' p,v f.q 
{em n} 00 _ 1 is isometrically equivalent to the standard basis of X* (n) and equivalent , m- p,v 
to the standard basis of £2 . Let { em,n} be the standard basis of ( I:EEl xp,v(n)) f.P, 
where for each n E N, {em,n}:'=1 is isometrically equivalent to the standard basis of 
For K E N, let r(K) denote a subset of N having cardinality K. Let M E N. 
Then for fixed n E N, letting ( , ) denote the action of X* <n> on XP v<n>, 
p,v ' 
= sup I: dk 
{dk}EBn kH(M) 




Now for fixed n E N, letting Mn :S Vn p- 2 = n as in Lemma 2.47, equations (2.21) and 
(2.19) yield 
1. 
I: em,n = M.J, 
mEr(Mn) 
or upon normalization, 
_1. 
Mn q I: em,n = 1. (2.22) 
mEf(Mn) 
We now introduce a construction which will be used in two different settings. Fix 
n E N and let Mn = v:~ = n. Let {Et)} 00 be a sequence of disjoint subsets of 
k=l 
N, each of cardinality Mn. Let { r( m)} be an increasing sequence of positive integers. 
I 
For each k E N, let x~n) = M;: 9 I:mEEt' e-r(m),n· Then each x~n) is of norm one 
by equation (2.22), and { x~n)} ~=l is equivalent to the standard basis of £2 . Recalling 
equation (2.20) for the last step, for K E N and { ,\k} E £2, 
_.l = n q 
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(2.23) 
Hence {xt) }00 is in fact isometrically equivalent to the standard basis of £2 • 
k=l 
We now distinguish two exhaustive but not mutually exclusive cases. In the first 
case, there are infinitely many n E N such that limm-+oo IIQT(em,n)II = 0. In the 
second case, there are infinitely many n EN such that limsupmEN IIQT(em,n)II > 0. 
We will show that in either case, there is an increasing sequence { n( i)} : 1 of pos-
itive integers and a sequence { Xn(i)} '::_1 of subspaces of (:EEB X* (n)) such that for i- p,v f.q 
each i EN, Xn(i) is a subspace of [em,i{i): m EN] isometric to £2 with 
IIQIT(Xnc,)) II :::; llr-1 II IIQTlxnc,> II < i,. It will follow that there is a subspace 
Y = (:EEB Yn) of (:EEB X* (n)) isometric to (:EEB £2) such that 
R.q p,v f.q f.q 
IIQlr(Y) II :s; IIT-1 II IIQTly II < 1. lYn(i) = Xn(i) and Yk = {O} if k ¢ {n(i)}.] As noted 
before, the proposition will then follow. 
The first case. 
Fix n EN such that lirnm-= IIQT (em,n)II = 0 .. Choose a subsequence 
{ ea(m),n} ==l of { em,n} :'.=1 such that for each m EN, 
1 
IIQT (ea(m),n) II < 2m+nn; 11r-111 · 
2 . 
Let Mn= v;:r& = n. Let {Ein)} 00 be a sequence of disjoint subsets of N, each 
k=l 
of cardinality Mn, such that for each k E N, inf Et) 2: k. Then for each m E Et), 
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II 1 (n) --; IIQT (ea(m),n) < .!. • For each k EN, let xk = Mn EmeE(n) ea(m),n· 
2k+nnp IIT-111 k 
Then each x~n) is of norm one by equation (2.22), {x~n)} 00 is isometrically equiv-
k=l 
alent to the standard basis of £2 as in equation (2.23), and for each x~n), 
E QT (ea(m),n) 
mEEkn) 
Let { )..k} E £2 be of norm one. Then 
::; n-! E IIQT (ea(m),n) II 
mEEkn) 




< E 2i.+n 11r-1 11 
k=l 
1 
- 2n IIT-111' 
Letting Xn = [x~n): k E NJ' it follows that IIQIT(Xn)II::; IIT-111 IIQTlxnll < 2~. 
Release n E N as a free variable. Let { n( i)} :,1 be an increasing sequence of pos-
itive integers such that for each i E N, limm ...... 00 IIQT(em,n(i))II = 0. Then for each 
i E N, there is a subspace Xn(i) of ( Effi x;,v<nl) £q isometric to £2 such that Xn(i) is a 
the proposition follows in the first case. 
The second case. 
Fix n E N such that Cn = limsupmEN IIQT (em,n)II > 0. Then Cn ::; IIQTII. 
Given O < E < 1, we may choose a subsequence {ea(m),n}:=l of {em,n}:'=l such that 
limm-+oo IIQT (ea(m),n) II = Cn, with SUPmeN IIIQT (ea(m),n) II - Cnl < ECn, and such 
that { QT (ea(m),n)} ==l is a basic sequence [B-P, Theorem 3], whence 
QTl[ea(=),n=meN] is an isomorphic imbedding and { QT (ea(m),n)} ==l is equivalent to 
the standard basis of £2 • Now by Proposition 2.19, given O < E < 1 and such a 
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sequence { ea(m),n} :=l' we may choose a subsequence { e,B(m),n} :=l such that 
{ QT ( e,B(m),n)} :=l is (1 + E)-equivalent to the standard basis of £2 . 
Let Mn = v:;:, ~ = n. Let { Ekn)} ~=l be a sequence of disjoint subsets of N, 
each of cardinality Mn. Given O < E < 1 and { e,B(m),n} :=l as above, for each k E N 
(n) - _l. (n) 
let xk = Mn q :Z:::mEEkn) e,B(m),n· Then each xk is of norm one by equation (2.22), 
{x(n) }00 is 
k k=l 
isometrically equivalent to the standard basis of £2 as in equation (2.23), and for each 
I: QT(e,B(m),n) (2.24) 
mEEt) 
where the approximation can be improved to any degree by the choice of (E and) 
{ X(n)}oo . 
k k=l 
Given O < E < 1, we may choose a sequence {x~n)} 00 as above such that 
k=l 
I IIQT ( x~n)) II - Ji.1}-f Cnl < EMJ-f en, where QTI Hn):kEN] is an isomorphic 
imbedding and { QT ( x~n))} ~=l is equivalent to the standard basis of £2 . Thus by 
Proposition 2.19, given O < E < 1 and such a sequence {x~n) }00 , there is a sub-
k=l 
sequence { x~(k)} ~=l such that { QT ( x~(k))} ~=l is (1 + E)-equivalent to the standard 
basis of .e2 • Recalling (2.24), it follows that for {>.k} E .e2, 
(2.25) 
where the approximation can be improved to any degree by the choice of (E and) 
{ ( ) }00 
x>.(k) k=l· 
Now {x~n) }00 is isometrically equivalent to the standard basis of £2 as noted 
k=l 
above, and the same is true of {x~Ck)} : 1 . Let Xn = [x~Ck): k E NJ. Then by 
(2.25), it follows that 
(2.26) 
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where the approximation can be improved to any degree as in (2.25). 
1 1 
Release n as a free variable and note that limn-= n 2 -q IIQTII = 0. Hence by 
the hypothesis of the second case and by (2.26), we may choose an increasing sequence 
{ n( i)} :,1 of positive integers such that for each i E N, 
Cn(i) = limsupmEN \IQT(em,n(i)) II > 0 and there is a subspace Xn(i) of (:EEEl x;,v(n) tq 
isometric to £2 such that Xn(i) is a subspace of [em,n(i): m EN] with 
case, and in the general case. D 
Collecting our results and deducing simple consequences yields the following. 
Proposition 2.49. Let 1 < p < oo where p -=I= 2. Then 
(c) BP 'f-* (EEEl £2) £P EB Xp, 
(d) (EEEl c2tp EB xp 'f-* Bp, 
(e) BP EB XP 'f-* Bp, 
(f) BP EB Xp 'f-* ( EEEl £2) f.P EB Xp, and 
(g) (EEEl Xp) f.P 'f-* BP EB Xp. 
Proof. 
(a) Part (a) is a restatement of part (d) of Proposition 2.37. 
(b) Part (b) follows from part (f) of Proposition 2.24: XP 'f-* ( I::EEl £2) eP. 
( c) Part ( c) is a restatement of Proposition 2.48. 
(d) Part (d) follows from part (g) of Proposition 2.37: Xp 'f-* BP" 
(e) Part (e) follows from part (g) of Proposition 2.37: Xp <f-* Bp. 
( f) Part (f) follows from part ( c) above. 
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(g) Part (g) is a restatement of Proposition 2.46. D 
Building on diagram (2.17), for 1 < p < oo where p # 2, we have 
Bp LP 
C C 
/ '\. jc 
g2 (I:$ g2tp Bp EB Xp C (I:$ Xp tp. -
C C C 
le / '\. / 
g2 EB fP (I:$ £2) EB X 
R_p p 
C C 




Fix 1 < p < oo where p # 2. 
If X and Y are separable infinite-dimensional £,P spaces, then X EB Y is a 
separable infinite-dimensional £,P space as well. Suppose X and Y are as above and 
are isomorphic to their squares. If X and Y are incomparable in the sense that 
X 'f+ Y and Y 'f+ X, then X EBY is isomorphically distinct from both X and Y, while 
' C 1f X c.......,. Y, then X EBY....., Y. 
From the list fP, £2 EB fP, ( I:$ £2 ) e, Xp, Bp, ( I:$ Xp) £P, LP of seven spaces, the 
only incomparable pairs of spaces are { (I:$ e2 ) £P ,Xp} and {Bp,Xp}· As has been 
shown, (I:$ £2) £P EB Xp and BP EB Xp are isomorphically distinct from each of the 
seven listed spaces and from each other. Augmenting the list of seven spaces with the · 
two new ones, the only new incomparabl~ pair of spaces is { Bp, ( I:$ £2) £P EB Xp}. 
However ( I:$ £2 ) £P ~ Bp, so BP EB ( I:$ £2 ) eP ,..._, Bp, whence 
BP EB ( ( I:$ £2 ) eP EB Xp) ,..._, ( BP EB ( I:$ £2 ) ,_P) EB Xp ,..._, Bp EB Xp, which has already 
been included in the augmented list. 
If Z is a separable infinite-dimensional Banach space such that Z ~ LP, then 
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(I::ffi Z) £P is a separable infinite-dimensional Cp space. However, from the augmented 
list of nine spaces above, no space arises from this method of construction which has 
not already been included in the list. 
CHAPTER III 
THE TENSOR PRODUCT CONSTRUCTION OF SCHECHTMAN 
Let 1 < p < oo where p =f 2. Schechtman [SJ constructed a sequence of isomor-
phically distinct separable infinite-dimensional Cp spaces by iterating a certain tensor 
product of Rosenthal's space XP with itself. Using x:n to denote Xp@ · · ·@ Xp 
( n factors), the resulting sequence is { x:n} :'=i · 
For closed subspaces X and Y of LP, X @Y is defined to be the closed linear span 
·m LP([O, 1] x [O, 1]) of products of the form x(s)y(t) where x E X and y E Y. It is a 
fairly routine matter to show that if X and Y are separable infinite-dimensional Cp 
,paces, then X@ Y is a separable infinite-dimensional Cp space. More work is required 
;o show that for m =f n, x:m f x:n. 
The Tensor Product Construction 
We begin with some preliminary definitions and lemmas. For each k E N, let 
·k = [O, l]k. Let m,n EN. 
DEFINITION. Let 1 :Sp< oo and let X and Y be closed subspaces of LP(Irn) and 
l(r), respectively. Denne the tensor product X@ Y of X and Y by 
X@ Y = [x(s)y(t): x EX, y E Y, s E 1m, t E rJLP(J,n+n)• 
)enote the element x(s)y(t) by x ® y. 
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Let X and Y be as above, and let Z be a closed subspace of LP(Jk) for some 
k EN. Then X ® (Y ® Z) = (X ® Y) ® Z. Thus the expressions X ® Y ®Zand 
@{:1 X are unambiguous. The tensor power @{:1 X will also be denoted X®N. 
The following lemma will be used in the proof of the fact that the tensor product 
of complemented subspaces of LP is a complemented subspace of LP (I2). 
Proof. Note that LP(Im) ® LP(In) is a closed subspace of LP(Im+n). Thus it 
will suffice to show that U (Im) ® LP (In) is dense in LP (Im+n). Let f E LP (Im+n) 
and let 1: > 0. Choose g E c(Jm+n) such that Iii - 9lluum+n) < !· By the Stone-
Weierstrass theorem, choose h E spancum+n) {h1(s)h2(t): h1 E C(Im), h2 E C(Jn)} 
such that Ilg - hlluum+n) ~ Ilg - hllL=(Jm+n) < !· Then II! - hllLP(Jm+n) < t. D 
The tensor product preserves the property of having an unconditional basis, as 
shown in the following lemma [S, Lemma 3]. 
Lemma 3.2. Let 1 ~ p < oo and let X and Y be as above. Suppose {~i} and 
{Yi} are unconditional bases for X and Y, respectively. Then { Xi ®Yi}. ·e"" is an t,J ,~ 
unconditional basis for X ® Y. 
Proof. Note that [xi® Yi : i,j E NJ = X ® Y. Let {rk} be the sequence of 
Rademacher functions. Then by the unconditionality of {x;(s)} for each t, Fubini's 
theorem, and a generalization of Khintchine's inequality, for scalars a;,j 
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p p 
LLai,j(xi®Yj) -ff LLai,jXi(s)yj(t) dsdt 
i j £P(J=+n) - i j 
p ~ff ff 2: 2: ai,jri(u)rj(v)yj(t)xi(s) ds du dv dt 
p =ff ff 2:2:ai,jXi(s)yj(t)ri(u)rj(v) dudvdsdt 
1?. 
"'j j ( ~ f la,,;x;(s)y;(t)l 2 )' dsdt. 
1?. 
If Li Lj ai,j(Xi 0 Yj) = 0, then J J (Li Lj jai,jXi(s)yj(t)l2) 2 dsdt = 0 by the 
inequalities above, and ai,j = 0 for all i, j E N. Hence { Xi 0 yj} i,jEN is a basis for 
X 0 Y. The unconditionality of { Xi 0 Yj} i,jEN is similarly clear from the inequalities 
above. D 
DEFINITION. Let 1 ::; p < oo. Let X and X' be closed subspaces of LP(Jm), and 
let Y and Y' be closed subspaces of LP(r). Suppose S: X ---+ X' and T: Y ---+ Y' are 
bounded linear operators. Define tlie tensor product S 0 T : X 0 Y ---+ X' 0 Y' of S 
and T by 
(S 0 T) ( 2: Xi(s)yi(t)) = 2: S(xi)(s)T(yi)(t) 
for sequences { xi} in X and {yi} in Y such that Li Xi ( s )Yi ( t) E LP ( 1m+n). 
The tensor product of bounded linear operators is bounded and linear, as shown 
in the following lemma [SJ. Moreover, the tensor product of projections is a projection, 
and the tensor product of isomorphisms is an isomorphism, as shown in the subsequent 
lemma [S, Lemmas 1 and 2]. 
Lemma 3.3. Let 1 ::; p < oo and let X, X', Y, Y', S, and T be as above. Then 
S 0 Tis well-defined and linear, with IIS 0 TII ::; IISII IITII. 
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Proof. For i E N, let Xi E X and Yi E Y. Then S ® T is formally linear by an 
easy computation. Suppose only finitely many elements of { xi} and {yi} are nonzero. 
Then by Fubini's theorem, 
li(s ® T) ( ~ Xi(s)yi(t)) l[P(I,n+n) =II,~ S(xi)(s)T(yi)(t)r ds dt 
= j ils ( ~T(yi)(t)xi) l[P(J"') dt 
:S 11s11PJll~T(yi)(t)xillP dt 
i LP(I"') 
= IISIIP j j ,~T(yi)(t)xi(s)IP dsdt 
:::: IISIIP I I ,~T(yi)(t)xi(s)r dtds 
= JJSJJP J IIT ( ~xi(s)yi) 11:P(Jn) ds 
:S USIIP IITIIP j 11~ Xi(s)yi''P ds 
i LP(Jn) 
= IISIIP IITIIP j j l~xi(s)yi(t)'P dtds 
= IISIIP IITIIP ,,~xi(s)yi(t)''P . 
i LP(Jtn+n) 
If z = I:i-xi(s)yi(t) = 0, then (S ® T)(z) = 0 by the inequality above, whence 
(S ® T)(O) = 0 independently of the representation of 0, and S ®Tis well-defined. 
Moreover, IIS ® TII :S IISII IITII by the inequality above. D 
Lemma 3.4. Let 1 :Sp< oo and let X, X', Y, Y', S, and T be as above. 
( a) If S and T are projections, then S ® T is a projection. 
(b) If S and T are isomorphisms, then S ® T is an isomorphism. 
Proof. 
(a) Suppose S and Tare projections. Then 
(S ® T) 2 = (S ® T)(S ® T) = S 2 ® T 2 = S ® T. Hence S ®Tis a projection. 
(b) Suppose Sand Tare isomorphisms. Then S ® T and s- 1 ® r-1 are formal 
inverses, and 11s-1 0r-1 11::; 11s-1 1111r-1 11 by Lemma 3.3. Hence s- 1 0r-1 
is bounded and S ® T is an isomorphism. D 
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REMARK. Let 1 ::; p < oo. Suppose X "--* LP(Jm) and Y "--* LP(In). By part (b) 
above, X ® Y is well-defined up to isomorphism if we identify X ® Y with X' ® Y' 
for closed subspaces X' and Y' of LP(Im) and LP(Jn) isomorphic to X and Y, 
respectively. 
The tensor product of complemented subspaces of LP is complemented, and the 
tensor product of [,P spaces is an Lp space, as shown in the following proposition 
[S, Lemma l]. 
Proposition 3.5. Let 1 < p < oo where p -=I 2. Suppose X and Y are 
separable infi.nite-dimensional Lp spaces. Then X ® Y is a separable infi.nite-
dimensional Lp space. 
Proof. It is clear that X ® Y is separable and infinite-dimensional. Let X' and 
Y' be complemented subspaces of LP isomorphic to X and Y, respectively. Then there 
are projections Px,: LP -t X' and Py,: LP -t Y'. By part (a) of Lemma 3.4, 
Px, ® Py,: LP® LP -t X' ® Y' is a projection as well, so X' ® Y' is a complemented 
subspace of LP ® LP, which by Lemma 3.1 is equal to LP (!2 ). Hence 
X ® Y......, X'@ Y' C.:.. LP@ LP= LP(J2 )......, LP. 
It remains to show that X ® Y f £2 . By [L-P, Proposition 7.3], £PC.:.. Z for every 
infinite-dimensional Lp space Z. Now £P C.:.. X and [Yo] C.:.. Y for y0 E Y \ {O}, whence 
f_P......, £P ® [Yo] C.:.. X ® Y. It follows that X ® Y f £2• D 
Of course it follows that X!!n is an Lp space for 1 < p < oo with p -=I 2. 
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The Isomorphic Distinctness of x:m and x:n 
We now present results leading to the conclusion that the various tensor powers 
of Xp are isomorphically distinct. The main result is Theorem 3.10 below. 
First we state some facts about stable random variables. 
Let 1 s T s 2. Then there is a distributionµ such that Ju~ eia::z: dµ(a.) = e-1:z:IT 
and a random variable f: [O, 1] -+ llR having distributionµ. Such a random variable f is 
said to be T-stable [W, Ill.A. 13 and 14]. 
If f is a T-stable random variable, then f EV for each 1 St <TS 2. Let Un} 
be a sequence of independent T-stable random variables. Then for each 1 st< Ts 2, 
[Jnlv is isometric to f_T [W, III.A. 15 and 16]. 
Let 1 st <Ts 2, and let Un} be a sequence of independent identically 
distributed T-stable random variables normalized in Lt. Then the sequence Un} in V 
is isometrically equivalent to the standard basis of et, and equivalent to the standard 
basis of et' for all 1 st' <Ts 2 [RII, Corollary 4.2]. 
The following lemma is [S, Proposition 1]. 
Lemma 3.6. Let 1 sq< r < s s 2. Let X and Y be closed subspaces of Lq 
isomorphic to er and es' respectively. Then er ® es f'V X ® y "' ( I:EB £5 ) 1.r via 
equivalence of their standard bases. 
Proof. Choose a sequence {Xi} in X of independent identically distributed r-
stable random variables normalized in Lq, and a sequence {yi} in Y of independent 
identically distributed s-stable random variables normalized in Lr. Then 
X -er"' [xi]u and y -es"' [Yilu· 
For scalars ai,j, by the r-stability and q-normalization of {xi} with q < r, we 
have 
q q 
I:I:ai,i(xi®Yi) =ff ~~ai,iXi(u)yi(v) dudv 
i i U(J2) • J 
'"j j ~ ( y•,,;Y;(•)) x,(u)' dudv 
~ j ( ~ y•,,;Y;(v) '); dv. 
Hence by the concavity of ( ) % , and the s-stability and r-normalization of {yi} with 
r < s, we have 
LL ai,i (xi® Yi) q ~ f (~ ~ ai,iYi(v) r)· ; dv 
i i L q (/2) • J 
·:5 (J ~ y "<JY;(v) 'dv); 
~ ( ~ J ya,,;y;(v)' dv r 
~ ( ~ ( y1•,.;I') a); 
Moreover, by the triangle inequality and the s-stability of {Yi} with q < s, we have 
LL ai,i (xi® Yi) q ~ f (~ ~ ai,iYi(v) r); dv 
i i L q (/2) . • J 
~ j { ya,,;Y;(v) '} :, ,i dv 
> {f ~ ai,iYi(v) q dv} 00 ~ 
J •=l t q 
'" { ( Y l•,,;I} [ ,i 
~ ( ~(y1•,.;1}); 
Hence { Xi ®Yi} is equivalent to the standard basis of ( I:EB £8 ) tr, and 
f_T @ f s "' X @ Y "' ( LEB f_S) tr• 0 
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Let 1 ~ p < oo and let {xi} be a sequence in LP. Then {xi} is said to be 
uniformly p-integrable if for each E > 0, there is an N EN such that 
f{t:lx,(t)l>N} lxi(t)jP dt < EP for each i EN. 
A basis { xi} for a space X is said to be symmetric if for all permutations r of 
scalars ai, :Ei r (ai) Xi converges if and only if :Ei aiXi converges. 
The following lemma is [S, Proposition 2]. 
Lemma 3. 7. Let 1 < q < r < s ~ 2. Then there is no sequence { Xi,i} i,jEN 
of independent random variables in L q equivalent to the standard basis of ( :EEB f-8) 1.r. 
Proof. Suppose { Xi 3·}. ·e"" is a sequence of independent random variables in ' i,J !'q 
Lq equivalent to the standard basis of (:Effi f-5) 1.r' where for each j E N, {xi,j}iEN is 
equivalent to the standard basis of gs. Now gq cf,, ( :Effi gs) fr. Hence {xi,j} i,jEN is 
uniformly q-integrable [J-0, third lemma]. 
Let E > 0, and choose N E N such that J{lxi,il>N} lxi,ilq dµ < Eq for all i,j E N. 
Let 8 = 15 for some D E N, and let { Jk} f=l be a partition of the interval [-N, NJ into 
K = D(2N + 1) intervals of equal length lhl = 2% = ncHJ+l) < 8. 
Let p = 82q. For each j E N, choose a subsequence { Xi,j} iEMi of { Xi,j} iEN such 
that for each i, i' E Mi and k E {1, ... , K}, 
p 
lµ({xi,i E Jk})- µ({xi',i E h})I < 3. 
Then { Xi,j teMi ,jEN is still equivalent to the standard basis of ( :EEB gs \r. Without 
loss of generality, suppose 1 E Mi for each j E N. 
Choose a subsequence {x1,i}jEL of {x1,i}jEN such that for each j,j' E Land 
kE{l, ... ,K}, 
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Then {xi,i}iEMj,iEL is still equivalent to the standard basis of (~EB .estr· Without 
loss of generality, suppose 1 E L. Note that for each j,j' E L, i E Mi, i' E Mj', and 
k E {1, ... ,K}, 
Iµ ( {xi,i E Jk}) - µ ( {xi',i' E Jk} )I < p. 
For each k E {1, ... , K}, let ck be the center of Ik. Let { Zi,i hEM;,iEL be a 
sequence of { c1, ... , CK }-valued independent random variables in Lq such that for each 
j EL, i E Mj, and k E {1, ... ,K}, 
µ ({zi,i =ck})=µ ({x1,1 Eh}), 
and such that {zi,i = ck} is chosen either as a subset of {xi,i E Jk} or as a superset of 
{xi,i E Jk}. Then {zi,ihEM;,iEL is identically distributed, whence {zi,ihEM;,iEL is a 
symmetric basis, and for each j EL, i E Mi, and k E {1, ... , K}, 
Iµ ( {xi,j Eh}) - µ ( {zi,j = ck} )I < p. 
Hence for each j EL, i E Mi, and k E {1, ... , K}, 
µ ( { Xi,j E h} \ { Zi,j = ck}) < p. 
Now for each j EL and i E Mi, 
1 
llzi,j - Xi,illq :S (J{lx;,;l>N} lzi,j - Xi,jlq) "q 
+ ( fuK lz· ' - X· .,q) t 
JI k=l ({x;,;Eh}n{z,,;=ck}) i,J i,J 
K 1 
+ '°' (J lz· · - X· ·lq) 9 k~l {x;,;Eh}\{z,,;=ck} i,J i,J 
8 1 < 2E + 2 + Kpq (2N + 1), 
1 
where Kpq (2N + 1) = D(2N + 1)82(2N + 1) = 8(2N + 1)2. 
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Fix JEN and assume {1, ... , J} is a subset of Land each Mi. Then 
J J J J 
'"" '""a· ·x· · - '"" '""a· ·z· · L-J L.._; i,J i,J L.J LJ i,J i,J 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 
q 
J J 
~ L L lai,jl llxi,j - Zi,jllq 
i=l j=l 
J J 
~ L L lai,il maxi,jE{l, ... ,J} llxi,j - Zi,illq 
i=l j=l 
1 
~ (t ( t lai,ils) ~):; IJl(i-f:)+(i-~) (2c + i + 8(2N + 1)2). 
i=l J=l 2 
For any J E N and 'Y > 0, we can choose c > 0 and 8 > 0 such that 
IJl(i-f:)+(i-~) (2c + ~ + 8(2N + 1) 2 ) < 'Y· Hence we can find a symmetric sequence 
equivalent to the standard basis of ( LEl:l c•) r, contrary to fact. 0 
A basis { ei} for a Banach space E is said to be reproducible if for each Banach 
space X with basis {Xi} such that E ~ X, there is a block basic sequence { Zi} with 
respect to { xi} equivalent to { ei}. For r, s E [l, oo ), the standard basis of ( LEl:l cs) r 
is reproducible [L-P 2, Section 4]. 
The following proposition has been extracted from the proof of [S, Theorem]. 
The subsequent corollary is essentially [S, Remark l]. 
2n 
Proposition 3.8. Let 1 < q < 2 and let n E N. Then Q9 er; cf+ Xfn for 
i=l 
Proof. Suppose n = 1. Let q < r < s ~ 2 and suppose p_r 0 cs ~ Xq. Then 
by Lemma 3.6, (LEl:l £•) er ~ Xq. Now Xq ""' [xi,i]u for some sequence {xi,j} of in-
dependent random variables in L q. By the reproducibility of the standard basis { ei,j} 
of ( LEl:l £•)er, there is a block basic sequence { Zi,j} with respect to { Xi,j} equivalent 
to { ei,j}. However, { Zi,j} is a sequence of independent random variables in L q equiv-
alent to { ei,j}, contrary to Lemma 3. 7. Hence the result holds for n = 1. 
Suppose the result is true for n = k - 1, but there are 
2k 
q < T1 < T2 < · · · < T2k :,S 2 SUCh that Q9 ri '---+ xr:k via a mapping T. 
i=l 
2k 
Let { ej1 0 ej2 0 · · · 0 ej2k} . . . EN be the standard basis of ® ri, 
Jl ,J2 ,···,J2k i=l 
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Let {xj} be a basis for Xq. For each m EN, let Pm be the obvious projection of 
xr:k onto [xj1 0 Xj2 0 · · · 0 Xjk : max {ii,h, ... , Jk} :S m], and let Qm be the obvious 
projection of xr:k onto [xj1 0Xj2 0 · · · ®xjk: min{j1,J2, ... ,jk} > m]. 
Recalling that Xq ,....., Xq EB Xq, for each s EN 
X®s ,....., (X EB X ) 0 X®(s-l) ,....., X®s EB X®s q q q q q q• 
Hence for each s, t E N, 
t 
I: EB Xt ,....., xr:s. 
i=l 
Note that for each m EN, (I - Qm)(Xlk),....., t.EB xr:(k-l) for some t EN, whence 
i=l 
Let { ej1 0 ej2 } . . E"' be the standard basis of f.T 1 0 f.T 2 with order determined by Jl ,J2 " 
a bijection ¢: N -+ N x N. 
For each j EN, let lj = [Y,t,(j),j3 ,j4 , ... ,j2 k : h,j4 , •.. ,J2k EN], which is 
2(k-l) 
isomorphic to ® [i+ 2 • Then by the inductive hypothesis, for each j, m EN 
i=l 
2(k-l) 
lj,....., Q9 [i+2 ~ Xl(k-1),....., (I - Qm)(Xlk), 
i=l 
whence (I - Qm)IYi is not an isomorphism. 
Let { f.j} be a sequence of positive scalars. Let mo = 0 and Qmo :::::; I. Choose 
z1 E Y1 with llz1II = 1 and m1 EN such that ll(J - Qm0 )(zi)II < T and 
ll(J - Pm 1 )(zi)II < T· Choose z2 E Y2 with llz2II = 1 and a positive integer m2 > m1 
such that JJ(J - Qm1 )(z2)II < T and Jl(J - Pm2 )(z2)II < T· Continuing as above, we 
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may inductively define a sequence { Zj} and an increasing sequence {mi} of positive 
integers such that for each j EN, Zj E Yj with llzill = 1, ll(I - Qmi_ 1 )(zj)II < ¥, and 
Thus for an appropriate choice of {Ej}, {zj} is equivalent to { (Qmj-i o Pmi)(zj) }. 
However, { Zj} is equivalent to the standard basis { ej1 ® eh} ii ,j2 EN of er1 ® r 2 , and 
{(Qmj-i oPmi)(zj)} is a sequence of independent random variables. Hence there is a 
sequence of independent random variables equivalent to the standard basis of 
.e.r1 ® .e.r2 , contrary to Lemma 3.7. D 
Corollary 3.9. Let 1 < q < 2. Then for each n EN, x:<n+i) c.J-t x:n. 
Proof. Let n E N and let q < r1 < r2 < · · · < r 2n ::; 2. Then for each 1 ::; i ::; 2n, 
2n 2n 
fri '----* Xq by Lemma 2.35. Hence (8) ri '----* Xf 2n. However, (8) .e.r, c.J-t Xfn by 
i=l i=l 
Proposition 3.8. It follows that Xf 2n c.J-t Xfn. 
Now suppose that xf(n+l) '----* Xfn. Then there is a chain 
••• '----t x®(n+2) '----t x®(n+l) '----t x®n q q q . 
In particular, Xf 2n '----* Xfn, contrary to fact. It follows that x:<n+i) c.J-t Xfn. D 
Note that X c..:+ X ® Y [where 1 ::; p < oo, X and Y are isomorphic to closed 
subspaces of LP, and dim Y > OJ, since X "'X ® [y0] c..:+ X ® Y for y0 E Y \ {O}. Hence 
for n EN and 1 < p < oo with p =/- 2, x:n c..:+ xf<n+l). 
For 1 < q < 2, we have 
X -+ X®2 -+ X®3 -+ · · · -+ Lq q q q . (3.1) 
Note that (X®Y)* "'X*®Y* [where 1 < p < oo, and X and Y are isomorphic to 
closed subspaces of LP]. Let 2 < p < oo with conjugate index q. Then for each k EN, 
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(Xfk)* ,._, (x;)®k ,._, Xfk. Let n EN. Then the fact that xf(n+l) ~ Xfn follows 
from (xf(n+l)r ,._, x:(n+l) ~ Xfn ,._, (Xfn)*. 
For 1 < p < oo with p -=/= 2, we have 
X -=. x®2 -=. x®3 -=. ... -=. LP p p p • 
Finally we have the main result [S, Theorem]. 
(3.2) 
Theorem 3.10. Let 1 < p < oo where p -=I= 2. Then { Xfn} :=l is a sequence of 
mutually nonisomorphic .CP spaces. 
Proof. Each Xfn is an .CP space by Proposition 3.5. For m -=I= n, the fact that 
Xfm ,f Xfn follows from Corollary 3.9 and the discussion leading to diagrams (3.1) 
and (3.2). In particular, if x:m ,._, x:n for m < n, then x?(m+l) c..:.+ x:n c..:.+ x:m, 
contrary to fact. D 
The Sequence Space Realization of x:n 
For n E N, Xf n has a realization as a sequence space, as follows from Proposition 
3.13 below. This proposition is essentially contained in [S, Section 4], although the 
presentation via Lemmas 3.11 and 3.12 owes more to Dale Alspach. 
Lemma 3.11. Let 2 < p < oo and k EN. Let {xi} be a sequence of normalized 
independent mean zero random variables in LP. Let {Yi} be an unconditional basic 
sequence in LP(Jk) with closed linear span Y = [YilU(Jk)' Let {ri} be the sequence of 
Rademacher functions. Then for scalars ai,j 
I: I: ai,j(Xi 0 Yi) 
i J 
Py);;'(! L ai,iYi 
j 
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Proof. For each i E N, let f;(t) = I:j ai,jyj(t). Then for each t E [O, 1], 
{xi(s)f;(t)}:1 is a sequence of independent mean zero random variables in LP. Thus 
by Theorem 2.2 [Rosenthal's inequality], for each t E [O, I] 
(J lyx;(s)f;(ti/' ds); 
so ma,c { ( y j lx;(s )J;(t)I' ds); , ( y j jx,(s)J,(t)I; ds) t}. 
Hence 
(J J lyx;(s)f;(ti/' dsdr 
so max { ( y j j jx;(s)f;(t)I' ds dt)} , (! ( y j jx;(s)f;(t)l 2 ds) i dt)}} . 
Now 
p 




j ( ~ j lxi(s)f;(t)l 2 ds) 2 dt = j ( ~ llxill; lfi(t)l 2 ) 2 dt 
~ j j ,~ llxill 2 fi(t)ri(u)IP dudt 
p 
= j j ~ llxill 2 t ai,jYj(t)ri(u) dt du 
Hence 
D 
LL ai,j(Xi ® Yi) 
i j 
1 
-(! j p,:a;,;x,(s)y;(t) • dsdt)' 
"' (! j ~x,(s) y•,,m(t)' dsdt); 
- (J j l~x,(s)/;(til' dsdt); 
"' max { ( ~ j j Ix,( s )!,( t)I' ds dt  (! ( 2t j Ix,( s )f;(t)I' ds r dr} 
s, max { ( ~ y•,JYi :r. (! f ( 2t•,,; llx,11, r;(u)) Y; : du)} 
Let {rj} be the sequence of Rademacher functions. Kahane's inequality 
[W, Theorem III.A.18] states that for each 1 ::; p < oo, there is a constant Gp such 
that for each Banach space X and for each finite sequence {xj} in X, 
Lemma 3.12. Let 1::; p < oo and let {rj} be the sequence of Rademacher 
functions. Then for scalars ai,j 
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D 
Proof. Let { ei} be the standard basis of £2 . Then by Kahane's inequality, 
1 (! ~r;(u) (ya;,;e;) ,, du)' 
~ (! I: rj(u) (~ ai,jei) 2 du) f 
~ J I & 
-(! y ( ~a;,;r;(u)) e; :, du); 
(! y ~ a;,;r;(u) 2 du) l 
( y j ~ a;,;r;(u) 2 du); 
E. 
- ( Y~la,,;1 2)' 
Proposition 3.13. Let 2 < p < oo and n E N. Let { xi} be a sequence of 
normalized independent mean zero random variables in LP. For each i E N, let 
Wi = llxiJl 2 . Then for scalars ai 1 , ... ,in 
~ a· · (x · ® .. · ® x · ) L..,, t1 , ... ,in i1 'l.n 
{( E.)l.} 
2 p 
~ max ~ ~ la· . 12 TI w2 L..,, L..,, i1 , ... ,in 'Lf. 
S, ;dES, C,,fESi, lES' ) 
where the max is taken over all subsets Sn of {1, ... , n}, and S; = {1, ... , n} \ Sn, 
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Proof. For n = 1 [with i1 = i], the statement is 
11~•,x,II, '"max { ( ( ~ 1•,I' w/ n;, ( ~ (1•,1') ') t} 
= max{ ( pa,l'w1 )'. ( ~ la,I' l}, 
which is immediate from Corollary 2.3 [Rosenthal's inequality]. 
Assume the statement is true for n = N. We wish to prove the statement for 
n=N+l. 
Let {ri} be the sequence of Rademacher functions. By Lemma 3.11, 
where 
and 
L L ai1, ... ,iN+1 (xi1 ® · · · ® XiN) ® XiN+1 
i1, ... ,iN iN+l 
'°' a· · (x · '°' · · · ® x · ) LJ t.1 , ... ,iN+l i1 \Cy 'tN 
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E2 = (! . L. (.L ai1, ... ,iN+1 llxiN+1 ll 2 riN+1 (u)) (xi1 ® · · · ® XiN) P du); 
•1, ... ,tN •N+l L"(IN) 
Let 
A· · (u) - '°' a· · llx· II r· (u) i1, ... ,tN - _L..J •1, ... ,tN+l •N+l 2 •N+l 
•N+l 
and 
By the inductive hypothesis, and then a rearrangement, we have 
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For 2 < p < oo and n E N, Proposition 3.13 yields a representation of x:n 
as a sequence space, taking {Xi} to be a sequence of normalized independent mean 
zero random variables in LP with w = {wi} = {Jlxill 2 } satisfying condition(*) of 
Proposition 2.1. 
In particular, for n = 2 and S2 C {i,j}, for scalars ai,j 
where 
L ai,j (xi® Yi) 
i,j 
N1s,=01 = ( ( E 1•,Jl2 w[wJ )' r = ( p•,,;I' w[WJ t 
N1s,=1 ,11 = ( ~ ( Y I•,,; I' wJ )' t 
N1s,=Hll = ( Y ( p•,.;I' w[ )' r , 
1 1 




THE INDEPENDENT SUM CONSTRUCTION OF ALSPACH 
Let 2 < p < oo and let n = IJ:1 [0, l]. Alspach [A] developed a general 
method for constructing complemented subspaces of £P(n), given spaces Xi of mean 
zero functions which are complemented in £P[O, 1] in a special way. The construction 
produces spaces Z; of mean zero functions which are similarly complemented in £P(n), 
such that Z; is isometric to X;, each function in Z; depends only on component i of 
n, there is a common supporting set S; for all functions in Z;, and the measure of 
Si approaches zero slowly as i increases. The independent sum of { Xi} :,1 is then 
[Zi : i E NJ U(n)· 
The rate at which the measure of S; approaches zero is controlled by a sequence 
w, which plays a role similar to the role of w in Rosenthal's space Xp,w· Indeed, 
Alspach's construction generalizes the construction of Rosenthal's space Xp,w· 
All of the Lp spaces of Chapter II can be constructed as independent sums in the 
above sense. The principal new separable· infinite-dimensional .CP space constructed by 
Alspach as an independent sum is Dp, which is the independent sum of copies of £2 , 
with £2 realized as the span of the Rademachers in £P. Also new is Bv EB DP. The 
method of taking independent sums has the potential to generate a sequence of .Cv 
spaces by iteration. However, no general method has been developed for distinguish-
ing the isomorphism types of the resulting spaces. 
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The Independent Sum ( EEB Xi) 
l,w 
Fix 2 < p < oo. Let fl = f1:1 [0, 1]. Fort = (ti, t2, .. . ) E fl and i E N, 
let 'Tri : n - [O, 1] be the projection 1ri(t) = ti. Let L{;[O, 1] be the space of mean 
zero functions in LP[O, 1]. For O < k ~ 1, identify LP[O, k] with the space of functions 
in LP[O, 1] supported on [O, k]. Let {Xi} be a sequence of closed subspaces of Lf;[O, 1]. 
2.e.... 
Let w = {wi} and {ki} be sequences of scalars from (0, 1] such that ki = wr- 2 • Let 
{ 
_1. I ) 
Ti(f)(s) = ~i pf~ ti ifO~s~ki 
ifki<s~l 
DEFINITION. Let p, n, 'Tri, {Xi}, w = {wi}, {ki}, Ti, Yi, and t be as above. 
Suppose 
(a) for each i EN, the orthogonal projection of L2 [0, 1] onto Xi C L2 [0, 1], when 
restricted to £P[O, 1], yields a bounded projection Pi : LP[O, 1] - Xi ·C LP[O, 1] onto Xi, 
and 
(b) the sequence {Pi}:1 satisfies supiEN IIPill < oo. 
Define ( EEl:l Xi) , the independent sum of { Xi} with respect to w, by 
I,w 
REMARK. The mapping Ti is an isometry, and the spaces Xi, Yi, and t are iso-
metric. If Yi E t for each i E N, then {fJi} : 1 is a sequence of independent mean zero 
random variables. The sequence w plays a role similar to the role of w in Rosenthal's 
2.e.... -
space Xp,w· In particular, wr- 2 is related to the measure of the support of Yi E }'i. 
Example 4.1. Let 2 < p < oo, Jet r 1 be the first Rademacher function 
l[o,t) - l[t,iJ, let X = [r1]£P[o,i]• and let w = {wi} be a sequence from (0, 1]. Then 
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( I:EB X) is isomorphic to £2, £P, £2 EB £P, or Xp, where each can be realized by an 
I,w 
appropriate choice of w as in Proposition 2.1. 
Proof. Let {ki} and {Ti} correspond with w = {wi} as above. Let Yi = Ti(r1 ) 
and Yi = Yi o 7ri· Then (I:EB x) = [yi: i E N]LP(n)· Now {fji}:1 is a sequence of 
I,w 
independent symmetric three-valued random variables in LP(O), with fh supported on 
2.E.. E.=1. 1 - l. 
a set of measure ki = wf-2 • Moreover, Wi = k/P = ki2 P = IIYillL2(n) / IIYillLP(n)· 
Hence (I:EB x) I,w ""'Xp,w (essentially) by Corollary 2.3, so (I:EB x) I,w is 
isomorphic to £2 , f_P, £2 EB £P, or XP, depending on w as in Proposition 2.1 and the 
definition of Xp. D 
The Complementation of (I:EB xi) in LP(O) 
I,w 
Fix 2 < p < oo and O < k s l. For 1 S r < oo, identify U [O, k] with the space of 
functions in Lr[o, 1] supported on [O, k], and for a measure space E, let L0(E) be the 
space of mean zero functions in Lr(E). 
Let T: L1 [O, !] -+ L 1 [O, k] c L1 [0, 1] be defined by 
T(f)(s) = { ~-} f (f) if OS s S k 
ifk<ssl 
Lemma 4.2. Let p, k, and T be as above. For 1 s r < oo, let f,g E U[O, l]. 
Then 
(a) IIT(f)llr = kl!ij- llfllr, 
(b) Tr: Lr[o, 1] - Lr[o, k] c U[O, 1], 
(c) Tr maps U[O, 1] onto Lr[o, kL 
( d) TP is an isometry, 
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(f) J has mean zero if and only if T(J) has mean zero, and 
(g) J and g are orthogonal if and only ifT(J) and T(g) are orthogonal. 
Proof. Part (a) follows from the computation 
Part (b) follows from (a) and the definition of T. Considering Tr as a mapping from 
and ( c) follows. Taking r = p, ( d) follows from (a). Part ( e) is clear. As in the 
computation for (a), but taking r = 1 and deleting the absolute values, 
f0k T(J)(s) ds = k1-; f01 J(t) dt, and (f) follows. Finally, J0k T(J)(s) · T(g)(s) ds = 
k-% fok J (f) · g (f) ds = k1-% J01 J(t) · g(t)dt, and (g) follows. D 
Let R : L1 [0, 1] -+ L 1 [0, k] be defined by R(j) = l[o,kJ · f. For 1 ~ r < oo, let 
Rr = RILr[o,l]· 
Let X be a closed subspace of L{;[O, 1] such that the orthogonal projection P2 of 
L2 [0, 1] onto X C L2 [0, 1], when restricted to LP[O, 1], yields a bounded projection 
Pp : LP[o, 1] -+ X c LP[o, 1] onto X. Let Y = T(X). 
Lemma 4.3. Let p, k, T, R, X, P 2 , Pp, and Y be as above. Let 1 ~ r < oo. 
Then 
(a) Rr: U[O, 1]-+ U[O, k] is a projection of U[O, 1] onto U[O, k] with IIRrll = 1, 
(b) R2 is the orthogonal projection of L2 [0, 1] onto L2 [0, kl, 
(d) Y is a. subspace of L{;[O, k] isometric to X, 
(e) the closure of X in L2[0, l] is contained in L5[0, 1], 
(f) the closure of Yin L2 [0, k] is contained in L5[0, kl, 
(g) T2 (X) = Y, where X and Y are the closures of X and Y in L2 [0, l], 
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(h) T2P 2T2- 1 is the orthogonal projection of L2[0, k] onto Y C L2[0, kl, 
Proof. Part (a) is clear. For f,g E L2 [0, 1], (f - R2 (f)) .l R2(g), so 
(f - R 2(!)) E (R2 (L2[0, ll))"\ and (b) follows. Part (c) is clear. Part (d) follows 
from the fact that Tp : £P[O, 1] - LP[O, k] is an isometry which preserves mean zero 
functions. First noting that X C La[O, 1] and Y C L~[O, k], parts (e) and (f) are 
clear. Part (g) is clear. For f,g E L2[0,k], (T2~ 1(!) -P2 (T2- 1(!))) .l P2 (T2- 1(g)), 
so (f- (T2P2T2- 1) (!)) .l (T2P2T2- 1) (g), and (h) follows after noting (g). Parts (i) 
and (j) are clear. D 
Lemma 4.4. Let p, r, k, T, R, X, Pr, Y, and Qr be as above. Then 
(a) Qp : LP[o, 1] - Y C LP[O, 1] maps LP[o, 1] onto Y, 
(c) Q2 is the orthogonal projection of L2[0, 1] onto Y C L2[0, 1], 
(e) Q(l) = 0. 
Proof. Note that r;1 Rp : £P[O, l] - LP[o, 1] is surjective, with right inverse Tp. 
Tp is an isometry, (b) follows. Part (c) follows from the fact that R 2 and T2P 2r 2- 1 are 
orthogonal projections mapping L2[0, 1] onto L2[0, k] and L2[0, k] onto Y c L2[0, k], 
respectively. Part (d) follows from the fact that Rp = R2ILP[o,1J and TpPpTp-l -
(,.,, P. T.-1) I N . h R,, r;1 k.1. Pp Tp ( ) 12 2 2 LP[o,k)· otmg t at 1 t-+ 110,k) t-+ P · l[o,iJ t-+ 0 t-+ 0, e follows. 0 
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The relevant subspaces of LP[O, 1] are related as in the diagram 
LP[o, 1J 
Pp 
X C Lb[O, 1] C LP[O, l] -
Qp 
( 4.1) Rp l j TP-i ~ l Tp 
LP[O,k] 
TpPpTp-i 
y C Lb[O, k] C LP[O, 1]. -
We now perform a similar construction for each i E N. 
Let {ki} be a sequencP, of scalars from (0, l]. Then for r E {1, 2,p }, {ki} deter-
mines sequences {Ti,r} and { Ri,r} of mappings, where Ti,r and Ri,r are simply Tr and 
Rr, respectively, with ki replacing k. Let {Xi} be a sequence of closed subspaces of 
Lf;[O, 1] such that the orthoganal prcjection Pi,2 of L2 [0, 1] onto Xi C L2 [0, 1], when 
restricted to LP[o, 1], yields a bounded projection Pi,p : LP[O, 1] --+ Xi c LP[O, 1] onto 
Pi,r, and Qi,r are simply X, Y, Pr, and Qr, respectively, with ki replacing k. Thus as 
in diagram ( 4.1), we have the diagram 
R; P lj r.-1 
' i,p 
P;,p - X· • 
l T;,p 
and Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 hold, with the obvious notational changes. 
Let 1 ~ r < oo and let i E N. Let Ili,,· : F [O, 1] --+ Lr [DJ be the isometry 
( 4.2) 
IIi,r(J) = f o 'Tri. Then for f, g E F[O, 1], f has mean zero if and only if IIi,r(f) has 
mean zero, and f and g are orthogonal if and only if Ili,r(f) and IIi,r(g) are 
orthogonal. 
Given a closed subspace Zi,r of U [O, 1], let Zi,r 
Lr[o, 1] = Ili,r (U[O, 1]) and L0,i[O, l] = IIi,r (L0[0, l]). 
Given closed subspaces Zi,r and ZI,r of U[O, 1] and a mapping 
Li,r : zi r --+ zi r, let Li r : zi - --+ z~ r be the mapping Li r = rri rLi rrr:- 1 . Then , , , -,. 6'' , , , i,r 
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diagram ( 4.2) induces the diagram 
Lf [o, 1] 
F;,p 
Xi,p C LL[O, 1] C Lf [O, 1] -
Qi,p 
ili p li 'i'-:- 1 \. l ti,p ' i,p 
(4.3) 
LP[O, ki] Yi,p c L~[o, ki] c Lf[o, 1J, 
and results analogous to Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 hold. 
Let Ei : L1(D)--. Lt[o, 1] C L1(!1) be the projection onto Lt[o, 1] = rri,1 (L1[0, 1]) 
of norm one defined by Ei(f) = [5J, where [5i is conditional expectation with 
respect to the o--algebra Bi= {TI;:1Bj: Bic[0,1] is measurable, Bj=[0,1] for j#i}. 
For 1 < r < oo, let Ei,r = EilP(n)· [See Chapter V, The Complementation of R~ 
in LP, Prelimina:des, for properties of conditional expectation.] 
Lemma 4.5. Let p, IIi,r, Lr[O, 1], Bi, and Ei be as above for 1 < r < oo with 
conjugate index s, and let f E U(D). Then 
(a) Ei,r : U(D)--. U(D) with IIEi,rll = 1, 
(b) Ei,r maps Lr(n) onto Lr[O, l] = IIi,r (U[O, 1]), 
(c) f has mean zero if and only if Ei,rU) has mean zero, 
(d) if {fi}:1 is a sequence in U(D), then {Ei,r(fi)}:1 is independent, 
(e) Ei,r = Ei,s, 
(£) Ei, 2 is the ortlwgonal projection of L2(D) onto L;[O, 1], and 
Proof. By the convexity of I Ir' In IEiUW ::; In Ei (lfn = In lflr' and (a) 
follows. The fact that Ei,r maps Lr(n) into Lr[o, 1] = IIi,r (Lr[o, 1]) follows from the 
choice of the o--algebra Bi. For f E .tno, 1] = IIi,r (U[O, 1]), Ei,rU) = f, and (b) 
follows. Since In Ei(j) = Inf, (c) follows. Part (d) follows from the choice of the a--
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(e) follows. Part (g) is clear. 
Now Ei, 2 : £ 2(0) --+ Ll[O, 1) c £ 2(0) maps £ 2(0) onto Ll[o, 1] = Ili,2 (L2[0, ll) 
by parts (a) and (b). Let f E £ 2(0). Then JB (J - Ei(J)) = 0 for all B E Bi, and 
fn (f - Ei(J)) · g = 0 for ali g E Ll[O, 1]. Hence f - Ei(J) E ( L;[O, 1]) .L, and (f) 
follows. D 
For r E {2,p}, let Si,r = Qi,rEi,r, where Qi,r and Ei,r are as above. 
Lemma 4.6. Let p, 'i, Pi, t,p, and Si,r be as above. Let f E Lr(O) and 
g E U(O), where q is the conjugate index of p. Then 
(b) Si,2 is the orthogonal projection of L 2 (0) onto Y;,P c £ 2 (0), 
(e) Si,p(l) = 0, 
(f) f Si,r(f) = 0, 
(g) J s;,p(g) = o, 
(h) { Si,r (!)} :,1 is independent, and 
(i) if {gi} :,1 is a sequence in L q ( 0), then { s;P (gi)} : 1 is independent. 
Proof. Part (a) is clear Since Si,2 = Q;,2Ei,2 is the composition of orthogonal 
projections, where £ 2 (0) ~ 2 L;[O, 1] surjectively and L;[O, 1] ~ 2 Y;,P surjectively, (b) 
follows. Part (c) is clear. Noting that IISi,pll :S IICJi,pll llEi,pll = IICJi,pll = IIQill = IIPill, 
(d) follows. Since Ei,p(l) = 1 and Q;,:,{l) = 0, (e) follows. Since Y;,P C L~[O, ki] and 
Y;,P c L5[0, ki], (f) follows. Noting that J s;,P(g) =Jg· Si,p(l) =Jg· 0 = 0, 
(g) follows. For reference, Si,r = Q;,rEi,r and s;,P = E7,pQi,p· Part (h) follows from an 
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analogous property of Ei,r which Qi,r preserves. Recalling that Ei,q has an analogous 
property and E7,P = Ei,q, (i) follows. D 
For r E {2,p}, let Sr= L:i Si,r· We show below that the formal series defines a 
bounded linear operator on Lr(n). 
Lemma 4. 7. Let p, i\p, and S2 be as above. Then S2 is the orthogonal 
projection of L 2 (0) onto [Y; PC L 2(0): i E NJ . 
' £2(f2) 
Si, 2(1) E Y;,P c LB[O, ki] c L2(0), Si, 2(!) is the orthogonal projection off onto 
the span of Si, 2(1) in L2(0), and {Si,2U)}:1 is an orthogonal sequence of random 
variables. Hence S2 : L2(0) -+ [~ P C L2(D) : i E NJ is the orthogonal projection 
' £2(f2) 
of L2(0) onto [~PC L2(0): i E Nl . D 
' J£2(f2) 
Theorem 4.8. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = { wi} be a sequence of scalars from 
(0, l]. Let {Xi} be a sequence of closed subspaces of L{;[O, 1] satisfying the hypotheses 
(a) and (b) in the definition of ( LEB Xi) . . Then ( LEB Xi) is a complemented 
l,w l,w 
subspace of LP(O) via the projection SP. 
Proof. Let f E LP(O). Then {Si,pun:1 is a sequence of independent mean 
zero random variables in LP(f!). Hence (essentially) by Theorem 2.2 [Rosenthal's 
inequality], 
~ max { Ct IIS,,,(f)lli,cnJ);, (~1 11s,.,(f)ll~,{nJ) t}. 
By the orthogonality of { Si,p(J)} : 1 and the fact that SP = S2l£P(n) where S 2 is 
orthogonal projection, 
1 
(I: IISi,p(J)lli2(n)) 2 = JJ.f: Si,p(J)JJ = IISp(J)IIL2(n) ~ IIJIIL2(n) ~ llfllu(n). 
i=l i=l £2(f2) 
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Let G = { {gi}:1 : 9i E Lq(O), (I::1 ll9i!liq(n)) t :S 1 }, where q is the conjugate 
index of p. Then for 9i E Lq(O), { S7,P (gi)} : 1 is a sequence of independent mean zero 
random variables in Lq(O). Hence by Holder's inequality and (essentially) Lemma 2.4, 
1 
(E 11si,p(f)lltPcn))p = su~ If (si,p(J),gi)J 
i=l {g;}t::::G i=l 
= sup I If, f s:,P(gi)) I 
{g;}EG \ i=l 
:S sup II E s;,P(gi)II llfllucn) 
{g;}EG i=l U(n) 
1 
:S 2 sup (f jjs;,P(gi)ll~q(n)) q llfllu(n) 
{g;}EG i=l 
1 
:S 2sup jjs;PII sup (f ll9illiq(n)) q llfll£P(n) 
iEN {g;}EG i=l 
:S 2 sup l!Pill llf llu(n) . 
iEN 
It now follows that IISp(f)llu(n) :S KP max {2 supiEN l!P;II, 1} II! llu(n)· Hence 
Sp : LP(n) -+ [t p : i E Njl maps LP(f2) onto [t p : i E w] with 
' £P(n) ' £P(n) 
IISP II :S Kp max {2 supiEN IIPi II , 1}, and (I:EB xi) = [t,p : i E w] 
I,w £P(O.) 
is complemented in LP(O). D 
Independent Sums with Basis 
Now suppose in addition to the hypotheses (a) and (b) in the definition of 
( I:EB Xi) , the sequence { Xi} of closed subspaces of Lb [O, 1 J satisfies 
l,w 
( c) for each i EN, Xi has ,m unconditional orthogonal basis { Xi,n} :=l' 
Then of course Xi = [xi,n : n E NJ F[o,iJ· 
Letting Y; = Ti (Xi) as before, and letting Yi,n = Ti (xi,n), we have 
J"i = [Yi,n: n E Nlu[o,l]' and {Yi,n};:1 is an unconditional orthogonal basis for Y; 
isometrically equivalent to { Xi,n} :=i · 
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Letting Y; = {y, = Yi o 7ri : Yi E ~} as before, and letting Yi,n = Yi,n o 7ri, 
we have Y; = lYi,n: n E Nlucn)' and {Yi,n}:=l is an unconditional orthogonal basis for 
Y; isometrically equivalent to {Yi,n} :=l and { Xi,n} :=l. 
In this context, (I:9 xi) I,w = [yi,n : i, n E NJ £P(f2)' and {Yi,n} i,nEN is an 
unconditional orthogonal basis for (I:9 Xi) . 
I,w 
1?.=2 
REMARK. Noting that Yi,n = Ti (xi,n) and ki 2 P = Wi, by part (a) of Lemma 4.2 
Proposition 4.9. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = { wi} be a sequence of scalars from 
(0, l]. Let {Xi} be a sequence of closed subspaces of Lf;[O, 1] such that each Xi has an 
unconditional orthogonal basis {xi,n}:=i· Let Yi,n = (Ti (xi,n)) o 7ri E LP(O), where Ti 
and 7ri are as in the definition of ( I:9 Xi) . Then for KP as in Theorem 2.2 and for 
l,w 
scalars ai,n, 
Proof. Let Zi = :En ai,nYi,n· Then { zi} is a sequence of independent mean zero 
random variables in LP(O). Hence (essentially) by Corollary 2.3 [Rosenthal's 
inequality], 
orthogonality of {ih,n} :=l and by the remark above, 
The result now follows from the displayed inequality. D 
Corollary 4.10. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = { wi} be a sequence of scalars from 
(0, l]. Let {Xi} be a sequence of closed subspaces of L~;[O, 1] satisfying the hypotheses 
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( a) and (b) in the definition of ( EEB Xi) such that each Xi has an unconditional 
I,w 
orthogonal basis { Xi,n} :'=i. Suppose I: wr < 00. Then ( EEB xi) I w "' ( EEB xi) R_P. 
' 
Proof. Let ii; .• be as in Proposition 4.9. Let K - ( L wr') ',!. By HOider's 
inequality with conjugate indices p' = ·~ and q' = ~' and the orthogonality of 
Hence by Proposition 4.9 and the above bound, fork= max {1, K} we have 
II y ~ a; .ii; .• II L'(O) ~ max { ( y II~ a; .• x;,. It:) ; , ( y w/ pa; .• [2 l!x; .• 11 '. f } 
f ( Yll~a; .. x;,•11} 
It follows thc1,t (EEB xi) "' (EEB xi) . D 
I,w £P 
Example 4.11. Let 2 < p < co and Jet w = { wi} be a sequence of scalars from 
(0, 1] such that E wr < 00. Then ( E(B £2 ) fP' ( EEB Xp) £P' Bp, Xp EB ( EEB £2 ) £P' 
and XP EB BP can be realized Rs ( EEB Xi) for appropriately chosen Xi. 
· l,w 
Proof. Let {xn} be the sequence of Rademacher functions and let 
Let { Xn} be a sequence of independent mean zero random variables in LP such 
that v = {vn} = {11xnll 2 /llxnl1P} satisfies condition(*) of Proposition 2.1, and let 
X = [xn]£P....., Xp. Then (EEB xt,w....., (I:9 Xp) £P. 
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For each i E N, let { Xi,n} :=1 be a sequence of independent mean zero random 
variables in LP such that v(i) = { Vi,n} :=l = { !lxi,n 11 2 / llxi,n IIP} ~=l satisfies v:;! = t 
for each n E N. Let xi = [xi,n : n E NJ LP rv xp,v(i). Then 
( LE& xi) I,w rv ( LE& xp,v(i)) f.P ,...., Bp. 
Let {x1,n}:=l be a sequence of independent mean zero random variables in LP 
such that v(l) = { V1,n} :=l = { llx1,n 11 2 / llx1,,,, IIP} ~=l satisfies condition ( *) of 
Proposition 2.1, and let X1 = [x1,n: n E NJu '""Xp. For each i EN\ {1}, let {xi,n}:=l 
be the sequence of Rademacher functions and let Xi = [xi,n : n E NJ LP '"" £2 . Then 
Let { x1,n} :=l be a sequence of independent mean zero random variables in LP 
such that vCl) = { v1,n} :=l = { llx1,n 11 2 / llx1,n IIP} ~=l satisfies condition ( *) of 
Proposition 2.1, and let X1 = [x1,n: n E NJLP ,...., Xp. For each i E N \ {1}, let 
{ Xi,n} :=l be a sequence of independent mean zero random variables in LP such that 
v(i) = { Vi,n} :=l = { llxi,nll 2 / llxi,nllp} ~=l satisfies v:;! = t for each n E N, and let 
xi = [xi,n : n E NJ u ,...., xp,v(i). Then ( LE& xi) I,w rv ( LE& xi) f.P rv 
( Xp EB Lr>2 xp v(i)1' rv Xp EB (L?>2 xp v(i)) rv Xp EB Bp. D 
- ' f.P - ' f.P 
The Independent Sum ( LE& X) 1 
Let 2 < p < oo. Suppose Xis a closed subspace of Lb[O, 1] satisfying 
(a') the orthogonal projection of L 2 [0, 1] onto X C L2 [0, 1], when restricted to LP[O, 1], 
yields a bounded projection P: LP[O, 1] -. X C LP[O, 1] onto X, and 
( c') X has an unconditional orthogonal normalized basis { Xn}. 
We adopt notation as before, with X replacing Xi and Xn replacing Xi,n· In particular, 
Yi,n = (Ti (xn)) o 'Tri E LP(O), where Ti and 'Tri are as in the definition of (LE& xi) . 
l,w 
For 2 < p < oo, we will show that for a fixed closed subspace X of Lb[O, 1] 
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satisfying the hypotheses ( a') and ( c') above, all spaces ( LEB X) for sequences 
I,w 
w = { wi} from (0, 1] satisfying condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1 are mutually 
isomorphic. The following results follow the pattern of Propositions 2. 7, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, 
and Theorem 2.12, where it is shown that the isomorphism type of Xp,w does not 
depend on w as long as w satisfies condition ( * ). 
Proposition 4.12. Let 2 < p < oo and let w = { wi} be a sequence of scalars 
from (0, l]. Let X be a closed subspace of Lb[O, 1] satisfying the hypotheses (a') and 
( c') above. Suppose { Ej} is a sequence of disjoint nonempty finite subsets of N such 
2E.... _2_ 
that LtiEEi w:-2 ~ 1 for each jr E N. Let Zj,n = LtiEEi w:-2 ih,n and let Zj,n be the 
normalization of z;,n in L' (fl). Let v; = ( I:,eE; w r') 'f;' and v = { v;}. Then 
(a) {zj,n} is an unconditional basis for [zj,n: j,n E NJ (L,EB x) 
I,w 
which is equivalent 
to the standard basis of ( LEB X) , and 
I,v 
(b) there is a projection P: ( L,EB X) ----. [zi,n : j, n E NJ ('°'EB ) 
I,w w X 
I,w 
Proof. First we establish sorr.e notation. Let Yp,{xn} be the Banach space of all 
sums of the form y = Li Ltn ai,nYi,n (for scalars ai,n) such that 
1 1 
IIYIIYP,{"'n} = (Lti IILtn ai,nYi,nW;,v(n)) P = (Li IILtn ai,nXnll:) P < 00. Let Y2,w,{xn} 
be the Hilbert space of all sums of the form y = Li Ltn ai,nYi,n (for scalars ai,n) such 
l i 
that IIYIIY2 ,w,{zn} = (Li IILn ai,nYi,nll~2(ni) 2 = (Li w; Ln lai,nl2 llxnll;) 2 < oo, 
where the inner product in Y2,w,{xn} is defined by 
(where Ya = Li Ln ai,nYi,n, Yb = Lti Ln bi,nYi,n, and bar is complex conjugation). 
Let 111 Ill be the norm on ( LEB X) defined by 
l,w 
IIIYIII = max { IIYIIYv,{:on}, JIYIIY2 ,w,{:on} }· By Proposition 4.9, Ill Ill is equivalent to the 
standard norm on ( I:EB X) . Without loss of generality, we will proceed in the 
l,w 
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context of ( EEB X) endowed with the norm Ill Ill, 
I,w 
..1L 
We now find the normalizing factor for Zj,n· Let aj = EiEEi w[-2 • Noting that 
2 l 1 
2 + P~ 2 = -,!!:z, 1 = llxnllP 2: llxnll 2 , and aJ 2: aJ, we have 
_2_ 




_l _l _2_ 
H - - p p '""' p-2 -ence Zj,n - (lj Zj,n = (lj L.,iEEj wi Yi,n· 
(a) The unconditionality of {zj,n} follows from the unconditionality of {;i!i,n} in 





I p _l _2_ 
- p p-2 -- E E I: aj Wi aj,nYi,n 
I j iEEj n y 
p,{:z:n} 
= E a;-1 _E wr 111: llj,nXnllp 
J iEEi n p 
= ~ 112:aj,nXnl[ ( 4.4) 
p 
EE -(v) = a1· nY · ' J,n 
j n 
and noting that 2 + ..:..1.._ = 3_ and 1 - 1 = p- 2 2 
p-2 p-2 p 2p ' 
2 2 





= '"" '"" '"" p p-2 -L., L., L., (jj wi . aj,nYi,n 
j iEE; n 
= L L w; L j(J;iw/-2 aj,n, 2 llxnll; 
j iEE; n 
2 22... 
= L(j;i; L w[-2 Elaj,nl 2 llxnll; 
j iEE; n 
= L ( (Jj~) 2 L. laj,nl 2 llxnll; 
j \ n 
= EvJ L laj,nl 2 llxnll; (4.5) 
j n 
2 
EI: -(v) = a1·nY· ' J,n 
j n 
where fltl is analogous to Yj,n with v replacing w. Hence 
'°" '°"" a · z · L., L., J,n i,n = max { I y ~;a;,nZj,n , y ~ a;,nZj,n } 
j n Yp,{o:n} Y2,w,{o:n} 
= max { LL aj,nfltl , LL aj,nYtl y. ,} 
\ J n Yp,{o:n} j n 2,t1,{o:n} 
I 
I '""'"" -(vl = I L., L., aj,nYj,n ' 
J '1 
. V 
where Ill lllv is analogous to Ill Ill with v replacing w. Hence {zj,n} is equivalent 
to the standard basis { fltl} of ( LEB X) . 
I,v 
(b) Let 1r : Y2 w {x } -. [zj n : j, n E NJ y. be the orthogonal projection onto 
, , n ' 2,w,{xn} 
[zj,n: j,n E N]y. defined by 
2,w,{zn} 
( ) '°" '°" (y, Zj,n) 
7r Y = L., L., ( . "'. ) Zj,n• j n Z3,n, -3,n 
Let Y E (r:EB x) I,w = Yp,{x,,.} n Y2,w,{xn}· Then ll1r(y)IIY2,w,{o:n} :'.S IIYIIY2,w,{ .. n} • 
We will show that ll?T(y)JIY. :'.S IIYIIY. as well, whence P,{o:n) P,{.,n} 
lll1r(y)III = max { ll1r(y)JIYp,{o:n} l ll1r(y)IIY2,w,{o:n}} 
:::; max { IIYIIYp,{ .. ,d l IIYIIY2,w,{o:n}} = IIIYIII -
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Thus letting P : ( EEl:l X) -- [z1,n : j, n E NJ ('°'El:l ) be the restriction of 1r 
I,w L; X 
I,w 
to (EEl:l X) , P will satisfy our requirements. 
l,w 
Fix Y = Ei 'E:n ai,nYi,n E ( LEI:) X) l,w. Let Aj,n = (y, Zj,n) / (z1,n, Zj,n), SO that 
7i(y) = E 1 En >.1,nZj,n· Noting that 2 + P_: 2 = 2~~21) and 2 + P~ 2 = P2!2 , we have 
Thus we have 
YP,{"'n} 
IEE Aj,n E w/-2 Yi,n 
I j n iEEj 
where by Holder's inequality, letting q be the conjugate index of p and noting 
that (p - l)q = p and ! = p - !, 
2(p-l) 





11,r(y) IIY,,{•,l ,; ( f ;~; II~ a;,.x{) ' ,; ( y II~ a;,nXn I[) ' = IIYIIY,,{•,l , 
D 
REMARK. We have actually shown that for (LEB x) and ( LEB X) endowed 
I,w I,v 
with the norms Ill Ill and Ill lllv, respectively, {zj,n} is isometrically equivalent to the 
standard basis of ( LEB X) , and there is a projection 
I,v 
p: (LEB x) I,w---+ [zj,n: j,n E NJ (LEB x) with IIPII = 1. 
J,w 
Proposition 4.13. Let 2 < p < oo and let X be a closed subspace of Lr;[o, 1] 
satisfying the hypotheses (a') and (c') ab0ve. Let w = { wi} and w' = { w] be 
sequences of scalars from ( 0, 1 J satisfying condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1. Then 
Proof. By condition ( *), we may choose a sequence { Ej} of disjoint nonempty 
. . (w'.) ~ 2E.... 2E.... fimte subsets of N such that for each J EN, y :S LiEEi w:-2 :S (wi) p- 2 • Then 
for Vj = ( LiEEi w/~2 ) ~, * :S Vj :S wi. Let v = {vi} and let y E (LEB x) I,w'· 
Then! IIYII (LEB x) ' :S IIYII (I:EB x) :S IIYII (LEB x) '. Hence 
I,w l,v I,w 
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(LEB X) , "' ( I:EB X) . However, (I:EB x) 
l,w \ I,v l,v 
~ ( I:E9 X) by Proposition 
I,w 
4.12. It follows that ( I:E9 X) , ~ ( I:E9 X) . 
l,w l,w 
D 
Let 2 < p < oo and let X be a dosed subspace of L{;[O, 1] satisfying the 
hypotheses (a') and (c') above. For each sequence v = {vi} from (0, 1], define spaces 
Yp,{xn} and Y2,v,{xn} as in the proof of Proposition 4.12. For each k EN, let 
v(k) = { v?)} : 1 be a sequence from (0, 1], and let Yk be a closed subspace of 
(LE9 x) . Let (Y1 EB Y2 EB · · ·) 2 { (kl} be the Banach space of all sequences {yk} l,v(k) p, , v 
with Yk E Yk such that ll{yk}II = max f (I: IIYkllt ) } , (I: IIYkll~ c l ) !} < oo. l p,{xn} 2,v k ,{xn} 
For each sequence v = { vi} from (0, 1], let S(X, v) denote (I:E9 X) , and let 
l,v 
S (X, v) denote (S(X, v) EB S(X, v) EB .. · )p, 2,{v}' where { v} is the sequence { v, v, ... }. 
Proposition 4.14. Let 2 < p < oo and let X be a closed subspace of L{;[O, 1] 
satisfying the hypotheses (a') and ( c') above. Let w = { wi} be a sequence of scalars 
from (0,1] satisfying condition(*) of Proposition 2.1. Let S(X,w) and S(X,w) be as 
above. Then S(X, w) ~ S(X, w). 
Proof. By condition ( *), we may choose a sequence { Nk} of disjoint infinite 
subsets of N such that for each E > 0 and for each k, 
2L 
Wi P- 2 = 00. 
Hence for each k, we may choose a sequence {E(k) } 00 of disjoint nonempty finite 
J j=l 




i - J 
i: (k) (" 2L')Tp- w (k) (k) { (k)} 00 Then 1or vi = 6 iEEi(k) Wi p- 2 1 , T ~ vj < Wj, Hence for v = v. and 
J j=l 
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S(X,w) = (S(X,w) E9 S(X,w) E9 ·• ·)P,2,{w}"' (s(x,vC1>) E9 s(x,vC2>) E9 · · ·t.2.{v<1:>} 
(4.6) 
via the formal identity mapping. 
Let ztJ = LieE\k> wi P:.2 ih,n and let zt2 be the normalization of z)~ in £P(n). 
3 
Then by part (a) of Proposition 4.12, for each k there is an isomorphism 
Jk: S (X, vCk)) -+ [z;~2 : j, n E Nj1 . Moreover, for Yk ES (X, vCk)), 
S(X,w) 
IIJk(Yk)IIY. = IIYkllY. and IIJk(Yk)lly = IIYklly by equations (4.4) 
p,{z7.} ;,,{zn} 2,w,{:,:n} 2, 11 (1:),{zn} 
and ( 4.5), respectively. Hence 
(s (x vC1>) EB s (x vC2>) EB .. ·) ,.., ( [l1>] EB [i2>] EB •• ·) 
' ' p,2,{vCk)} J,n S(X,w) J,n S(X,w) p,2,{w} 
(4.7) 
The direct sum on the right side of ( 4. 7) should be thought of as an internal 
direct sum of subspac<)S of S(X, w). We next show that 
-(1) ffi -(2) ffi -(k) . k E ».T ([ ] [ ] \ [ ] z. w z. w · · · "' z. · n 1~ J,n S(X,w) J,n S(X,w) ) p,2 ,{w} J,n · J, ' S(X,w) (4.8) 
via the mapping {sk} 1-+ I:s.r:. For each k and for scalars a;~2, let 
Bk= L3· Ln aJ(k2zJ(k2 E [zJ(k2: j,n E NJ . Then by equations (4.4) and (4.5), 
' ' ' S(X,w) 
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ll{sk}II = max { (E i1ski1~p,{:c.,J}, (E 1lski1~2,,.,{:c.,J ! } 
= max { { ~ ~ ~a)'.2z)~ ' , ) } , (~ ~~a)'.2•)'.2 2 ) t} 
\ Yp,,:cn} Y2,w,{:cn} 
= max { (;;: ~ II p)'.2x. 10 ; , ( ~ ~ (vj•> )' ~ ia;'.2 I' !Ix.Iii)! } 
= l (I""" (~)-,k) p ·) * ( """ ,k)-,k) 2 ) t} max L...,LJLJa3nz3n ' LJLJLJa3,nz3,n l kjn'' kjn I Yp,{:cn} Y2,w,{:cn} 
I 
= EEEa;~~zt~ ~ IE~Ea;~z;~~ = IIEskllscx,w)' 
k j n k J n S(X,w) 
where Ill Ill is as in the proof of Preposition 4.12. Hence the mapping {sk} t--t E Bk is 
an isomorphism. 
By part (b) of Proposition 4.12, we have 
[zt~: j,n,k E Nj~ , ~ (Ea, x) = S(X,w). (4.9) 
S(X,w, l,w 
Combining (4.6), (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9) yields S(X,w) ~ S(X,w). D 
Proposition 4.15. Let 2 < p < oo and let X be a closed subspace of LI;[O, 1] 
satisfying the hypotheses (a') and (c') above. Let w = { wi} be a sequence of scalars 
from (0, 1] satisfying condition(*) of Proposition 2.1. Then 
Proof. Let S(X, w) and S'(X1 w) be as in Proposition 4.14. Then 
S(X, w) ~ S(X, w). Let Y be a clcsed subspace of S(X, w) such that 
S(X, w) "'S(X, w) EBY. Note that S(X, w) "'S(X, w) EB S(X, w). Hence 
S(X, w) EB S(X, w) "'S(X, w) EB S(X, w) EBY,..., S(X, w) EBY"' S(X, w). D 
Theorem 4.16. Let 2 < p < oo and let X be a closed subspace of L{;[O, 1] 
satisfying the hypotheses (a') and ( c') above. Let w = { wi} and w' = { wH be 
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sequences of scalars from (0, 1] satisfying condition (*) of Proposition 2.1. Then 
Proof. The spaces (~EB x) anci ( ~EB x) , satisfy the hypotheses of 
I,w I,w 
Lemma 2.8. D 
DEFINITION. Let 2 < p < oo. Let X t.e a closed subspace of L~[O, 1] satisfying 
(a') the orthogonal projection of £ 2[0, l] onto X C £ 2[0, 1], when restricted to £P[O, 1], 
yields a bounded projection P: £P[O, 1] -+ X c £P[O, 1] onto X, and 
(d) X has an u.uconditional orthogonal normalized basis {xn}. 
Define ( ~EB X) I' the independent sum cf X, to be ( the isomorphism type of) 
( z::=EB X) for any sequence w = { wi} of scalars fro'm (0, 1 J satisfying condition ( *) of 
I,w 
Proposition 2.1. 
By Theorem 4.16, (z::=EB x) 1 is well-defined. 
The Space DP 
DEFINITION. Let 2 < p < oo, let {xn} be the sequence of Rademacher functions, 
and let X = [xn]y "'£2 • Define DP to be ( ~EB x) . For the conjugate index q, de.i.ne 
' I 
Dq to be n;. 
Proposition 4.17. Let 1 < p < oo where p 'I- 2. Then 
(b) ( z::=EB £2 tp <-=+ DP, end 
(c) (~EB f2tp E9Xp <-:+ Dp. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for 2 < p < oo, since the result for 
1 < p < 2 will then follow by duaiity. 
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Suppose 2 < p < oo. Realize DP as (I:EB x) , where X and {xn} are as in the 
l,w 
definition of Dp, and w = { wi} is a sequence of scalars from (0, 1] satisfying condition 
(*) of Proposition 2.1. Then DP= [yi,n: i,n E NJv'(n)• where 
ili,n = (Ti (xn)) o 1Ti E LP(f2), and Ti and 'lfi are as in the definition of (I:EB xi) . 
l,w 
(a) Let ni1) = Wi,l: i E N)LP(n)· Then n?) is a complemented subspace of Dp by 
the unconditionality of {;ili,n}, and nil) = (LEB X(l)) where X(l) = [x1]u 
l,w 
and X1 = 110,t) - lit,iJ· As noted in Example 4.1, (I:EB X(l)) "" Xp. Hence 
l,w 
..1.!!... 
(b) Choose an increasing sequence { ik} of positive integers such that L wtk-2 < oo, 
and let w' = {wik}. Let n; = [yik,n: k,n E N)LP(n)· Then n; is a complemented 
subspace of DP by the unconditionality of {Yi,n}, and 
n; = ( LEB X) I,w' "' ( Z::EB X) £P "" ( LEB f 2) f.P by Corollary 4.10. Hence 
(LEB f_2tp "'n; c.:+ Dp. 
(c) By Proposition 4.15 and parts (a) and (b) above, 
( LEB g2) f.P E9 Xp c.:+ Dp E9 Dp '"" Dp. 
D 
For 2 < p < oo, it is clear that DP 'f-+ Bp, since otherwise Xp c.:+ DP c.:+ Bp by 
part (a) of Proposition 4.17, so Xp c.:+ Bp, contrary to part (g) of Proposition 2.37. 
We now present results leading to the conclusion that BP 'f-+ Dp [A]. We begin 
with a definition and some preliminary observations used in the proof of the 
subsequent lemma. 
Let 2 < p < oo and let { r n} be the sequence of Rademacher functions. Given a 
sequence w = { wi} of positive scalars, let Yi,n = Ti(rn) o 1Ti, where Ti and ?ri are as in 
the definition of ( I:EB Xi) . Let P0 : DP ---t DP be the zero mapping. For each 
l,w 
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m EN, let Pm : DP - DP be the natural projection of Dp onto 
[:ih,n : i E {1, ... , m}, n E NJ Dp. A sequence { zk} in DP will be said to be strip 
disjoint if there is an increasing sequence { mk} in N such that 
Let 2 < p < oo, let w be a positive scalar, and let {w} = {w,w, ... }. Let {en} 
be the standard basis for Xp,{w}· Let T : Xp,{w} """' DP be an isomorphic imbedding. 
Suppose€ > 0 is such that for each m E N, ilPm (T (en))IID < € for infinitely many 
p 
n EN. 
Then we may choose increasing sequences { "Y( n)} and { m( n)} in N such that 
T (e7 (n)) = Xn + Yn, where Xn = Pm(n) (T (e,,(n))), llxnllnP < €, {yn} is strip disjoint, 
and {xn} and {yn} are block basic sequences with respect to the standard basis of DP. 
There are constants K and C such that for each finite F C N, 
11r-l rl 11· I: e,,(n) II ~ 'I ~ T ( e,,(n)) II ~ II L Xn II + II L Yn II ' 
nEF X { } I nt:F D nEF D nEF D P, w p p p 
where [letting JFJ denote the cardinality of FJ 
II :S e7 (n)II = max {JFI;, JFJ! w}, 
nEF Xp,(w} 
and 
Ill L Ynll ~ Cmax {1 ( L IIYnll:) *' ( L IIYnll~) t} nEF Dp ~EF nEF 
( 1 1 } 
~ C max~ JFli; JJTII, JFl 2 max IIYnll2 · 
l nEF 
· 1 1 1 .!. 
Thus for F such that JFl 2 w > IF!i; and JFJ 2 maxnEF JIYnll 2 > JFIP IITII, 
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so 
II II 11r-111-1 w - Ke max Yn 2 ~ C . 
nEF 
Hence we may choose an increasing sequence {.B(n)} in N such that for all n EN 
II II 11T-1rl w -KE Y/3(n) 2 ~ C . 
Lemma 4.18. Let 2 < p < oo. Let { ei,n} be the standard basis for Bp and let 
.E..=1. 
wi = ( t) 2P • Suppose T : Bp --+ DP is an isomorphic imbedding. Then there is an 
e > 0 such that for all but a .i.nite number of i E N, there is an mi E N and an in.i.nite 
Ki C N such that l!Pm; (T (ei,n))IID ~ WiE for all n E Ki. 
p 
Proof. Suppose the conclusion is false. Then for each E > 0, there is an infinite 
NE C N such that for all i E NE, all m E N, and all infinite K C N, there is an n E K 
such that IIPm (T (ei,.i))IID;, < WiE· 
Fix E > 0 and let Ei = F· For i E N, choose o:(i) E NE; such that {o:(i)} is an 
increasing sequence in N. Let i E N. Then for each m E N, 
II Pm (T (ea(i),n)) IIDP < Wa(i)Ei = w;fil E for infinitely many n EN. 
We'may choose increc1,sing sequences bi(n)} and {mi(n)} in N such that 
{Yi n}. E"" is strip disjoint, and { x; n}. E"' and {y; n}. E"' are block basic sequences , i,n 1'11 , i,n ;'11 , i,n 1'11 
with respect to the standard basis of DP. 
There are constants K and C, and there is an increasing sequence {.Bi(n)} in N, 
such that for all n E N 
By the fact that LP is cf type 2 [W, III.A.17,23], and by Holder's inequality for 
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conjugate indices p' = ~ and q' = P~ 2 , there is a constant K such that for scalars ai,n 
1 
ll2t ~ ai,nXi,nllD ~ K ( 2t ~ Jai,nl 2 llxi,nll;P) 2 
p 
1 
~ K (EEJai,nl 2 (w;ii)E) 2) 2 
\ i n 
1 
= KE ( 2t ( f Jai,nl 2 w;,(i)) (ii) 2 ) 2 
( I 2.)1. ~)t '., K\ ~ 1t ( pa,,nl2 w!(i))' , ( ~ (i, )'#c,) , 
( ( ) !P) f; ( 22....) ~ = KE y ~ Jai,n 12 w;(i) 2t ( i,) p- 2 
~ 
~ KE i12t ~ Gi,~ea(i),n IIB ( 2t (i,) ~) 2P 
p 
~ 
=KEll2t~ai,nea(i),~i(n)IIB (2tU,)~) 2P 
p 
sufficiently small. Define S: [ea(i)m(n) : i, n EN] B --+ Dp by 
p 
S (I:; I:n ai,nea(i)m(n)) = I:i En a;,nYi,n· Then for E sufficiently small, Sis an 
isomorphic irnbeciding. Since {Yi,nL,nEN is strip disjoint, [Yi,n : i, n E .NJ Dp "' Xp,v for 
some v. However, [ea(i)m(n) : i, n EN] Bp ,.._, BP. Since Xp,v '--+ £2 E9 £P by Proposition 
2.1, Theorem 2.12, and part (a) o[ Proposition 2.24, Bp "' [ea(i)m(n) : i, n EN] Bp '--+ 
[Yi,n : i, n E NJ Dp "' Xp,v '--+ £2 E9 £P, so BP '--+ £2 E9 £P, contrary to Lemma 2.23 and part 
(a) of Proposition 2.37. D 
~ 
Lemma 4.19. Let 2 < p < oo. Let w = { wi} where Wi = (t) 2 P , and let 
fli,n be as above. Let {Ee} be a sequence of disjoint nonempty finite subsets ofN. Let 
{zk,e} be a sequence in Dp which is normalized with respect to Ill lllnP such that for 
each C E N, zk,£ E [yi,n : i E Ee, n E NJ Dp for all k E N and { zk,ehEN is equivalent to 
the standard basis of £2 • Tl1en there is an infinite L C N, and for each C E L there is 
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an infi.nite Ki C N, such that {zk,..:hEK,, £EL is equivalent to either the standard basis 
of £2 or the standard basis of ( :Ee £2) £P. 
Proof. By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that {zk,£} is a block basic 
sequence with respect to the standard basis of DP. 
Let Zk £ = :E "EE Vi k £ where Vi k £ = :EnEN bi n'Yi n for Ni k £ C N and scalars 
, i I. , ' , ' i,k,l ' ' ' ' 
1 
bin· Let Ai k £ = (:EnEN· lbi nl2) 2 . Then for scalars ak £ 
' ' ' ,.,lc,l ' . ' 
As a special case of the above, 
( l. 1.} .1 
1 = lllzk,£111np = max { (.L >.f,k,l) v , {\_:E w; >.;,k,£) 2 . ~ ( L >.f,k,l) P , l iEEt / iEEt iEEt 
whence Ai,k,l :$ 1 for k, f. E N and i E Et. Let { Ek} be a sequence of positive scalars 
with limit zero. For ea~h f E N, choose an increasing sequence {ai(k)} in N and 
scalars Ai for i E Ei such that l>.i,Qt(k),£ - A;j < Ek for k EN and i E Ei. Then 
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where the approximation can be irr,proved to any degree by the choice of { Ek} and 
{ ae ( k)}. As a special case of the above, 
1 = ///zat(k),ell/Dp ~ max { (LiEEt Af) f;, (LiEEt w; A;)!}, where the approximation 
can be improved to any degree by the choice of { Ek} and { a£(k)}. Hence { Zat(k),iJ 
can be chosen to be equi·.ralent to the standard basis of ( LEB £2) where W = {W£} 
I,W 
and 
If infeEN W£ > 0, then {zat(k),£} is equivalent to the standard basis of £2 • 
If infeEN We = 0, then { Zat(k),£} ;.s equivalent to the standard basis of ( LEB £2) £P. 
D 
REMARK. As a special case of the first display in the above proof, 
Lemma 4.20. Let 2 < p < oo. Suppose T : BP -+ DP is an isomorphic 
imbedding. Then BP has a complemented subspace X isomorphic to Bp, and DP has 
a closed subspace Y isomorphic to £2 ED Xp,v or ( LEB £2) £P EB Xp,v for some v, such that 
T(X) CY. 
Proof. Chcose (as we may by Lemma 4.18) E > 0 and N' C N with finite 
complement EiUch that fer each i E N', there is an mi E N and an infinite Ki C N such 
that //Pmi (T (ei,n))I/D 2: WiE for all n E Ki. 
p 
For each i EN' and n E Ki, let T (e;,n) = Xi,n + Yi,n, where Xi,n = Pm; (T (ei,n)). 
For each i E N', choose an infinite Hi C Ki such that Yi,n = ri,n + Bi,n for n E Hi, 
where 1/ri,nllvP < ¥E for n E Hi, and {si,n}nEH; is strip disjoint. Choose infinite 
Gi C Hi for i EN' such that {si,n};EN',nEG; is strip disjoint. 
Now for i EN' and n E Gi, T (ei,n) = Xi,n + Ti,n + Bi,n, where 
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Xi,n = Pm, (T (ei,n)), llri,nllnP < We, and {si,nteN',nEG, is strip disjoint. 
For each i E N', choose an infinite Fi C Gi such that {xi n/ llxi nlln } · is 
' ' P nEF, 
(1 + 21. )-equivalent to the standard basis of £2 • Choose (as we may by Lemma 4.19) 
an infinite N" C N', and for each i E N" choose an infinite Ei C Fi, such that 
[xi,n : i E N", n E Ei]Dp is isomorphic to £2 or ( Ee, f 2) f.P. Now 
[xi,n : i E N", n E Ei]Dp ,..., [xi,n + ri,n : i E N", n E Ei]Dp, since 
II II w· lla:,,-nllvp r. . 'F>.TII d E d { } h o2 Ti,n D < 2i€ :'.S 2i 1or i E 1" an n E i, an Ti,n n as an upper<. p 
estimate. 
T(X) = [xi,n + ri,n + si,n : i EN", n E EiJnp C Y, and 
Y [ . F>.TII ::c, l ffi .l . E F>.TII E l . . h' t 02 ffi X ,..., Xi,n : i E 1" , n E .l:!.,i Dp w Bi,n : i 1" , n E i Dp 18 1somorp lC O <. w p,v or 
( Ee, f 2 ) f.P EB Xp,v for some v. D 
Proposition 4.21. Let 1 < p < oo where p =I= 2. Then BP 'f-t DP. 
. C 
Proof. Suppose 2 < p < oo and Bp <--t Dp. Then 
C ( G) \ C Bp <--t E £2} f.P EB Xp,v for some v by Lemma 4.20, but Xp,v <--t Xp for all v by 
Proposition 2.1, Theorem 2.12, and part (b) of Proposition 2.24. Hence 
Bp ~ ( Le, £2) f.P EB Xp, contrary to Proposition 2.48. The result for 1 < p < 2 now 
follows by duality. D 
Sums Involving DP 
A few more C'P spaces can be constructed by forming sums involving Dp, The 
resulting spaces are BP EB Dp and ( Ee, Xp) f.P EB DP. 
We first present results leading to the conclusion that Dp 'f-t ( Ee, Xp) t" [A]. 
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Given E C N, let PE : ( :EEB £2) .1.r -+- ( :EEB £2) .1.r be the natural projection onto 
the subspace ( :EEB Xi) .t.r with Xi = £2 if i E E and Xi = {O} otherwise. Given M E N, 
let PM= P{1, ... ,M}· 
Given F c N, let PF : ( :EEB Xq) .t.9 --+ ( :EEB Xq) .t.9 be the natural projection onto 
the subspace ( :EEB 1"i) .t.9 with Yi = Xq if i E F and Yi = {O} otherwise. Given N E N, 
let Pfv = P{l, ... ,N}. 
Lemma 4.22. Let 1 < q < r < 2. Then ( :EEB £2) .t.r cf+ ( :EEB Xq) .t.9 • 
Proof. Suppose ( :EEB £2) .1.r ~ ( :EEB Xq) .t.q. Let T : ( :EEB £2) .t.r -+- ( :EEB Xq) .t.q 
be an isomorphic imbedding. Then given n E N, P~ o T : ( :EEB £2) .1.r -+- ( :EEB Xq) .t.9 is 
not an isomorphic imbedd.ing, essentially by Lemma 3.7. Thus given E > 0 and m EN, 
there is an x E (:EEB f 2tr with Pm(x) = 0 such that 11P~ (T(x))II < 211 ;-1 11 llxll. 
Hence there is an M E N with m < M such that 
IIP~(T(PM(x)))II < 211 ;-1 11 IIPM(x)II :'.S; l llT(PM(x))II- Letting y = PM (x) and 
E = {~ + 1, .. - , 2\1'}, PE(Y) = y and IIP~(T(y))II < ! IIT(y)JI. Now there is an NE N 
with n < N such that IIPfv(T(y))II > (1 - !) IIT(y)II. Letting F = {n + 1, ... , N}, 
(1 - E) IIT(y)II < IIP;.,(T(y))il :'.S; IIT(y)II-
Given 1:1, 1:2 , •.. > 0, we will inductively find disjoint nonempty finite sets 
E1, E2, ... C N with maxEi < minEi' for i < i', Y1, Y2, ... E ( :EEB £2) .t.r with 
PE; (yi) = Yi, and disjoint nonempty finite sets F1, F2 , ..• C N with max Fi < min Fi, 
for i < i', such that (1- 1:i) IIT(yi)II < !IP;.,,(T(yi))II :'.S; IIT(yi)II for each i EN. 
Given 1:1 > 0, the arg1 ment above with n = 1 and m = 1 shows how to find a 
finite E1 C N and Y1 E ( :EEB £2) .t.' with PE1 (y1) = y1, and a finite F 1 C N, such that 
(l - E1) IIT(yi)II < IIPF1 (T(y1))I! ~ IIT(y1)1i, 
Let { Ei} be a sequence of positive scala.rs and let k E N. Suppose E 1 , •.. , Ek, 
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y1, ... , Yk, and F1, ... , Fk satisfying our requirements for all i E {1, ... , k} have been 
found. The argument above with n > max Pk and m > max Ek shows how to find a 
finite Ek+l C N and Yk+l E ( I:EB £2 tr with max Ek < min Ek+l and 
PEk+i (Yk+i) = Yk+i, and a finite Fk+l C N with maxFk < minFk+1, such that 
(1 - Ek+1) IIT (Yk+i)I! < jjPh+i (T (Yk+1))jj ~ IIT (Yk+i)II. Thus {Ei}, {yi}, and {Fi} 
can be found as claimed. 
For { Ei} approaching zero rapidly and {yi} normalized, [Yi] "'.er, but 
[T(yi)]"' [PF. (T(yi))] "'.eq. Hence .er c......+ i\ contrary to fact. It follows that no such 
isomorphic imbedding T exists. D 
Lemma 4.23. Let 1 ~ q < oo and let {xi} be unconditional in Lq. Let C be the 
sign-unconditional constant for {xi} and let Kq be Khintchine's constant for Lq. Then 
for scalars di, 
II l'q cqr<q r r ) h II llt y dixi Jq ci; j \Y ldixi(s)l2 ds = y ldixi 1. 
Proof. Let {ri} be the sequence of Rademacher functions. Then by the 
unconditionality of {xi}, FubJ.ni's theorem, and Khintchine's inequality, we have 
1,~dixill: ~ / (/ l2tdiri(t)xi(s)lq ds) dt 
= { ( f 1~dixi(s)ri(t)lq dt) ds 
J \J i 
1;J j ( I:. ldixi(s)1 2 ) h ds K: \ i 
= ll2t ldixil 2 !1:. 
2 
D 
Lemma 4.24. Let 1 < q < r < 2. Then (I:EB .e2 ) 1.r c......+ Dq, 
Proof. Let p be the conjugate indP,x of q, let {rn} be the sequence of 
Rademacher functions, let S1 = II~:1 [O, 1], and let· {Ni} be a sequence of disjoint 
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infinite subsets ofN with N = uiEJ\lNi, For each i EN, let {ri,n}nEJ\l = {rn}nENi' and 
2L 
let Zi: [O, 1] - li be the nm:malization in V of l[o,ki], where ki = w:-2 and {wi} is a 
sequence of positive scalars satisfying condition ( *) of Proposition 2.1. 
Let u = (u1, u2, .. . ) and v = (v1, v2, .. . ). Now {zi(ui)ri(vi)LeN' being a 
sequence of independe;1t symmetric three-valued random variables, and is equivalent to 
the standard basis of Xq,{w;}· Thus by [RH, Corollary 4.2], we may choose a 
sequence { ai} of scalars and a sequence { Fj} of nonempty finite intervals in N with 
{y j ( u, v)} is a (perturbation of) a sequence of independent r-stable normalized random 
l 
variables in Lq(0.2). Then for scall'xs bj,n, letting Cj = (En lbj,nl 2) 2 , by Khintchine's 
inequality, Lemma 4.23, and the r-stability of {yj(u, v)}, fort= (ti,n)ieN, nEN; we have 
Hence 
LL bj,n _L aizi(ui)ri(vi)ri,n(ti,n)I q 
1 n iEF1 I U(f23) 
= r r ( r 11LI:bj,n .I: (!,iZi(ui)ri(vi)ri,n(ti,n) q dt) dudv ln ln lr: 1 n iEF1 
h 
~ 1f f (LL lbj,nl 2 L laiz;(uJr;(vi)1 2) dudv nln j n iEF1 
(:-, 2\h 
= f f I 2.,; L lcjaizi(ui)ri(v;)I ) dudv ln Jn \ j ieF1 




Moreover, by the choice of { Zi}, 
[.E aizi(ui)ri(vi)Ti,n(ti,n): j, n E NJ '---+ Dq, 
iEF; U(!"l3) 
It follows that (Em.e2)£r <---+Dq. D 
Proposition 4.25. Let 1 < p < oo where p -:/= 2. Then DP ~ ( Ee Xp) £P. 
Proof. Suppose 1 < q < 2 and Dq C.:.. (Ee Xq) £9 • Then for 1 < q < r < 2, 
( Em .e2) tr '---+ Dq c.:.. ( Em Xq) £q by Lemma 4.24, so ( Em .e2) (r '---+ ( Em Xq) £9, 
contrary to Lemma 4.22. Hence Dq <J~ ( Em Xq) £q, and the result for 2 < p < oo 
holds by duality. D 
Next we present results leading to the conclusion that ( Em Xp) £P ~ BP EB Dp 
[A]. 
Let 1 < q < r < 2, and let p be the ccnjugate index of q. Let { ei} be the 
standard basis of .er. Let { Zi,i} be the standard basis of Dp, and let { z;,i} be the 
corresponding dual basis of Dq, where for each j EN, [zi,i: i E N]Dp,...., £2. 
Given E C N, let FE : er - er be the natural projection onto the subspace 
f(E) = [ei : i E E]tr· Given MEN, let PM = P{1, ... ,M}· 
Given F C N, let PF : Dq -+ Dq be the natural projection onto the subspace 
D (F) - [ * · · ~T • F] G" N ~T 1 P' P' d 1 q - zi,j . i E I'l, J E Dq. 1ven E l'l, et N = {l, ... ,N} an et 
D (N) - D{l, ... ,N} q - q • 
Lemma 4.26. Let 1 < q < r < 2. Suppose T : .er -+ Dq is an isomorphic 
imbedding. Then for each sequence { Ei} of positive scalars, there is a normalized block 
basic sequence {yi} in .er and a sequence {Fi} of disjoint nonempty B.nite subsets ofN 
with max Fi< minFi, for i < i', such that er f"V [Yi]tr rv [T(yi)]Dq f"V [PF; (T(yi))]Dq via 
equivalence of natural bases, with (1- Ei) IIT(yi)II < IIPF; (T(yi))II $ IIT(yi)II for each 
i EN. 
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Proof. Given n E N, D~n) "' £2, so P~ o T : £r -+ D~n) is not an isomorphic 
imbedding. Thus given E > 0 and m EN, there is an x E er with Pm(x) = 0 such that 
11P~ (T (x))II < 211 r€-11l llxll- Hence there is an MEN with m < M such that 
IIP~(T(PM(x)))II < 211 ;-1 11 liPM(x)II :S ! IIT(PM(x))II- Letting y = PM (x) and 
E = {m + 1, ... , M}, PE(Y) = y and IIP~('.I'(y))II < ! IIT(y)II- Now there is an N E N 
with n < N such that IIP~(T(y))II > (1 - !) IIT(y)II- Letting F = {n + 1, ... , N}, 
(1- E) IIT(y)II < IIPi,,(T(y))II :S IIT(y)II-
Given E1, E2, ... > 0, we will inductively find disjoint nonempty finite sets 
E 1,E2,··· C N·with maxEi < minEi, for i < i', Y1,Y2, ... E er with PE;(Yi) = Yi, and 
disjoint nonempty finite sets F 1, P2 , .•. C N with max Fi < min Fi, for i < i', such that 
(I - Ei) IIT(yi)II < IIP_p/T(yi))JI ~ IIT(yi)I! for each i EN. 
Given E1 > 0, the argument above ·with n = 1 and m = 1 shows how to find a 
finite E1 C N and y1 E r with PE1 (Yi) = Y1, and a finite F1 C N, such that 
Let { Ei} be a sequence of positive scalars and let k E N. Suppose E1, ... , Ek, 
y1, ... , Yk, and F1, ... , Fk satisfying our requirements for all i E {l, ... , k} have been 
found. The argument above with n > max Fk and m > max Ek shows how to find a 
finite Ek+l C N and Yk+l E £r with maxEk < minEk+1 and PEk+i (Yk+1) = Yk+l, and 
a finite Fk+1 C N with maxFk < minFk+l, such that 
(1- Ek+1) IIT(yk+1)II < IIPh+i (T(Yk+1))11 :S IIT(Yk+1)II- Thus {Ei}, {Yi}, and {Fi} 
can be found as claimed. 
For { Ei} approaching zero rapidly and {Yi} normalized, 
fr"' [YiL,r "' [T (yi)]Dq "' [PF; (T (y;))] Dq via equivalence of natural bases. D 
Lemma 4.27. Let 1 < q < r < 2. Then ( E© £r) p_q 'f+ Dq. 
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Proof. Suppose ( }:EB er) f.q <-t Dq. Let T : ( }:EB f! tq --+ Dq be an isomorphic 
imbedding. Let { ei,j} be the standard basis of ( }:EB f!) f.9 , where for each j E N, 
{ ei,j} iEN is isometrically equivalent to the standard basis of er. For each j E N, 
let e(j) = [ei,j : i E N], and for a sequence { Efi)} iEN of positive scalars, choose 
( as we may by Lemma 4.26) a no~malized block basic sequence { yfi)} iEN in e(j) 
and disjoint nonempty finite subsets F?), FJi), ... of N with max F?) < min F5i) 
for i < i', such that 
tr "'t(j) "' [Y?) : i E NL.. "' [T (yfi)): i E NJ D "' [p~~i) ( T (yfi))) : i EN] via 
Ci) q • Dq 
equivalence of natural bases, with 
For Ef> approaching zero rapidly and for infinite subsets M1, M2, ... of N chosen 
so that {FF)}. . is disjoint, 
iEM;,JEN 
(EEB tr) f.q"' [r (y?>): i E Mj, j E NJ D "' r.P~(j) (r (y?>)) : i E Mj, j EN] via 
I q L • Dq 
equivalence of natural bases .. Hence the standard basis of ( }:EB er) f.9 is equivalent to 
the span in Lq of a sequence of independent random variables, contrary to Lemma 3.7. 
Lemma 4.28. Let 1 < q < r < 2. Then (EEB f!) f. 9 cf+ Bq EB Dq, 
Proof. Suppose (EEB ;,r) f. 9 <-t Bq EB Dq. Let T : (EEB tr) f.9 --+ Bq EB Dq be an 
isomorphic imbedding. Let Q : Bq EB Dq - Bq EB { Ov9 } be the obvious projection. 
· Then QT: (EEB er) f.9 --+ Bq EB {On9 } is a bounded linear operator. As in the proof of, 
Lemma 2.45, there is a subspace X of ( }:EB er) ,.q, isometric to ( }:EB er) f.9 , such that 
i!Qlr(x)II < 1, whence (I - Q)lr(X) induces an isomorphic imbedding of (EEB er) f.9 
into Dq. However by Lemma 4.27, no such imbedding exists. It follows that 
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Proposition 4.29. Let 1 < p < oo where p-::/- 2. Then (LEB Xp) f.P 'f-+ BP EB Dp. 
Proof. First let 1 < q < 2 and suppose (LEB Xq tq ~ Bq EB Dq. For 
1 < q < r < 2, tr ~ Xq by Lemma 2.35, so (LEB tr) lq ~ (LEB xq) lq ~ Bq EB Dq. 
Hence (LEB tr\ ~ Bq EB Dq, co!ltrary to Lemma 4.28. It follows that 
} lq 
( LEB Xq) lq 'f-+ Bq EB Dq. The result now holds for 2 < p < oo by duality. D 
Finally, we distinguish Dp, Bp EB Dp, and (LEB Xp) £P EB Dp from each other and 
from the £,P spaces of Rosenthal. 
Proposition 4.30. Let 1 < p < oo where p -::/- 2. Then 
(a) Dp 'f-+ Bp, 
(b) BP 'f-+ Dp, 
(c) BP EB Xp 'f-+ Dp, 
(d) BP EB DP 'f-+ Dp, 
(e) (LEB Xp) e 'f-+ Dp, 
(f) Dp r/-+ (LEB xp)e' 
(g) Bp EB Dp 'f-+ (LEB Xp) tP' 
(h) (LEB Xp) £P EB DP 'f-+ (I:EB Xp) cP' 
(i) DP 'f-+ BP EB Xp, 
(j) BP EB DP 'f-+ BP EB Xp, 
(k) DP 'f-+ ( I:EB t 2 tp EB Xp, 
(1) (I:EB XP tp 'f-+ Bp EB D'/), and 
(m) (I:Efl Xp) £P EB Dp 'f-+ Bp EB DP. 
Proof. Suppose 2 < p < oo. 
(a) Suppose DP ~ BP. Then Xp ~ Dp ~ BP by part (a) of Proposition 4.17, so 
XP ~ Bp, contrary to part (g) of Proposition 2.37. 
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(b) Part (b) is a restatement of Proposition 4.21. 
( c) Part ( c) is immediate from part (b). 
(d) Part (d) is immediate from part (b). 
(e) Suppose (EEB Xp tp c..:.+ DP'. Then BP c..:.+ (EEB Xp tp c..:.+ Dp by Proposition 2.27, 
so BP c..:.+ Dp, contrary to part (b) above. 
(f) Part (f) is a restatement of Proposition 4.25. 
(g) Part (g) is immediate from part (f). 
(h) Part (h) is immediate from part (f). 
(i) Suppose DP c..:.+ Bp E9 Xp. Then DP c..:.+ BP E9 Xp c..:.+ (EEB Xp) £P by part (a) of 
Proposition 2.43, so DP c..:.+ (EEB Xp l , contrary to part (f) above. 
I f.P 
(j) Part (j) is immediate from part (i). 
(k) Suppose DP c..:.+ (EEB £2) f.P EEl Xp. Then DP c..:.+ {EEB £2) lP EEl Xp c..:.+ Bp EEl Xp by 
Proposition 2.32, so DP c..:.+ Bp E9 Xr, contrary to part (i) above. 
(1) Part (1) is a restatement of Proposition 4.29. 
(m) Part (m) is immediate from part (1). 
The result for l < p < 2 follows by duality. D 
Building on diagram (2.27), for i < p < oo where p =/= 2, we have 
BP (~EB X) LJ p f.P 
C C C 
"" / "" BP EEl Xp (EE!) Xp) f.P EEl Dp C LP. -
C C C 
/ "" / ( LEE) £2) EEl X 
f.P p BP EEl Dp 
C C 
"" / DP 
(4.10) 
CHAPTERV 
THE CONSTRUCTION AND ORDINAL INDEX OF BOURGAIN, 
ROSENTHAL, AND SCHECHTMAN 
Let 1 < p < oo and let Band B1 , B2, ... be separable Banach spaces with 
B <-t LP and Bi <-t LP. Bourgain, Rosenthal, and Schechtman [B-R-S] iterate and 
intertwine two constructions, a disjoint sum of B with itself and an independent sum 
of B1 , B2, ... , to produce a chain { R~} a<wi of separable Cp spaces. An ordinal index 
is introduced which assigns to each separab~e Banach space B an ordinal number 
hp(B). The index hp( ) proves to be an isomorphic invariant, and is used to select a 
subchain {R~(a)} of [infinite-dimensional] isomorphically distinct spaces. Thus 
a<wi 
Bourgain, Rosenthal, and Schechtman snow that there are uncountably many 
separable infinite-dimensional CP spaces [up to isomorphism]. 
Preliminaries 
We let w1 denote the first m!countable ordinal, and we let w denote the first 
infinite ordinal [except in some contexts where w will denote an element of a space n]. 
A strict partial order on a nonempty set X is a relation -< on X which is 
transitive and anti-reflexive. 
A tree is a nonempty set T with a strict partial order -< such that for each x ET, 
{y E T : y -< x} · is well-ord~red by -<. We say that a tree (T, -<) is a CFRE ( countable 
finite-ranked elements) tret:o if Tis finite or countable, and for each x ET, 
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{y E T : y -< x} is finite. 
Let (T, -<) be a tree. A subtree of Tis a nonempty subset S of T with partial 
order -< [suitably restricted] such that for each x E S, the set {y ET: y -< x} is 
contained in S. 
Let (T, -<) be a tree. A branch of T is a maximal totally ordered subset of T. 
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Suppose (T, -<) is a CFRE tree. We say that B is a finite branch of T if B is of the 
form {y ET: y :5 x} for scme x ET. We call {y ET: y :5 x} the finite branch of T 
generated by x. Note that a finite branch of T need not be a branch of T, although a 
finite branch of T is a brand1 of some subtree of T. 
Let <l be a relation on a nonempty set X. 
An infinite <J-chain x1 <l x2 <l · · · in X is a sequence { Xn} nEN in X such that 
Xn <l Xn+l for all n EN. A finite <l-chain X1 <l • • • <l XN in Xis a sequence {xn}:=l in 
X such that Xn <l Xn+l for ail 1 :S n < N. An x E X is <J-terminal in X if there is no 
y E X such that x <l y. 
The relation <l is well-founded in X if there is no infinite <l-chain x1 <l x2 <l · · · 
in X. Note that if <l is well-founded, then <l must be anti-reflexive and there can be no 
finite <J-chain x1 <l · · · <l x N with x1 = x N. 
For n E N, an n-string is an n-tuple which is not delimited by punctuation. We 
will identify a 0-string with the empty set. For n E NU {O}, let Dn be the set of all 
n-strings of O's and l's. Then Dn = {t1 ···tn: ti E {0,1} for all 1 :Si :Sn} for n EN, 
and Do= {0}. Fix n EN U {O}. Then Dn has cardinality 2n. There is a natural 
identification of Dn with Sn = {O, ... , 2n - 1}, namely t1 · · · tn 1-+ I:~1 ti2n-i for 
n E N, and {0} 1-+ 0. Thus for n E N, i'.1 · · · tn E Dn is then-place binary expansion 
[possibly with leading O's] of some r E Sn. 
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Let n, m E NU {O}. Given t E Dn ands E Dm, let t·s be the element of Dn+m 
formed by the GOncatenation oft and s. 
Let (D,M,µ) and (D',M',µ') be probability spaces, and let X and X' be spaces 
of measurable functions on n and !1', respectively. We say that X and X' are 
distributionally isomorphic, denoted X ~t X', if there is a linear bijection T ·= X --+ X' 
such that dist(Tx) = dist(x) for all x EX. 
The Ordinal Index 
Before introducing the ordinal index hp, we introduce a general ordinal index h 
based on essentially the same concept, b11t applicable to a simpler class of spaces. 
A General Ordinal Index h 
Let <l be a relation on a nonempty set X. 
For each ordinal a, we define a subset Ha(<l) of X. Let H0 (<1) = X. If a= /3 + 1 
and H13(<1) has been defined, let Ha(<l) = {x E H13(<1): X<Jy for some y E H13(<1)}. 
If a is a limit ordinal and H13(<1) has been defined for all /3 < a, let 
Ha(<l) = nf3<a H13(<1). 
If /3 < a, then H13(<1) :J Ha:(<l). The members of the nonincreasing family (Ha(<l)) 
cannot all be distinct. For suppose the members are distinct. Then there is a family 
(xa) of distinct elements of X, with Xa E Ha(<l) \ Ha+1(<1). Thus for a sufficiently 
large ordinal r, {xa : a< r} has cardinality larger than the cardinality of X, contrary 
to {xa: a< r} C X. Hence there is a least ordinal I such that H"l(<J) = H"l+I(<l). Let 
h( <1) denote this least ordinal 1 , and let S( <1) denote the stable set H"I( <1). Then the 
cardinality of h(<J) is bounded by the cardinality of X. Note that if H"l(<J) = H"/+1(<1), 
then H"l(<1) = H"l,(<1) for all~/> 1 . 
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Suppose <l is not well-founded. Then there is an infinite <1-chain x1 <l x 2 <l · · · in 
X. For such a chain, {x1,x2, ... } C Ha(<l) for all a. Thus {x1,x2, ... } C S(<i) and 
S( <1) -=I= 0. For the converse, suppose S( <1) -=I= 0. Let x E S( <i). Then x is not <l-terminal 
in S(<i), so there is some y E S(<i) with x <l y. By induction, there is an infinite <l-chain 
x1 <l x 2 <l ···in S(<i) C X. Thus <l is not well-founded. It follows that <l is well-founded 
if and only if S( <l) = 0. 
Let <l and <1' be relati:ms on nonempty sets X and X', respectively. A function 
T : (X, <1) -. (X', <i') preserves relations if TX <l1 TY whenever x <l y. 
The following lemma [B-R-S, Lemma 2.4] establishes a property of the ordinal 
index h with respect to relation-preserving maps. 
Lemma 5.1. Let <1 and <l; be relatiolls on nonempty sets X and X', respectively. 
Suppose T : (X,<l) -+ (X',<J') preserves relations. Then T(Ha(<i)) C Ha(<i') for all 
ordinals a. Ifin addition <11 is well-founded, then h(<i) :S h(<i'). 
Proof. Clearly r (He( <1)) = r(X) C X' = Ho( <11 ). Suppose a = f3 + 1 and 
r (H13(<1)) C H13(<l). Then T: H13(<1)-. H13(<11) [suitably restricted]. Since r preserves 
relations, if xis not <l-terminal in H13(<1), then r(x) is not <i'-terminal in H13(<11). Hence 
r (Ha(<i)) C Ha(<i'). Suppose a is a limit ordinal and T (H13(<1)) C H13(<1') for all f3 < a. 
Then T (Ha( <l)) = r (nf3<a H13( ..:i)) C n/J<a T (H13( <l)) C n/3<a H 13( <11 ) = Ha( <i'). 
Suppose <1' is well-founded. Let 1 = h( <i) and 1' = h( <11 ). Then 
r (H"Y, ( <1)) C H"Y, ( <i') = 0. Thus H"Y, ( <l) = 0 as well. Hence 1 ::S; 1' and h( <1) ::S; h( <11 ). 
D 
Motivation from LP 
Let 1 :S p < oo. Let {9n} nEN be the sequence of normalized functions in LP 
given by 91 = l[o,1], 92 = 2h[o,1/2J, 93 = 2h[1/2,1J,. · · , 9n = 2!1[r/21c,(r+1)/21:J, 
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... , where n = 2k + r such that k E N U {O} and O s r < 2k. For n, k, and r as 
above, 2n = 2k+1 + 2r where O s 2r < 2k+1, and 2n + 1 = 2k+1 + (2r + 1) where 
k+l (k+l) (k+l) 
0 < 2r + 1 < 2 . Thus 92n = 2 P 1(2r/2k+l,(2r+l)/2k+lj = 2 P l(r/2k,(r+l/2)/2k], 
(k+l) (k+l) 
92n+l = 2 P 1((2r+l)/2k+l,(~r+2)/2k+lj = 2 P l[(r+l/2)/2k,(r+l)/2kj, and 
1 
9n = 2-"i (92n + 92n+1). This reflects the fact that SUPP9n = SUPP92n U SUPP92n+l 
[with the union being essentially disjoint]. The coefficient 2-} is simply a 
normalization factor. Thus the functions 91, 92 , ••• can be arranged in a binary tree 
[level O:] 91 
[level l:] 92 93 
[level 2:] 94 95 96 97 
according to their supports, whera the functions at level k are of the form 92k+r with 
1 
Indexing by binary expansions, 9t = r"i (9t·o + 9t·l), where tis the binary 
expansion of n EN, and t·O and t·l are the binary expansions of 2n and 2n + 1, 
respectively. The corresponding tree is 
[level O:] 91 
[level 1:] 910 911 
[level 2:] 9100 9101 9110 9111 
where the functions at level k are of the form 91 ·s where s is the k-place binary 
expansion of r for O s r < 2"'. 
Dropping the superfluous leading J. 's and indexing by strings of O's and l's, 
1 
9s = 2-P (9s·o + 9s·1), wheres is a string of O's and l's. The corresponding tree is 
[level 0:] 90 
[level l:] 9o 91 
[level 2:] 900 901 910 911 
where the functions at level k are indexed by k-strings of O's and l's. 
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Level k itself can be thought of as a 2k-tuple of elements of LP. Recalling that 
Dk is the set of all k-strings of O's and l's, the cardinality of Dk is 2k. Thus level k 
can be thought of as a function from Dk to LP, or an element of (Lp)D,.. Letting Uk 
denote level k, 
( 90 ) 
( 90 
( 900 901 
91 ) 
910 911 ) 
(5.1) 
where for each s E Dk, uk(s) 
1 
- 2-;; (uk+I(s·O) + Uk+1(s·I)). Moreover, for each 
s E Dk and each d E N, 
(5.2) 
Furthermore, for each k EN U {O} and each c E RD,., 
p 
I L c(s)uk(s) = L lc(s)jP j luk(s)jP = L lc(s)jP. (5.3) 
sED1c sED1c sED1c 
The Space (F, -<) 
For n EN U {O}, rer,ali that Dn is the set of all n-strings of O's and l's, and there 
is a natural identification of Dn with {O, ... , 2n - 1}, namely t1 · · · tn t-+ L~=l ti2n-i 
for n E N, and {0} t-+ 0. For a vector space B, BDn is the set of all functions from Dn 
to B, which can be identified with the set of all 2n-tuples (bo, ... , b2n_1 ) of elements of 
B. We identify BDo with B. 
We do not assign an independent meaning to 'D, but given a vector space B, we 
let B'D denote LJ:'=o BDn. 
Let B be a vector space. If u E B'D, then u E BDn for a unique n E NU {O}, 
denoted lul. Define -< on B'D by u-< v if lul < lvl and fork= Iv! - lul, 
u(t) = 2-! LseD,. v(t·s) for all t E Dlul. Then-< is a strict partial order. 
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DEFINITION. Suppose Bis a separable Banach space, 1 :;; p-< oo, and O < 8:;; 1. 
-8 V Let B be the set of all u E B such that 
for all c E ~D1,.,. Let -< on If be the strict partial order-< on Bv [suitably restricted}. 
REMARK. For B = LP, equation (5.2) implies that u0 -< u 1 -< ···,and equation 
-1 (-1 ) (5.3) implies that u,. E LP for all k EN U {O}, whence LP , -< is not well-founded. 
A Characterization of LP c......+ B 
The following propGsition [B-R-S, Proposition 2.2] characterizes those spaces 
B for which LP c......+ B. Essentially, the issue is whether or not B contains a sequence 
which simulates the behavior of the sequence { uk(t)h~o,tEDk in LP. 
Proposition 5.2. Let B be a separable Banach space and let 1 :;; p < oo. Then 
LP c......+ B if and only if there is a O < 8 :;; 1 · such that (It,-<) is not well-founded. 
Proof. Suppose LP c......+ B. Let T : LP -+ B be an isomorphic imbedding with 
IITII :;; 1, and let O < 8 :;; 1 be such that 8 llxllP :;; IIT(x)IIB :;; JJxllP for all x E £P. Let 
r : (LP)v -+ Bv be defined by (ru)(t) = T(u(t)) for u E (Lp)V and t E Dlul· Then r 
preserves order by the linearity of T. 
-1 
Let u E £P . Then for all CE ~Dlul' 
.l. 
o ( E lc(t)JP) p 
tED1uJ 
- 8 <E~., c(t)u(t) P <:; IT c~., c(t)u(t)) 
8 
< E c(t)u(t) 
tEDJuJ p 
.l. 
= ( E Jc(tW) p 
tEDJuJ 
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Since IILtED1,,1 c(t)(ru)(t)IIB = IIT (LtED1,.1 c(t)u(t)) IIB, it follows that ru E F. 
Hence r: £P1 -+ B 0 [suitably restricted]. 
-1 
As noted in the remark above, there is a sequence {Uk} in LP with u0 -< u1 -< 
Since T: £P1 -+ B 5 preserves order, ru0 -< ru1 -< · · · in F. Hence (F, -<) is not 
well-founded. 
For the converse, suppose there is a O < 8 ~ 1 such that ( B 0 , -<) is not well-
founded. Then there is a sequence {vk} in B 0 with v0 -< v1 -< · · ·. Let {r(k)} be the 
increasing sequence in NU {O} with r(k) = lvkl for all k. For {uk} as in (5.1), 
let {uk} be the subsequence of {uk} such that lukl = r(k) = lvkl for all k. For 
for c E RDr(kl. Then Tk is well-defined and linear, and Ti = Ti IX, for i < j. Since 
l. 
II LtED - c(t)uk(t)jj = (LtED lc(tW) p by equation (5.3), and r(k) p r(k) 
1 1 
8 (LtEDr(k) lc(t)lp) p ~ 11:EtED .. (k) c(t)vk(t)IIB ~ (I:tEDr(k) lc(t)lp) p' we have 
~ Tk ( L c(t)uk(t)) < 
P tEDr(kJ B 





Given X E U%°~o xk, X E xk for some k EN u {O}. Let T: U%°=o xk -+ ur=o Bk 
be defined by T(x) = n(x) for x E Xk. Then 8 llxllp ~ llr(x)IIB ~ llxllp for all 
X E U%°=o xk. Since u~=O xk is dense in LP' T extends to an isomorphic imbedding of 
LP into B. D 
The Ordinal Index hp(8, ) 
The ordinal index h( <J) serves as a model for the ordinal index hp ( 8, B), for which 
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the underlying set is B 6• The ordinal index hp(B) is then derived from the indices 
DEFINITION. Suppose Bis a separable Banach space, 1 $ p < oo, and O < 8 $ 1. 
Let H8(B) = B 6 • If a= f3 + 1 and H$(B) has been defined, let 
H!(B) = { u E H$(B): u ~ v for some v E H$(B) }- If a is a limit ordinal and H$(B) 
has been defined for all (3 < a, let H!(B) = n.a<a H$(B), 
DEFINITION. Suppose Bis a separable Banach space, 1 $ p < oo, and O < 8 $ 1. 
Let hp(8, B) be the least ordinal a such that H!(B) = H!+l (B). 
The following proposition [B-R-S, Proposition 2.3] leads to one half of the 
characterization contained in Theorem 5.5. 
Proposition 5.3. Let B be a separable Banach space. Let 1 $ p < oo and 
0 < 8 $ 1. If LP cf+ B, then hp(8, B) < w1. 
Proof. Suppose LP cf+ B. Let Bw be a countable dense subset of B. Let Bw 6' 2 
be the countable set of all u E B~ such that 
for all c E ~_D1u1. Let <1 be the relation on Bw 6'2 defined by u <1 v if (a) iul < lvl and 
(b) fork = lvl - iul and for Dt = 84-(l+l), !lu(t) - T* LseD1: v(t·s)IIB $ 81ul for all 
t E Dlul· 
We will show that <1 is well-founded and there is a relation-preserving map 
(-6 ) (-62 ) r: B ,~ -+ Bw' ,<1 . It will follow by Lemma 5.1 that hp(8,B) $ h(<1) < w1. 
\ 
First we show that <1 is well-founded. Suppose <1 is not well-founded. Let 
u1 <1 u2 <1 · · · be an infinite <1-chain in Bw 6' 2 • We will show that there is a corresponding 
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infinite -<-chain u1 -< ii2 -< · · · in B 6 , whence £P <......t B by Proposition 5.2, contrary to 
hypothesis. It will follow that <J is well-founded. 
Given i,j EN. with i < j, let A(i,j) = luil - luil· Fix i EN. For i < j EN and 
-(i)(.,_ _ .O.(i,;) ~ ( • ) (i) t E D1u.J, let uj ~) = 2 P L.,sED.o.(i,j) Uj t s . Then uj -< Uj. Fort E D1u;1, 
2-'°'<;,i> E uj(t·s) - 2_.o.c;,i>+:<i,Hll E E Uj+1(t·s·r) 
sED.o.(i,j) sED.o.(i,j) rED.o.(j,;+l) B 
:$ 2_.o.c;,j> E I ui(t·s) - 2_.o.u,;+ll E Uj+1(t·s·r) 
sED.o.(i,i) I rED.o.(j,;+1) B 
< 2- .o.c;,j> . 2Ll(i,i) . 81 · I 
- U3 
Ll ( . . ) 2.=.!. = 2 i,J p • 81Uj I . 
Hence for i < j < k EN and t E D1u.1, 
lluY\t) - unk(t)jlB :$ j:t~1 llu~i)(t) - u~ti(t)IIB 
i+k-I 
< E 2lunl 'Olunl 
n=j 




Now limj-+oo 021-j = 0, so {uY\t)}~. is Cauchy. Let Ui(t) = limj-oo u~i\t). 
J=i+l J 
Releasing i as a free variable, ui(t) is defined for all i EN and all t E Dlud· 
Fix i,j EN with i < j. Then fort E D1u.i, 
• - A.(i,i}+.6.(;,A:) 
= hm 2 1> E E uk(t·s·r) 
k-oo sED.6.(i,;) rED.6.(j,A:) 
A.(i,j) • - .6.(j,A:) 





Hence ui -<: Uj. More generally, u1 -<: u2 -<: · · ·. As noted previously, it follows that 
LP '---+ B, contrary to hypothesis, so <l is well-founded. 
We next show that there is a relation-preserving map r : ("Jt, -<:) --t ( Bw 6' 2 , <l). 
-6 
Let u EB . For each t E D1u1, choose v(t) E Bw such that llu(t) - v(t)IIB :$ Eiul, where 
Et. = os-(Hl) for f_ E N. Let TU = v. 
First we show that ru E Bw 6'2 • Note that 2t · Et. = 2ts-(HI)<5 < ~ < 1. Thus for 
E c(t)v(t) = I: c(t)u(t) + E c(t) (v(t) - u(t)) 






I: c(t)u(t) - I: c(t) (u(t) - v(t)) 
tEDiul tED1u1 B 
-82 
Hence TU = v E Bw ' . 
> I: c(t)u(t) - I: lc(t)J · Elul 
tED1u1 B tED1u1 
1 1 
~ 8 ( I: Jc(t)IP) P - 2lul · Elul · ( I: Jc(t)IP) P 
tED1u1 tED1u1 
1 
= ( I: lc(tW) P (8- 2lul · Elul) 
tED1ul 
1 
~ * ( I: Jc(tW) p 
~ tED1u1 
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We next show that T preserves relations. Suppose u, v E If with u ~ v. Let 
k = lvl - Jul. Then for all t E D1u1, 
E 
k 
:S IITu(t) - u(t)IIB + u(t) - T"i I: v(t·s) 
sEDk B 
0 2_.1£. 2k :S Elul + + P • • Elvl 
Hence Tu <l TV and r preserves relations. As noted previously, since <l is well-founded, 
it follows that hp(8,B) :S h(<l) < w1. D 
The following lemma [B-R-S] provides useful information about the behavior of 
hp(8, B) as a function of 8. 
Lemma 5.4. Let B be a separable Banach space and let 1 :S p < oo. Suppose 
0 < 81 < 82 :S l. Then H!1 (B) :J H!2 (B) for each ordinal a. !fin addition LP 'f-t B, 
then hp(81 ,B) ~ hp(82 ,B), whence hp(8,B) is a nonincreasing function of8. 
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Proof. Let O < 81 < 82 $ 1. Then ng1 (B) = J/1 :::> J/2 = ng2 (B). Suppose 
a = (3 + 1 and ng1 (B) ::) sg2 (B). If X E H!2 (B), then X is nonmaximal in n;2 (B), so 
xis nonmaximal in_Hg1 (B), whence x E H!1 (B). Hence H!1 (B):::, H!2 (B). 
Suppose a is a limit ordinal and ng1 (B) :::, H$2 (B) for all (3 < a. Then 
H!1 (B) = n.a<a ng1 (B) :::, n.a<a ng2 (B) = H!2 (B). It follows that for each ordinal a, 
H!1 (B) :::, H!2 (B). 
Suppose LP~ B. Then by Proposition 5.2, (Jt, -<) is well-founded for all 
0 < 8 $ 1, so H~;(B) = 0 for 'Yi= hp (8i,B). Thus H~;(B) :::> H~~(B) = 0, so 'Y1 ~ 'Y2 
and hp(81 ,B) ~ hp(82 ,B). Hence hp(8,E) is a nonincreasing function of 8. D 
The Ordinal Index hp 
Finally we define the ordinal index hp, 
DEFINITION. Suppose B is a separable Banach space and 1 $ p < oo. If LP ~ B, 
let hp(B) = sup0<8:51 hp(8, B). If LP<-+ B, let hp(B) = w1 • 
We presently show that if LP ~ B, then {hp(8, B) : 0 < 8 $ 1} is bounded, 
whence hp(B) is well-defined. Note that the hypothesis LP~ B is equivalent to 
asserting that for each O < 8 $ 1, there is an ordinal a such that H!(B) = 0. 
The following two results [B-R-S, Theorem 2.1] establish a countability criterion 
for hp and the monotonicity of hp. 
Theorem 5.5. Let B be a separable Banach space and let 1 $ p < oo. Then 
hp(B) $ w1, with hp(B) < w1 if and only if LP~ B. 
Proof. If LP <-+ B, then hp(B) = w1 • Henceforth suppose LP ~ B. Now hp(8, B) 
is a nonincreasing function of 8 by Lemma 5.4, and hp(8, B) < w1 for all O < 8 $ 1 by 
Proposition 5.3. Hence hp(B) = sup0<89 hp(8, B) = SUPneN hp(~, B) < w1• D 
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Theorem 5.6. Let X and Y be separable Banach spaces and let 1 ~ p < oo. If 
Proof. Suppose X c.......+ Y. If LP c.......+ Y, then hp(X) s; w1 = hp(Y) by Theorem 5.5. 
Henceforth suppose LP cf+ Y, whence LP cf+ X. Then by Proposition 5.2, (r, -<) is 
well-founded for each O < "Y ~ 1. 
Let T: X - Y be an isomorphic imbedding with IITII ~ 1, and let O < 'T/ ~ 1 be 
such that for each x EX, 'f/ llxllx ~ IIT(x)l!y ~ llxllx- Let T: xv - yv be defined by 
(ru)(t) = T(u(t)) for u E xv and t E D1ul· Then T preserves order by the linearity of 
T. 
-8 D Fix O < 8 ~ 1 and let u E X . Tb.en for all c E li 1 .. 1, 
I: c(t)u(t) I: c(t)u(t) 
tED1 .. 1 tED1,.1 X 
Since "LtED1u1 c(t)(ru)(t) "y = llr ( LtED1u1 c(t)u(t)) lly' it follows that TU E V'8 • 
Hence T : X 6 - Y'6 [suitably restricted]. Since T preserves order and (Y'6 , -<) is 
well-founded, hp(8, X) ~ hp('f/8, Y) by Lemma 5.1. Releasing 8 as a free variable, 
hp("Y, Y) is a nonincreasing function of 1 by Lemma 5.4. D 
REMARK. It follows that hp( ) is an isomorphic invariant. 
The Disjoint and Independent Sum Constructions 
Let (n, µ) be a probability space, let (nN, µ'°") be the corresponding product 
space, and let ( {O, 1}, m) be the probability space with m(O) = ! = m(l). Suppose 
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1 ::::; p < oo, and let B and Bi, B2, ... be closed subspaces of LP(O). 
Given bo,bi EB, let b(w,E) be the element of LP(O x {0,1}) such that 
1 1 
b(w, 0) = 2i; b0 (w) and b(w, 1) = 2i; bi(w) for all w E n. Let b0 EB bi denote the element 
b(w, E) of LP(O x {O, 1}) corresponding to b0 , bi EB. 
DEFINITION. Let 1 ::::; p < oo and let B be a closed subspace of LP(O). Define the 
LP -disjoint sum (B EBB)P to be any space of random variables distributionally 
isomorphic to the subspace B of LP ( n >( { 0, 1}) defined by 
B = {b(w, E) E LP(O x {O, 1}) : b(w, E) = b0 EB bi for some b0 , bi EB}. 
Note that ln EB ln = 2i · lnx{o,i}, ,1,nd if b(w, E) = bo EB bi, then 
= llboll~ + llbill~. 
Hence for b EB, llb EB OIJEB = llbllB = IIO EB bJJEB. 
Given i EN and bi E Bi, let bi be the element of LP (nN) such that 
bi(wi,W2, .. . ) = bi(wi) for all W1,W2,.,. E 0. 
DEFINITION. Let 1 ::::; p < oo and let B 1, B 2, ... be closed subspaces of LP(O). For 
each i E N, let 
Bi = { b E LP (nN) : b = bi for some bi E Bi}. 
Defi.ne the LP -independent sum (~EB Bi\} to be any space of random variables 
~~ I 
distributionally isomorphic to [hi : i E NJ . 
U(ON) 
Finally, the spaces Rf,, for O < o: < wi are defined as disjoint or independent 
sums, depending on whether a is a successor or limit ordinal, respectively. 
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DEFINITION. Let 1 ~ p < oo. Let Rb= [l]u- Suppose O < o: < w1. If o: = /3 + 1 
and R~ has been denned, let R~ = ( R~ EB R~) P. If o: is a limit ordinal and R~ has 
been denned for all /3 < o:, let R~ = (I:;<a R~) . 
Ind,p 
REMARK l. It is shovm in [B-R-S, Proposition 2.8] that for 1 < p < oo and 
a < w1 , R~ has an unconditional basis. 
REMARK 2. Technically, R~ = (I:/3EB·<a RP13 .) for an enumeration {/3i} of the 
' ' Ind,p 
ordinals less than a, but it is clear that the definition of R~ does not depend on the 
order. 
The following two results serve as lemmas for the subsequent theorem [B-R-S, 
Proposition 2. 7], which distinguishes R~ from LP isomorphically. Proposition 5. 7 is 
a corollary of [J-M-S-T, Theorem 9.1]. Proposition 5.8 is [B-R-S, Theorem 1.1]. 
Proposition 5. 7. Let 1 < p < oo. Suppose X is a closed subspace of LP such 
that LP <-r X. Then LP C.:.. X. 
Proof. Let Y be a closed subspai::e of X such that LP "'Y CLP. By [J-M-S-T, 
Theorem 9.1], choose a closed subspace Z of Y such that LP"' Z where Z is 
complemented in LP. Let P be a projection from LP onto Z. Since P(Z) =Zand 
Z C X C LP, the restriction of P to X is a projection from X onto Z. Hence 
Proposition 5.8. Let 1 < p < oo. Let X be a Banach space with an 
unconditional Schauder decomposition { Xi} such that LP C.:.. X. Then either LP C.:.. Xi 
for some i, or there is a block basic sequence with respect to { Xi} equivalent to the 
Haar basis of LP, with.closed linear span complemented in X. 
The proof of Proposition 5.8 consumes [B-R-S, Section 1], and will not be 
presented here. 
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Theorem 5.9. Let 1 < p < oo where p ¥= 2, and let a< w1 . Then LP 'f-+ R~. 
Proof. Clearly LP '-/-t [l]v, = R{;. 
Suppose a= /3 + 1 and LP 'f-+ R~. Suppose for the moment that LP c.......+ R~. Then 
LP c.......+ fl~ C LP for some fl~ distributionally isomorphic to R~. Hence LP c..:+ R~ by 
Proposition 5.7. Now Rfr = ( R~ EB R~ t, so LP c..:+ ( R~ EB R~ t, whence LP c..:+ R~ by 
Proposition 5.8, contrary ta the inductive hypothesis. Hence LP 'f-+ Rfr. 
Suppose a is a limit ordinal and LP 'f-+ R~ for all /3 < a. Suppose for the moment 
that LP c.......+ R~. Then LP c..:+ Rfr as above. Let {/3i}:,0 be an enumeration of the 
ordinals less than a, with {30 = O. Let Xo = R~0 = R{; = [1]£P, and for i ? 1, let 
Xi = (RP13 .) , the space of mean zero functions in RP13 _. Now LP c..:+ (E?>o xi) , 
' 0 ' - Ind,p 
since Rfr = (E:<a R~) = (E?>o xi) , but LP '/-+ xi for i ? 0. Let 
Ind,p - Ind,p 
_·.t = { x E LP ([O, 1]1'") : x = Xi for some Xi E Xi}, with notation as in the definition of 
( EEB Bi) . Then by Proposition 5.8, there is a block basic sequence { zi} i>o with 
Ind,p -
respect to {xi} [with at most z0 not mean zero] equivalent to the Haar basis of 
i~O 
LP. Hence LP "' [zi : i? O]u([o,i]N) rv [zi : i? l]LP([o,IJN)· Since {ziL~1 is a sequence 
of independent mean zero random variables in LP ([O, l]N), [zi : i? l]u([o,IJN) c.......+ Xp 
[by Corollary 2.3, Proposition 2.1, Theorem 2.12, and part (b) of Proposition 2.24 for 
2 < p < oo, and by [RII, Corollary 4.3] for 1 < p < 2]. 
Hence LP c.......+ Xp, directly contrary to part (g) of Proposition 2.24 for 2 < p < oo, 
and indirectly contrary to the same result for 1 < p < 2 as we presently show. Thus it 
will follow that LP '/-+ Rfr. 
Suppose L8 c.......+ Xs for 1 < s < 2, and let r be the conjugate index of s. Then 
C C 
Ls c.......+ Xs C LS, whence L 8 c.......+ Xs by Proposition 5.7. Hence Lr c.......+ Xr, contrary to 
part (g) of Proposition 2.24. D 
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REMARK. As shown in [B-R-SJ, Theorem 5.9 is true for p = 1 as well, but the 
proof is not identical. 
The Interaction of the Constructions and the Ordinal Index 
The disjoint and independent sum constructions are designed to force the ordinal 
index hp (R~) to increase [not necessarily strictly, but in the sense that the set 
{hp (R~) : a< w1} has no maximum]. The first results in this direction are the 
following proposition [B-R-S, Lemma 2.5] and corollary [B-R-SJ. 
Proposition 5.10. Let 1 ~ p < oo, 0 < 8 ~ 1, and a < w1 . Suppose Bis a 
closed subspace of LP. Then for each e E H!(B), there is some e E H!+l (B EB B)P. 
Proof. Suppose e = x0 E BD0 • Let re = (x0 EB 0, 0 EB x 0 ) E (B EB B);>1 • Then 
re(O) = x 0 EBO E (B EB B)P and re(l) = 0 EB xo E (B EB B)P. Let 
(5.4) 
Then e E (B EB B)i0 and e = 2-f; (re(O) + re(l)). Hence e-< re. 
Let k EN and suppose e = (xo, ... ,x2L 1 ) E BDk. Then e(t) EB fort E Dk. 
t E Dk, re(O·t) = e(t) EBO E (B EB B)P and re(l ·t) = 0 EB e(t) E (B EB B)P. Let 
- = (Xo + X1 0 X2k-2 + X2k-1 0 0 Xo + X1 0 X21:-2 + X21:-1) e 1 EB , ... , 1. EB , EB 1 , ••• , EB 1. • 
2P 2P 2P 2P 
Then e E (B EB B)ik and e(t) = 2-f; (re(t·O) + re(t·l)) fort E Dk. Hence e-< re. 
We will show that if e E H!(B), then re E H! (B EB B)P. Since e -< re, it will 
follow that e is a nonmaximal element of H! (B EB B)P, so e E H!+1 (B EB B)P. 
First we show that T preserves order. Suppose e -< d. Without loss of generality 
suppose Jdl - lei= 1. Then fort E Diel• e(t) = 2-f; (d(t·O) + d(t·l)). Thus fort E Diel 
re(O·t) = e(t) EBO= (d(t·O) EB 0) + (d(t·l) EB 0) = rd(O·t·O) + rd(O·t·l) 
2! 2! 
and 
re(l ·t) = O EB e(t) = (0 EB d(t·O)) ~ (0 EB d(t·l)) = rd(l ·t·O) ~ rd(l ·t·l). 
2P 2P 
1 
Hence for s = (O·t) ors= (1 ·t), re(s) = 2~P (rd(s·O) + rd(s·l)), so re-< rd 
and r preserves order. 
We now show by induction on o: that if e E H!(B), then re EH! (B EB B)P. 





( L c(O·t)re(O·t)) + ( L c(l ·t)re(l ·t)) P 
,tEDk tEDk Ell 
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= ( I: c(O·t)(e(t) EB o)) + ( I: c(l ·t)(O EB e(t))) P 
tEDk tEDk Ell 
= ( L c(O·t)e(t)) EB ( L c(l ·t)e(t)) P 
tEDk tEDk Ell 
IP P 
L c(O·t)e(t)I + L c(l ·t)e(t) 
tEDk B tEDk B 
1 
::::; I; ic(O·t)IF + I; ic(l ·t)IF 
fj-p tEDk tEDk 
= I: lc(b·tW. 
tEDk 
bE{O,l} 
Hence re E (B EBB)/ = H8 (B EB B)P. 
Suppose o: = (3 + 1, where if d E H$(B), then rd EH$ (B EB B)P. Let e E H!(B). 
Then e E H$(B), there is some d E H~(B) such that e -< d, and rd E Hi (B EB B)P. 
Since T preserves order, re -< rd. Thus re is a nonmaximal element of H$ (B EB B)P, 
whence re E H! (B EB B)P. 
Suppose a is a limit ordinal, where for each (3 < o:, if d E H$(B), then 
rd EH$ (B EB B)P. Let e E H!(B). Then e E H$(B) for all (3 < o:, and 
re EH$ (B EB B)P for all (3 < a, whence re E H! (B EB B)P. 
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Hence if e E Hg(B), then Te E Hg (B EB B)P. Now as previously noted, 
if e E Hg(B), then e-< Te E Hg (B EB B)P, so e E Hg+l (B EB B)P. D 
Corollary 5.11. Let 1 :S: p < oo and o: < w1 . Suppose Bis a closed subspace of 
LP such that LP f+ B. If hp(B) > o:, then hp (B EBB\> a+ l. 
Proof. Suppose hp(B) > a. Then hp(6, B) > o: for some O < 6 < l. Thus 
Hg(B) I- 0, so Hg+l (B EB B)P I- 0 by Proposition 5.10. Hence 
hp (6,(BEBB)P) > a+l, so hp(BEBB)P > a+l. D 
REMARK. It follows that if hp(B) is a successor ordinal, then 
hp(B) < hp (B EB B)P, while if hp(B) is a limit ordinal, then hp(B) < hp (B EB B)P. 
Thus this result is not sufficient to force hp (R~) to increase. 
For each ordinal o: < w1 , we define a probability space na. Let !10 = [O, l]. If 
a= /3 + 1 and !1,a has been defined, let na = n,a x {O, 1}. If a is a limit ordinal and 
!113 has been defined for all /3 < a, let na = n/3<a !113. 
The following theorem [B-R-S, Theorem 2.6] leads almost immediately to the 
subsequent corollary [B-R-S, Theorem B(2)], which is the key to forcing hp (R~) to 
increase in the sense mentioned previousiy. 
Theorem 5.12. Let 1 :S: p < oo and a< w1. Then ln 0 EH! (R~). 
Proof. First we show that ln 0 E R~. Clearly ln0 E [l]u = Rb. Suppose 
a= /3 + 1 and ln13 ER~. Then ln 0 = Ti (ln13 EB ln13 ) E ( R~ EB R~ t = R~. Suppose 
a is a limit ordinal and ln13 E R~ for all f3 < a. Fix f3 < a, so ln13 E R~. Now R~ is 
distributionally isomorphic to some closed subspace R~ of R~. Let T: R~ -t R~ CR~ 
be the distributional isomorphism. Then T(ln13 ) = ln 0 ER~ CR~. Hence ln 0 ER~. 
We now show that lnQ EH! (R~). Clearly lno E YiT~p = HJ (r11LP) = HJ (Rb)-
Suppose a = f3 + 1 and ln13 E H~ ( R~). Then ln13 E R~, so ln13 = 2-; (ln13 EB ln13 ) for 
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In.a as in equation (5.4). Hence by Proposition 5.10, lna = 2-; (ln13 E9 ln13 ) = ln13 E 
H~ ( R~ EB R~) P = H~ (R~). Suppose a is a limit ordinal and ln13 E HJ ( R~) for all 
(J < a. Fix (J < a, so ln.a E HJ ( R~). Let T : R~ --t R~ C R~ be as above. Let 
T : ( R~ }1' --t (R~)'D be defined by (Tu)(t) = T(u(t)) for u E ( R~) 'D and t E Dlul· 
-1 -1 -1 -1 
Since T is an isometry, T maps R~ into Rfx . Hence T : R~ --t Rfx [suitably 
restricted]. Since ln.a E ( R~) Do, Tln13 = T(ln13 ) = lna. Since T is linear, T preserves 
order. Thus by Lemma 5.1, T ( HJ ( R~)) C HJ (Rfx). Hence lna = Tln13 E HJ (Rfx). 
Now ln"' E HJ (Rfx) for all (J < a. Hence ln" E n.a<a HJ (Rfx) = H~ (Rfx). D 
Corollary 5.13. Let 1 < p < oo where pi= 2, and let a< w1 . Then 
Proof. By Theorem 5.9, LP ~ Rfx, and H~ (Rfx) i= 0 by Theorem 5.12. Thus 
hp (1, Rfx) > a, whence hp (Rfx) ~ hp (1, Rfx) ~a+ 1. D 
We collect our main results concerning the ordinal index hp, the spaces Rfx, and 
their interaction. The proof of the subsequent theorem [B-R-S, Theorem A] will make 
implicit use of these results. 
Proposition 5.14. Let 1 < p < oo where pi= 2. Let B, X, and Y be separable 
Banach spaces. Let a, (J < w1. Then 
(a) LP~ B if and only if hp(B) < w1, 
(b) if X ~ Y, then hp(X) ~ hp(Y), 
(c) LP~ Rfx, 
(d) if a< (J, then Rfx <-:+ R~, 
(e) hp (Rfx) < w1, and 
(f) hp (Rfx) ~ a+ 1. 
Proof. Parts (a), (b), (c), and (f) are restatements of Theorem 5.5, Theorem 5.6, 
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Theorem 5.9, and Corollary 5.13, respectively. Part (d) is clear from definitions. Part 
( e) is clear from parts ( c) and (a). D 
Theorem 5.15. Let 1 < p < oo where p i- 2. There is a strictly increasing 
function 7 : w1 --. w1 such that for 'Y, 8 < w1, 
(b) if Y is a separable Banach space such that R~(o:) .._ Y for all a: < w1, 
then LP .._ Y. 
Proof. Let 7(0) = w < w1 [so R~(o) is infinite-dimensional]. If 7(/3) has been 
defined with 7(/3) < w1, let 7(/3 + 1) = hp ( R~(,a)) < w1. Then 
hp ( R~(lo+l)) 2: 7(/3 + 1) + 1 > 7(/3 + 1) = hp ( R~(/3)). More generally, if O < a < w1 and 
7(/3) has been defined with r(/3) < w1 for all /3 < a, let 7(0:) = sup/3<o: hp ( R~(/3)) < w1 
[each hp ( R~(/3)) < w1 and {/3: /3 < 0:} is countable]. Then 
hp (R~(o:i) 2: 7(0:) + 1 > 7(a:) = sup/3<o: hp (R~(/3))' so hp (R~(o:)) > hp (R~(/3)) for 
all /3 < a. Thus R~(o:) 'f+ R~(/3) for all /3 < a:, so 7( a:) > 7(/3) for all /3 < a, and 7 is 
strictly increasing. 
as shown above. 
(b) Let Y be a separable Banach space such that R~(o:) .._ Y for all a: < w1 . Then 
a < 7(0:) + 1 S hp ( R~(o:i) S hp(Y) S w1 for all a < w1. Thus hp(Y) = w1, 
whence LP .._ Y. 
D 
REMARK. Let 1 < p < oo where p i- 2. We will show that R~ c..:+ LP for all 
a < w1. Thus part (a) will yield uncountably many isomorphically distinct £,P spaces 
[at most one R~ ,._, £2]. By [J-M-S-T, Corollary 9.2], if LP.._ Y c..:+ LP, then Y rv LP. 
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Thus part (b) will imply that there is no separable [,P space Y, other than LP itself, 
such that R~(a) '--* Y for all a< W1, 
The Complementation of R~ in LP 
This section is devoted to the proof that R~ ~ LP for 1 < p < oo and a < w1. 
We proceed by showing that R~ "" zt ~ Zf:i "" LP for spaces zt and Z~ to be 
defined. The major components of the proof are Theorem 5.22, Proposition 5.25, and 
Proposition 5.26. 
Preliminaries 
Let '.IT' be a countable set, and let {O, 1} 1r be the standard product space. 
We say that a measurable function Jon {O, l}'lr depends on EC '.IT' if J(x) = J(y) 
for all x, y E {O, 1} 1r such that xJE = YIE· We say that a measurable set S C {O, 1} 1r 
depends on E C '.IT' if the indicator function ls depends on E. Thus S C {O, 1} 1r 
depends on EC '.IT' if ls(x) = ls(y) for all x, y E {O, l}'lr such that x!E = Y!E· 
It is easy to check that given E C '.IT', the set A of all measurable S C { 0, 1} 1r 
which depend on E is a o--algebra, which we call the o--algebra corresponding to E. 
Given E C 11', let AE be the o--algebra corresponding to E. It is easy to check that 
(a) if AC BC 11', then AA CAB, and 
(b) if A, BC '.IT', then AAnB = AA n AB. 
Let J be a measurable function on { O, 1} 1r and let EC '.IT'. It is easy to check that 
(c) J is AE-measurable if and only if f depends on E. 
Let (S1, M, µ) be a probability space. Given a sub o--algebra A of M, let £A be 
the conditional expectation operator with respect to A. 
Let A be a sub o--algebra of M. Then for each integrable function f on n, 
(a) [Af is A-measurable, and 
(b) fs [Af = fs f for all SE .A. 
Moreover, [Af is essentially defined by these two conditions. 
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Let A and l3 be sub IT-algebras of M, let f and g be integrable functions on n, 
and let 1 ~ p < oo. Conditional expectation has the following properties ([Ch], [Db], 
and [Stn]): 
(c) if f is A-measurable, then [Af = f, 
( d) [A[Af = [Af, 
(e) if f E £P([2), then [Af E £P([2), with 11£Afllp ~ llfllp, 
(f) if f, g E L 2(n), then f g[Af =ff [Ag, 
(g) if f E L2 (n), then f = [Af + f', ,vhere f' E L2(n) such that J f'h = 0 for all 
A-measurable h E L 2 (n), 
(h) if Ac !3, then [Af = £Bf if and only if [Bf is A-measurable, and 
(i) if AC !3, then [A[Bf = [Af = [B[Af · 
Suppose [A and [B commute. Then [A[Bf, which is equal to [B[Af, is in turn A-
measurable and !3-measurable, whence An !3-measurable. Now F = [Af is integrable 
on n, An l3 C B, and [BF = [B[Af is An B-measurable. Thus 
EAnBf = £AnB£Af = fAnBF =[BF= [B[Af. Hence 
(j) if [A[B = [B[A, then [A[B = CAnB = [B[A. 
Let ( {O, 1 }N ,M, µ) be the standard product space. Let A and B be subsets of 
N, with corresponding IT-algebras A and B, respectively. Let f be an integrable 
function on { 0, 1 t. Consider f as a function of t = (t1 , t 2 , ... ) where ti E { 0, 1}. Then 
[Af is given by integration with respect to those t; such that i EN\ A. Hence 
(a) [A[Bf = [B[Af' and 
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The Isomorphism of Z~ and £P 
Let {An} be a sequence of sets. We say that {An} is monotonic if it is either 
nondecreasing or non.increasing, and {An} is compatible if there is a permutation T 
such that { A.r(n)} is monotonic. 
The following result [Stn, Theorem 8] substitutes for [B-R-S, Lemma 3.2]. We 
do not present the proof, but apply the result in the proof of the subsequent corollary, 
which substitutes for [B-R-S, Lemma 3.3]. This alternative approach was suggested in 
a remark of [B-R-S]. 
Proposition 5.16. Let 1 < p < oo, let (n, M, µ) be a probability space, and 
let Un} be a sequence of integrable functions on n. Suppose {An} is a compatible 
sequence of sub u-algebras of M. Then there is a constant Av, depending only on p, 
such that 
p 
Corollary 5.17. Let 1 < p < oo, let (n, M, µ) be a probability space, let 
Un} be a sequence of integrable functions on n, and let {Bn} be a sequence of sub 
u-algebras of M. Suppose {.Cn}, {Rn}, and {Tn} are sequences of sub u-algebras 
of M such that 
(a) each of {.Cn}, {Rn}, and {Tn} is compatible, 
(b) for each n, cc.,., en,., and £7,. commute, and 
(c) for each n, Bn = .Cn n Tln n Tn. 
Then for Av as above, 
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Proof. By part (c), eB .. = e.c .. nR .. nT .. · By part (b), e.c .. nR .. nT .. = e.c .. en .. eT .. · 
Thus eBn = e.c .. enneT .. · Hence by Proposition 5.16 (applied three times), we have 
1 
= (~le.en (en .. (eT .. f n))l 2) 2 
p 
D 
Let n E N. Then n has a unique expre_ssion as n = 2k + r fork E NU {O} and 
O ::S; r < 2k. For n = 2k +r as above, let A(n) = k. 
Let Db= {1}. Fork EN, let D~ = {to···tk: t0 =1 and tiE{0,1} for 1 ::S; i ::S; k}. 
Let 'D' = LJr=o D~ · 
Now 'D' has a natural strict partial order -< defined by s0 · • · Sk 1 -< to··· tk2 if 
Let "f : (N, <) -+ ('D', -<) be defined by 'Y(n) = t 0 · · · tk E D~ fork= A(n), where 
t 0 · · · tk is the binary expansion of n. Then 'Y is a bijection, and 'Y-1 preserves order. 
Let -=< be the strkt partial order on N induced by -< via 'Y [m -=< n ~ 'Y(m) -< 'Y(n)]. 
Then < extends -=<. 
The following application of Corollary 5.17 substitutes for [B-R-S, Scholium 3.4]. 
The result serves as a lemma for Theorem 5.22. 
Proposition 5.18. Let 1 < p < oo, let ( {O, 1} N, M, µ) be the standard product 
space, and let {J n} be a sequence of integrable functions on { 0, 1} N. Given n E N, let 
Bn = { m EN: m ~ n }, and let Bn be the corresponding sub er-algebra of M. Then 
for AP as above and N E N, 
Proof. Given k EN U {O}, let Ak = {m EN: A(m) = k}, and let 
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T[k] = {m EN: >.(m)::; k}. Given n EN, let A(n) = {m EN: >.(m) = >.(n)}, and let 
Tn = { m E N : m ::; n} , 
Bn = { m E N : m ~ n} 
as above, which is the branch of (Tn, -<) generated by n, 
Ln = { m EN: m ~ n' for some n' E A(n) with n'::; n}, 
the union of the branches Bn' for n' E A( n) with n' ::; n, and 
Rn= { m EN: m ~ n' for some n' E A(n) with n' ~ n}, 
the union of the branches Bn' for n' E A( n) with n' ~ n. 
Fix K E NU {O}. For each n E T[K], choose N(n) E AK such that n ~ N(n). 
Then given n E T[K], BN(n) is an extension of Bn to a branch of T[K], and 
{LN(n)teTrKJ' {RN(n)teTrKJ' and {Tn}nETrKJ are each compatible. 
For n E T[K], let Bn, Ln, 'Rn, and Tr, be the u-algebras corresponding to Bn, 
each compatible. Moreover, for n E T[KJ, Bn = LN(n) nnN(n) nTn, and &r,N(n)' enN(n)' 
and £7n commute. 
Hence for N = 2K +1 - 1 E T[K] and Ji, ... , f N integrable on {O, 1} N, 
II (E:=1 l£Bnfnl 2 ) t t::; A; II (E:=1 lfnl 2 ) t L by Corollary 5.17. Releasing 
KEN U {O} as a free variable, we have the same result for arbitrary NE N. D 
The following square function inequality [Burk, Theorem 9] is quoted in [B-R-S, 
Scholium 3.5]. We do not present the proof, but apply the result in the proof of 
Theorem 5.22. 
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Proposition 5.19. Let 1 < p < oo, let (n,M,µ) be a probability space, and let 
{ T..} :'=o be a nondecreasing sequence of sub o--algebras of M. Suppose {Un} :'=o is a 
sequence in LP(n) such that Un is In-measurable for all n E NU {O} and Ern-iUn = 0 
for all n EN. Then there is a constant Kp, depending only on p, such that 
For n EN, let Bn, Tn, Bn, and T.. be as above. Then for n EN, Tn is the subtree 
{1, ... , n} of (N, -<), Bn is the branch of Tn generated by n, and T.. and Bn are the a-
algebras corresponding to Tn and Bn, respectively. Let To =Bo= 0 and let To and Bo 
be the trivial algebras. Let 
Z~ = [f : f is Bn-measurable for some n E NJ LP( {o,i}N) 
= [f : f is measurable and depends on Bn for some n E NJ LP( {o,i}N). 
Let Ao= r 0 = { constant functions on {O, 1}1\1}. For n EN, let 
An={! on {O, 1}1\1: f is In-measurable and Ern_J = 0} 
and 
r n = {f E An : f is Bn-measurable}. 
Suppose f is measurable and n EN. Then (ETn - Er .. _i) f is Tn-measurable, and 
if f E ~n, then f = (Er .. - £7 .. _1 ) f. Hence for n EN, 
An= { (ETn - E7n_ 1 ) f: f on {O, 1}1\1 is measurable}. 
The following lemmas for Theorem 5.22 have been extracted from the proof of 
[B-R-S, Theorem 3.1]. 
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~emma 5.20. Let 1 ~ p < oo, and let Z~ and r n be as above. Then 
Proof. Note that r n C z~ fern E Nu {O}, whence [r n : n?: O]LP( {O,l}N) C z~. 
We now show that z~ C [r n: n?: O]LP({O,l}N), whence z~ = [r n: n?: O]LP( {O,l}N)· 
Let n E N and let f be Bn-measurable. Now Bn C Tn, so Bn C Tn, whence 
f is 'Tri-measurable and £7nf = f. Moreover, £7of is To-measurable, :whence £70 / is 
constant, and J £7of = J f, whence £7of = J £7of = J f. Thus 
n 
f =ff - £7of + £7nf =ff+ :E (£7; - £7;_1) J. 
i=l 
Let 1 ~ i ~ n. Then (£.T. - £7;_1) f E Lli, We now show that (£7; - £7._i) f is 
Bi-measurable, whence it will follow that (£7; - £7;_1) f E ri. 
Note that f = £13nf, whence 
Suppose first that i {/. Bn. Then Tin Bn = Ti-1 n Bn, so T; n Bn = 7',;_1 n Bn, whence 
which is Bi-measurable. Next suppose that i E Bn'· Then TinBn = Bi, so T;nBn = Bi, 
and Ti-1 n Bn C Bi, so 7',;_1 n Bn C Bi, whence 
for some Bi C Bi. Now £13J is Bi-measurable, and £13:f is Bi-measurable, whence 
Bi-measurable. Thus (£7; - £7;.:_1) f is Bi-measurable [now in both cases]. As noted 
above, it follows that (£7; - £7._i) f E ri. 
We now have 
n 
f =ff+ i~l (£7; -£7;_1) f E [ri: O ~ i ~ nlu({o,l}N)· 
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Thus J E [rn: n 2'. Ohp({O,l}N)· It follows that z~ C [rn: n 2'. O]u({O,l}N)' whence 
z~ = [rn: n 2'. O]LP({O,l}N)· D 
Lemma 5.21. Let 2 $ p < oo, and let ~i be as above. Then { ~i} i~o is an 
unconditional Schauder decomposition of LP ( {O, 1} N). 
Proof. Suppose J,g E L2 ({o,l}N), aad let i EN. If J E ~i and g E ~i for 
i < j EN, then E7;_1g = 0 and J is 'lJ-1-measurable, so 
f Jg= f J (g - E7;_1g) = f Jg - f JE7;_1g = f Jg - f gE7;_if =ff g - f gf = 0, 
whence J and g are orthogonal. If J E ~i and g E ~o, then g is constant, and 
f J = f Er;_J, but Er;_J = 0, so 
f Jg= g ff= g f Er;_J = 0, 
whence J and g are orthogonal. Hence { ~i} i~o is orthogonal. 
Suppose f E L 2 ( {O, l}N). Let Jo= E70 f E ~ 0 , and for i EN, let 
Ji= (Er; - Er;_i) J E ~i- Then for n EN, 
n n 
i: Ii= E7af + I: (Er; - Er;_i) J = ETnf. 
i=O i=l 
Note that LP ({o,1Y\j) C L2 ({o,l}N). If f E LP ({o,l}N), then 
limn--+oo II/ - E7nJIIP = 0, whence J = i:';.0 Ii in LP ( {O, l}N). By the orthogonality 
of { ~i} i~o, the representation J = i:';.0 JI with JI E ~i is unique. By Proposition 
5.19, the convergence is unconditional. Hence {~i}i~o is an unconditional Schauder 
decomposition of LP ( {O, 1} N). D 
REMARK. The above result can be viewed as a consequence of the 
unconditionality of the Haar system. 
We are now prepared to prove the following theorem [B-R-S, Theorem 3.1], 
which is a major component of the proof that R~ ~ LP. 
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Theorem 5.22. Let 1 < p < oo, and let Z~ be as above. Then 
Z~ c.:+ LP ( { 0, 1} N). 
Proof. First suppose 2 ~ p < oo, whence LP ( {O, l}N) C L 2 ( {O, it). Fix 
i EN U {O}. Let f E 8.i and let g = &sJ. If i = 0, then ri = 8.i, esJ = f, and es, li.l, 
is the identity mapping. Suppose i E N. Then g is Bi-measurable. Now Bi C Ti, so 
Bi c T;,, whence g is T;,-measurable. Moreover, £T;,_1 g = eT;,_ 1 esJ = es,eT;,_J = 0. 
Thus g is a Bi':·measurable element of 8.i, whence g E ri. If f E ri, then esJ = f. 
Hence for i EN U {O}, £s, li.l, is the orthogonal projection of 8.i onto ri. 
By Lemma 5.21, {8.i}i~o is an unconditional Schauder decomposition of 
L 2 ( {O, 1} N). For f E L 2 ( {O, 1 }N), let {Ji} be the unique sequence with Ji E 8.i such 
that f = "L,':;0 k Let 1r: L2 ({o,l}N)--+ L2 ({o,l}N) be defined by 
00 
1rf = E £s,k 
i=O 
Then 1r is the orthogonal projection of L-;. ( {O, l}N) onto [ri: i ~ O]L2({o,l}N)' where 
[ri: i ~ O]L2({0,1}N) = z~ by Lemma 5.20. 
Let P be the restriction of 11" to V' ( {O, l}N), let f E LP ( {O, l}N), and let {Ji} 
be as above. Then by Proposition 5.19, Proposition 5.18, and Proposition 5.19 again, 
for n E N we have 
11,t Es.fl ~ K, Ct IEsJ,1 2 f ~ K,A; 
p 
where the constants KP and Ap are as in the cited propositions. Hence 
IIPJIIP :$ K;A! IIJIIP, and P: LP ( {O, l}N) --+ LP ( {O, l}N) is bounded. Of course 
Pis a projection, and P maps LP ( {O, l}N) onto [ri: i ~ O]LP({o,i}N)' where 
[ri: i ~ O]LP({o,1}N) = z~ ·by Lemma 5.20. 
For 2 < p < oo with conjugate index q, the adjoint of P induces a bounded 
projection of Lq ( {O, l}N) onto Z~. D 
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REMARK. While Z~ ~ LP is our major concern, in fact Z~ "' LP. 
The Complementation of R~ in Z~ 
Recall that a tree (T, -<) is a CFRE tree if Tis finite or countable, and for each 
x E T, {y ET: y -< x} is finite. Let (T, -<) be a CFRE tree. Fort E T, let Bt be the 
finite branch of T generated by t. For 1 ~ p < oo, let 
Zf = [J: f is measurable and depends on Bt for some t E T]v'({o,i}T)· 
The space Zf is similar to the previously defined space Z~. 
Let S be a nonempty subset of N. Then (S, -<) is a CFRE tree, where-< is the 
previously introduced partial order on N [suitably restricted]. The finite branches of S 
are precisely those sets of the form Bn n S for n E S, where Bn is the finite branch of 
(N,-<) generated by n. For 1 ~ p < oo, LP ({o, 1}8 ) is isomorphic to the subspace of 
LP ( { 0, 1} N) consisting of those functions which depend on S, and Z~ is isomorphic to 
the space 
z~ = [J: f is measurable and depends on Bn n s for some n E S]LP({O,l}N)· 
The following lemmas [B-R-S, Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7] lead to the subsequent 
proposition [B-R-S, Theorem 3.8], which is a component of the proof that R~ ~ LP. 
Lemma 5.23. Let 1 ~ p < oo and let 0 =/= S C N. Then Z~ ~ Z~. 
Proof. Let S be the u-algebra corresponding to S, and let P: Z~-+ Z~ be 
defined by P J = £sf. Note that .Z~ C Z~. If f E Z~ depends on Bn, then Pf 
depends on Bn n S, which is either the empty set or a finite branch of S of the form 
Bm n S for some m ES, whence P maps Z~ into Z~. Now Pf= f for f E .Z~. Hence 
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p maps z~ onto z~, and P2 = P. Finally, IIPJIIP = llesfllp :::; ll!llp, whence IIPII = 1. 
D 
For n E N, let N n = { t 1 · · · tn : ti E N for all 1 :::; i :::; n}. Let N = LJ:'=1 N n, and 
define a strict partial order -< on N by s1 ···Sn -< ti··· tm if n < m and Si = ti for all 
1:::; i:::; n. 
Lemma 5.24. Let (T, -<) be a CFRE tree. Then (T, -<) is order-isomorphic to a 
subset of (N, -<). 
Proof. Clearly Tis order-isomorphic to a subset of N. We will show that N is 
order-isomorphic to a subset of V'. Th~ result will then follow upon noting that V' is 
order-isomorphic to N endowed with -<. 
We describe a subset S of V' such that N is order-isomorphic to S. Given 
t EV', let S(t) = {t·1,t·01,t·oo1, ... }. Then S(t) is a countable set of distinct and 
mutually incomparable successors of t. Moreover, if s and t are distinct and 
incomparable elements of V', then S(s) and S(t) are disjoint, and the elements of 
S(s) U S(t) are mutually incomparable elements of V'. For AC V', let 
S(A) = UaEA S(a). Finally, let S = S(l) U S(S(l)) U · · ·. Then N is order-isomorphic 
to S C V', and the result follows as noteci above. D 
Proposition 5.25. Let 1 :::; p < oo and let T be a CFRE tree. Then z; c..:.+ Z~. 
Proof. If trees T and T' are order-isomorphic, then Zf ,..., z;,. Thus by Lemma 
5.24, we may choose T' c N such that z; ,..., z;,. Now z;, c..:.+ Z~ by Lemma 5:23. 
H p C p ence ZT ~ ZN. D 
REMARK. By Proposition 5.25 and Theorem 5.22, for 1 < p < oo and T a CFRE 
tree, Zf c..:.+ LP ({o, l}N), whence Zf c..:.+ LP ({o, l}T). 
The following proposition [B-R-S, Lemma 3.9] is the final component of the 
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proof that R~ C.:.. LP. 
Proposition 5.26. Let 1 S p < oo and a < w1. Then there is a well-founded 
CFRE tree Ta such that R~ is distributionally isomorphic to zt. 
Proof. Clearly Rb = [l]u is distributionally isomorphic to Zf0 where To = 0. 
Moreover, Rf= (Rb EB Rb\ is distributionally isomorphic to Zf1 where T1 = {l}. 
Suppose a = (3 + 1 > 1, where R~ is distributionally isomorphic to Zf13 for 
some well-founded CFRE tree (T13, -<13). Without loss of generality, suppose R~ = Zf13 • 
Choose B (/. T13. Let Ta = T13 U {B}, and let -<a extend -<13 by declaring B -<a T for all 
T E T13. Then (Ta, -<a) is a well-founded CFRE tree. For the case a = (3 + 1 > 1, it 
remains to show that R~ is distributionally isomorphic to zt. 
Let 0, I E {O, l}{o} be defined by C(B) = 0 and I(B) = 1, so that J(B) = j. Note 
that {O,l}{O} = {0,1}. Let e0 ,e1: {O,l}{O}-. {0,1} be defined by e0 (t) = 1-t(B) and 
e1(t) = t(B). Then ei(J) = 1 if i = j and ei(J) = 0 if i ;f. j. 
Givens E {O,l}T13 and t E {C,l}{a}, we associate (s,t) E {O,l}T13 x {O,l}{O} = 
{O, l}T13 x {O, I} with the element [s, t] E {O, l}T" which extends both sand t. Thus 
there is an association J : LP ( {O, 1} T/3 x {O, I}) -. LP ( {O, 1} T"). Let ( Zf/3 EB Zf/3 t 
be identified with the subspace of LP ( {O, 1} T/3 x {O, I}) which is related to Zf/3 as in 
the definition of (B EB B)P. Let [zf13 EB Zf/3L = J ( Zf13 EB Zfilt· Then 
[zP EB zP ]· d~t (zP EB zP ) . T13 T13 T/3 T/3 
p p 
Let bo, b1 E Zf13 • Then b; ® e; E zt, where (bi® e;) [s, t] = 2} b;(s)e;(t) for 
s E {O, l}T/3 and t E {O, l}{ll} = {O, I}. If b = b0 ® e0 + b1 ® e1, then 
b[s, J] = 2ho(s )eo(J) + 2i b1 (s )e1 (J), so b[s, 01 = 2h0 (s) and b[s, I] = 2h1 (s), whence 
b E [zf EB Zf J . Conversely, if b E [zf EB Zf J , then b = b0 ® e0 + b1 ® e1 for /3 /3 p . /3 /3 p 
bo(s) = 2-h[s,O] and b1(s) = 2-}b[s,I]. Hence 
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[ Zf 13 EB Zf 13 t = { bo ® eo + b1 ® e1 : bo, b1 E Zf 13} c zt. 
Let f E zt. Fors E {O,lf13 , let b0 (s) = 2-!J[s,O] and b1 (s) = 2-i"J[s,i]. 
Then bi E Zf , and f = bo ® eo + b1 ® e1, so f E [zf EB Zf ] . Thus 
/3 /3 /3 p 
Zf c [zf EB Zf ] , whence Zf = [zf EB Zf] . For the case a= f3 + 1 > 1, it now 
a /3 /3 p a /3 /3 p 
follows that RP = (RP EB RP) = ( zP EB zP ) d~t [zP EB zP ] = zP . 
a /3 /3 \ T13 T13 T13 T13 Ta p p p 
Suppose a is a limit ordinal, where for each f3 < a, R~ is distributionally 
isomorphic to Zf13 for some well-founded CFRE tree (T13, -<13). Without loss of 
generality, suppose R~ = Zf 13 for all f3 < a, and suppose T'Y n T13 = 0 for all , =/: /3 with 
,, f3 < a:. Let Ta = uf3<a Tp, and let a -<a r if there is some /3 < a such that a, r E T13 
with a -<13 T. Then (Ta, -<a) is a well-founded CFRE tree. 
Note that B is a finite branch of Ta if and only if B is a finite branch of T13 for 
some f3 < a. Thus f depends on a finite bn.nch B of Ta if and only if f depends on 
a finite branch B of T13 for some /3 < o:, so Z?; = [zf : /3 < a] ( ) . Since a /3 £P {O,l}Ta 
{T13 }/3< is disjoint, [zf : f3 < a] ( d~t (E/3EB<a Zf ) . Hence 
a /3 £P {0,1} Ta) /3 Ind,p 
zP = [zP . f3 < a] d~t ("EB zP ) - ("'EB RP) - RP D 
Ta T13 • £P( {O,l}Ta) wf3<a T13 Ind,p - wf3<a f3 Ind,p - a· 
The following theorem [B-R-S, Theorem B(3)] is now almost immediate. 
Theorem 5.27. Let 1 < p < oo and a< w1 . Then R~ <.:+ LP. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.26, we may choose a well-founded CFRE tree Ta such 
that R~ ,..., zt. Then zt <.:+ z~ by Proposition 5.25, and z~ <.:+ LP ( {O, l}N) by 
Theorem 5.22. Hence R~ C.:,. LP ( { 0, 1} NJ ,..., If. D 
Concluding Remarks 
Let 1 < p < oo where p f:- 2. 
Conceivably R~(a) ,..., £2 for some o: < w1 , but in light of part (a) of Theorem 
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5.15, this is possible only for a = 0. Thus as in the remark following Theorem 5.15, 
{ R~(a)} is an uncountable chain of isomorphically distinct C,P spaces, and there 
O<a<w1 
is no separable C,P space Y, other than LP itself, such that R~(a) <-+ Y for all a < w1 . 
By Theorem 5.27 and part (a) of Theorem 5.15, for 'Y < 8 < w1 we have 
RP CRp CLp 
'T(1') -l- 'T(O) -l- • (5.5) 
The isomorphism type of R~ for w < a < w1 is not well understood. Recent work 
by Dale Alspach indicates that Rr., "'Xp. 
We know that { hp (R~)} a<wi is a nondecreasing chain of ordinals such that 
{hp (R~): a< w1 } has no maxim.um, but little is known about the specific values of 
hp (R~) for w ~ a< w1 , or precisely where the increases occur. 
Part (b) of Theorem 5.15 reflects one way in which { R~} a<wi reaches toward LP. 
However, it is not known whether for each separable Cp space Y ,f, LP, there is an 
a < w1 such that Y <-+ R~, nor whether there is an a < w1 such that Y <-+ R~ for 
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